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Entwicklung und Realisierung des IGRT Inline Konzepts
Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein neues Konzept zur Anbindung eines bildgebenden Sys-
tems an einen medizinischen Linearbeschleuniger fu¨r die Strahlentherapie vorgestellt und dessen
Realisierung beschrieben. Dafu¨r wurden eine Ro¨ntgenro¨hre und ein Fla¨chendetektor an
gegenu¨berliegenden Seiten eines Linearbeschleuniger installiert, so dass der Detektor nicht nur zu
Ro¨ntgenaufnahmen eines auf dem Behandlungstisch liegenden Patienten dient, sondern auch die
Prima¨rfluenz des Therapiestrahls gemessen werden kann. Mittels verschiedener im Verlauf dieser
Arbeit entwickelter Hardwarekomponenten konnte das bildgebende System mit dem Therapiegera¨t
synchronisiert werden. Dies ermo¨glichte neben fluoroskopischen Ro¨ntgensequenzen wa¨hrend der
Behandlung und der Aufnahme von Kegelstrahl-CTs, u. a. die Einbeziehung atmungskorrelierter
Signale externer Systeme zur atemgesteuerten Bildgebung und Therapie. Zudem werden diverse
Anwendungen, Messungen und Untersuchungen, die mit Hilfe des neuen Systems durchgefu¨hrt
wurden, diskutiert. Hierbei handelt es sich u. a. um Fragestellungen bezu¨glich des Einflusses ver-
schiedener Aufnahmeparameter auf die Bildqualita¨t und um die Verwertbarkeit gewonnener Bilder
fu¨r Konzepte der Adaptiven Strahlentherapie. Des Weiteren werden Patientenstudien beschrieben
und analysiert, die mit dem vorgestellten System durchgefu¨hrt wurden, um bildgebende Verfahren
in den klinischen Therapieablauf zu integrieren und so eine pra¨zisere Bestrahlung zu ermo¨glichen.
Abschließend wird ein erster an das erla¨uterte Konzept angelehnter Prototyp eines kommerziellen
Linearbeschleunigers vorgestellt.
Development and realization of the IGRT Inline concept
Abstract
A new concept for the integration of an imaging system into a medical linear accelerator for
radiotherapy is presented, and its technical realization is described. An x-ray tube and a flat panel
detector were installed along the treatment beam axis, such that the detector could not only be used
for x-ray imaging of patients lying on the treatment couch, but also to measure the primary fluence
of the therapy beam. The imaging system was synchronized with the linear accelerator by means
of several hardware and software components that were developed as a part of this work in order
to allow, for instance, the acquisition of fluoroscopic image sequences during beam delivery and the
acquisition of volumetric cone beam CT information. Furthermore, external patient monitoring
systems were integrated for respiration triggered imaging.
Several applications and investigations about image quality, about the application of the images for
the concepts of Adaptive Radiotherapy, and about the improvement of image quality were carried
out using the new system. Furthermore, first feasibility studies with patients were performed, that
combine imaging and therapy at the linac, in order to provide a higher precision for the beam
delivery. Finally, the first commercial prototype, following the described concept, is presented.
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ADC analog-to-digital converter
AP anterior-posterior
ART Adaptive Radiotherapy
a.u. arbitrary units
BB beam blocker
BEV beam’s eye view
BNC Bayonet Neill-Concelman (the inventors of the BNC connector)
CAN Controller Area Network
CBCT cone beam CT
CC caudal-cranial
CNR contrast to noise ratio
CPC counts-per-measured-charge quotient
CT Computer Tomography
CW clockwise
CCW counterclockwise
DCM digital cine mode
DRR digital reconstructed radiograph
DVH dose volume histogram
e− electron
e+ positron
EIA Electronic Industries Alliance
more common for EIA-232: RS-232.
ESF edge spread function
FBCT fan beam CT
FFT fast fourier transform
FDK-Algorithm Feldkamp, Davis & Kress - CBCT reconstruction algorithm
FOV field of view
FPI flat panel imager
HF high frequency
HIS Heimann Imaging Software
HU Hounsfield unit
HV high voltage
HW hardware
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IGRT Image Guided Radiotherapy
IMRT intensity modulated radiotherapy
I/O input / output
keV kilo electron volts (1 keV ≈ 1.6 · 10−16 J)
KICK KV Imaging Control Kit
kV kilovolt(age)
IV Abbreviations
kV source x-ray tube, generator and collimator as a system
LED light emitting diode
linac linear accelerator
LR left-right
LSF line spread function
MB megabyte (1MB = 10242Byte)
MeV mega electron volts (1MeV ≈ 1.6 · 10−13 J)
MLC mulitleaf collimator
MRT Magnetic Resonance Tomography
MTF modular transfer function
MU monitor unit
MV megavolt(age)
OAR organ at risk
OCS Oncology Care Systems (department of Siemens Medical Solutions)
OTF optical transfer function
PC personal computer
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect
PET Positron Resonance Tomography
PROM programmable read only memory
QA quality assurance
RO radiation on
RS Radio sector or Recommended standard
RT radiotherapy
RGS respiratory gating system
RTT radiation therapy technician
SDD source to detector distance
SID source to isocenter distance
SNR signal to noise ratio
SPR scatter to primary ratio
SSD source to surface distance
SW software
SWR Start Wechselrichter (start inverter)
TFT thin film transistor
TPS treatment planning system
TTL transistor-transistor-logic
USB universal serial bus
VOI volume of interest
x-ray toolbox Internet accessible tool for the simulation of x-ray spectra
http://www.healthcare.siemens.com/med/rv/spektrum/default.asp (11/2006)
Chapter 1
Introduction
Latest developments in modern radiotherapy allow very precise dose deliveries in this non-invasive
method for the treatment of tumor diseases. Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) tech-
niques together with inverse treatment planning provide the possibility to deliver homogeneous
photon dose distributions to nearly any kind of randomly shaped target volume and to simulta-
neously produce very steep dose gradients towards adjacent organs at risk (OARs) [1], [2]. This
usually results in a better dose sparing of normal tissue and OARs combined with better tumor
control probabilities.
To utilize these benefits requires an exact knowledge of the patient’s anatomy and the treatment
setup including the patient’s position during the treatment. At first, this information is provided
by a planning CT acquired at a certain time before the start of the treatment course. Fixation sys-
tems like masks and body casts can be applied for patient immobilization and marks on the cast or
tatoos on the patient’s skin are used to adjust the patient position on the treatment couch with the
room lasers [3]. However, the dose delivery is usually divided into several daily treatment fractions,
so that one treatment course may last 6 –7 weeks. During this time, inter-fractional changes of the
patient’s anatomy like loss or gain of weight, tumor regression, fill level of the bladder, etc. may
occur with respect to the anatomy observed on the initial planning CT. Additionally, intrafractional
organ motion that occurs during the dose delivery process may influence the treatment precision.
This primarily concerns breathing induced motion, especially for the irradiation of lung tumors but
may also occur for prostate cases. Furthermore, setup errors during the daily patient positioning
process might occur.
To handle these known problems, the target volumes to being irradiated are usually increased by
safety margins to avoid any underdosage of the tumor caused by these uncertainties. However, this
necessary procedure limits the gains of modern high precision radiotherapy techniques and may
prevent even better normal tissue sparing. Theoretically, applicable high conformal dose distribu-
tions restricted to the tumor volume, as would be possible for static anatomies and fixed patient
positions, are thwarted by an uncertainty of the situation at the time of dose delivery. But how does
one fully exploid the potential of currently existing dose delivery techniques? Ideally one has an
exactly positioned patient and the knowledge of the patient anatomy at any time of the treatment
to allow a margin reduction as far as possible [4] – [9].
The concept of Adaptive Radiotherapy (ART) aims to provide strategies that solve this problem.
ART is a feedback treatment process that optimizes a patient’s treatment according to the patient
specific images obtained either directly prior or during the course of treatment [10]. Image guid-
ance plays an important role within ART [11]. In Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT) real-time
3D information of the actual treatment setup and the actual anatomy of the patient before every
treatment fraction, and optionally even during dose delivery, can be provided by imaging systems
in the treatment room [12] – [14]. Though there are many different imaging modalities like optical
systems, ultrasound, PET, MRT, etc. this work focuses on x-ray imaging, especially on linear ac-
celerator (linac) integrated kilovoltage (kV) imaging.
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The prominent approach of kV-imaging for IGRT utilizes an x-ray tube mounted at the linac [15] –
[18]. The treatment machine then provides x-rays of two different energy ranges: i) a megavoltage
(MV)-spectrum for treatment (optionally also for imaging) with photon energies up to several MeV
generated by the linac, and ii) a kV-spectrum for imaging with photon energies up to about 150 keV
generated by the x-ray tube. To use the x-rays for patient imaging additionally requires that an
x-ray detector has to be mounted at the treatment machine opposite to the x-ray source so that
the patient lies between the x-ray source and the x-ray detector. The detector is an amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H) flat panel imager (FPI) [19], [20]. With such linac-integrated imaging systems,
radiographs of the patient can be acquired in treatment position prior and during every treatment
fraction from arbitrary angles of the linac rotation axis. Besides pure radiographies for 2D imaging
the acquisition of cone beam CTs (CBCTs) to obtain 3D information of the patient’s anatomy that
may, for instance, be used for accurate patient positioning, is provided by these setups as a further
important feature [17], [21] – [26].
Several vendors have developed linacs with integrated kV-imaging systems. Figure 1.1 shows two
examples of commercially available setups. In both cases either the x-ray tube is installed at 90◦
Figure 1.1: Linac integrated IGRT setups
These two examples follow the 90 degree solution of linac-integrated kV-imaging systems. The
Synergy system from Elekta on the left has an x-ray tube installed at 90◦ and the FPI at 270◦ –
the Trilogy system from Varian vice versa. In both cases the kV-beam is perpendicular to the MV-
beam. The pictures sources are the internet pages of the vendors (http://www.elekta.com and
http://www.varian.com).
and the FPI at 270◦ with respect to the MV-source or vice versa1. For those 90 degree solutions the
imaging axis is always perpendicular to the treatment beam axis. A further approach is the Inline
Concept [18], [28] – [31], where the x-ray tube is mounted at 180◦ with respect to the treatment
beam. Therefore, the FPI is placed below the mulitleaf collimator (MLC) and can detect both
the kV- and the MV-beam that share the same axis. This concept is described in more detail in
section 3.2. The gain of this work is the development and realization of a linac integrated IGRT
system prototype following the Inline Concept. The different features of this technical concept, the
development of the first prototypes, and their first successful clinical applications are discussed.
1linac coordinates are given according to the norm IEC61217 [27] throughout this work unless otherwise noted.
The coordinates systems used in this work are summarized in section 2.1.
3In Chapter 2 some basics are given concerning x-ray imaging and definitions of coordinate systems
used within this work. Then the Inline concept is described and a motivation for using kV-spectra
for imaging at the treatment machine is given in Chapter 3. The first step of the development us-
ing a bench top system of an integrated kV-imaging setup and the basic components are described
in detail in Chapter 4. The continuation of the development process is described in Chapter 5,
mainly covering by the integration of the kV-system at the treatment machine, the substitution
of certain imaging components, and the development of further peripheral components to allow
special imaging applications. Both chapters 4 and 5 already partly include methods and results of
measurements and investigations specifically related to the respective state of development. The
main part of investigations and applications using the developed imaging system are provided in
Chapter 6: Measurements concerning the influence of the image quality of CBCTs on certain imag-
ing or reconstruction parameters are reported. Furthermore, first clinical applications of the Inline
concept prototype system are presented, and methods and investigations are described concerning
dose calculations and scatter corrections of image data obtained from the realized IGRT setup.
Finally, in Chapter 7 a short summary of the presented work is given and the first commercially
implemented prototype of the described concept and developments is introduced.

Chapter 2
Basics
This chapter summarizes the technical and physical basics that are accessed in this work. Only the
principles and formulas that are needed for better understanding of this work are presented; no de-
tailed derivations are given. Furthermore, coordinates and terms and definitions that are dealt with
are introduced if not yet addressed in the introduction. A general knowledge and understanding of
the common terms used in the field of Medical Physics and especially of radiotherapy is assumed.
Abbreviations are listed in Abbreviations, acronyms and definitions at the beginning of this work.
2.1 Coordinate systems
2.1.1 Linac coordinate systems
The linac coordinate systems are defined according to IEC61217. Figure 2.1 shows a layout of the
treatment room to give an overview of the movable components and their alignment. The rotational
axes of the three components (gantry , MLC and table) are outlined in the picture. The intersection
point of these axes is defined as the isocenter. Gantry- and MLC rotation can be clockwise (CW)
The turnable components are
the gantry (here shown with-
out IGRT equipment), the
MLC, and the table. In this il-
lustration MLC and table are
placed at 0◦ and the gantry at
about 20◦, each in its own ro-
tational system. The isocen-
ter is defined as the intersec-
tion point of the three rotation
axes. Picture source: [32].
Figure 2.1: Layout of the treatment room
and counterclockwise (CCW). The definition of both rotation systems is illustrated in figure 2.2.
For mechanical reasons the gantry can only be rotated up to 190◦ CW and down to 170◦ CCW.
Therefore, a full 360◦ rotation needs to be started between 170◦ and 190◦. The rotation system of
a linac-mounted x-ray tube is the same as for the gantry. Following the inline approach the tube
angle is defined by γt = (γg + 180)MOD360, with γt: tube angle, γg: gantry angle, and MOD:
modulo function.
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Figure 2.2: Rotation angles of gantry and MLC
Viewed from the front the gantry angle increases CW. From beam’s eye view (BEV) the MLC angle
increases CCW. X1, X2, Y1, Y2 indicate the leaf banks and the jaws of the collimator. Pictures
source: [33].
The table can additionally be moved longitudinally, laterally, vertically. The different cartesian
table axes, as well as the room coordinate system, are illustrated in figure 2.3. The origin of this
system coincides with the isocenter. With the table at 0◦ the x-axis corresponds to the lateral, the
y-axis to the longitudinal, and the z-axis to the vertical table axis.
Figure 2.3: Table axes and room system
The three cartesian table axes conform to the room system (X, Y, Z) for the table at 0◦. The origin
of the room system is the isocenter. Standing in front of the linac the positive x-direction goes
left-right, the positive y-direction back-forward, and the positive z-axis bottom-up. Source of the left
picture: [33].
2.1.2 Patient coordinate system
The patient coordinate system is illustrated in figure 2.4. The x-axis is parallel to the patient’s left-
right (LR) direction, the y-axis to the anterior-posterior (AP) direction, and the z-axis to the caudal-
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In common treatment posi-
tion, the x-axis of the patient
coordinate system is parallel
to the x-axis of the room co-
ordinate system (figure 2.3),
the y-axis antiparallel to the z-
axis and the z-axis parallel to
the y-axis. The origin is de-
fined individually.
Figure 2.4: Patient coordinate system
cranial (CC) direction. The origin of this coordinate system varies from case to case. Throughout
this work, ‘treatment position’ means that the patient lies with his back on the treatment table at
0◦ and his head towards the linac. In this case, room coordinates can be transformed into patient
coordinates as follows:  xpyp
zp
 =
 1 0 0 −x00 0 −1 z0
0 1 0 −y0


xr
yr
zr
1
 (2.1)
with (xp, yp, zp): coordinates in the patient system, (xr, yr, zr): coordinates in the room system,
and (x0, y0, z0): coordinates of the patient system’s origin in room coordinates.
2.1.3 Detector coordinate system
Throughout this work the used FPIs have an active area of 1024 × 1024 pixels. Each pixel has
dimensions of 400× 400µm2. The detector design is mostly symmetrical but has plug connections
Detector front view, de-
tector cables left: In this
case the detector coordi-
nate system has its ori-
gin in the upper left cor-
ner of the active area.
Raw images are always
displayed at the com-
puter screen with the
origin at the upper left
corner.
Figure 2.5: Detector coordinate system
at one side for power supply, readout trigger, and information transfer with the imaging PC. Figure
2.5 shows the orientation of the FPI coordinate system on the FPI itself and on the imaging PC
screen. FPI coordinates are given in pixels. The x-coordinate represents the FPI column and the
y-coordinate the row. Throughout this work raw images of the FPI are printed as displayed on
the PC screen unless otherwise noted. How an object is displayed depends on the orientation of
the FPI to the patient coordinate system, and is determined by means of the position of the plug
connections or the FPI cable.
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2.1.4 CBCT projection coordinate system
For CBCT reconstruction the detector coordinates themselves are not of interest, but rather the
rotation axis of the imaging system (x-ray source and detector) and the orientation of the FPI
to this axis. In a linac-integrated IGRT system the imaging rotation axis coincides with the
gantry rotation axis. During the acquisition of a CBCT sequence the imaging system rotates
around this axis and permanently acquires x-ray projections of the object to be imaged. Figure 2.6
schematically illustrates a CBCT imaging system and the projection coordinate system. On the
Figure 2.6: CBCT setup and projection coordinate system
The imaging system consisting of the x-ray source and the FPI rotates around the longitudinal axis
of the imaging object (left). The projections of the symmetrical imaging object (right) look the same
for any imaging angle. The v-axis is always parallel to the imaging rotation axis. The u-axis is
perpendicular to the v-axis and has no fixed direction in the room system.
2D projections the axis parallel to the rotation axis is the v-axis. The u-axis is perpendicular to
the v-axis. The origin of the projection coordinate system is the lower left corner of the projection.
Projection coordinates are also given in pixels. The projection matrix may be sampled down to
1024 · 2−n × 1024 · 2−m pixels. The pixel size is then (400 · 2n × 400 · 2m)µm2. Throughout this
work the v-axis is parallel to the y-axis of the room coordinate system.
2.2 Interaction of x-rays and matter
For x-ray imaging the amount of radiation remaining from an incident fluence after passing through
an object is measured. Since the energies of x-ray photons are much too high to be absorbed in
electron transitions between states for most atoms, they can interact with an electron only by
knocking it completely out of the atom. That is, all x-rays are classified as ionizing radiation.
Within the object mainly three different kinds of interactions between x-rays and matter may
attenuate the incident beam:
2.2.1 Photoionization
Photoionization is based on the photoelectric effect (figure 2.7). In the presence of a third particle
(the nucleus) a photon may be absorbed by transmitting nearly its complete energy to the electron.
There are strong maxima at the cross section for the photoionization, if the energy of the photons
is just high enough to release an electron from a certain electron shell. Apart from the absorption
edges, the total absorbtion cross section σph for this process approximately is proportional the
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An electron, electrically
bound to nucleus ‘Z’, in-
teracts with a photon
and gains energy. The
photon is completely an-
nihilated in this process.
Figure 2.7: Photoelectrical effect
atomic number Z of the material to the power of 5 [34]. For non-relativistic energies (α = Eγ
m0c2
< 1,
with m0: electron’s rest mass), it is approximately
σph ∝ Z5E−
7
2
γ (2.2)
For higher energies (α > 1), it is approximately
σph ∝ Z
5
Eγ
. (2.3)
2.2.2 Compton scattering
The process of Compton scattering is illustrated in figure 2.8. During this process the energy of the
The incident photon gets ab-
sorbed by the electron, and a
scattered photon is produced.
λf and λi are the wave length
of the scattered and the inci-
dent photon and m0 the elec-
tron’s rest mass. Momentum-
and energy transfer of the in-
cident photon follow the laws
of classical mechanics. Pic-
ture source: [35].
Figure 2.8: Compton scattering
absorbed photon is divided into the transmitted energy to the collision electron and the production
of a scattered photon. Again a third collision partner (the nucleus) is necessary due to conservation
laws. The distribution of energy and momentum and the angle between the recoil electron and the
scattered photon follow the laws of classical collision processes. The differential cross section of the
scattered photon dσcdΩ for this interaction is given by Klein-Nishina:
dσc
dΩ
= r20
(
1
1 + α(1− cos θ)
)2(1 + cos2 θ
2
)(
1 +
α2(1− cos θ)2
(1 + cos2 θ)[1 + α(1− cos θ)]
)
(2.4)
with r0 the classical electron radius, and . θ is the angle between the incident and the scattered
photon (see figure 2.8). For small α this results in the classical Thomson cross section:
dσc
dΩ
α→0=
r20
2
(1 + cos2 θ) (2.5)
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Figure 2.9 shows the angular distribution for different energies of the incident photon. The nearly
isotropic distribution for low energies changes to forward scattering for energies in the MeV range.
The integral over every Ω results in the total cross section σc that is also illustrated in figure 2.9
Figure 2.9: Compton scattering cross sections
Left: Angular distribution of the scattered photon. For low energies Eγ = 511 keV ·α of the incident
photon the angular distribution is nearly isotropic. For higher energies (α > 1) forward scattering
dominates. Right: Total cross section given in units of barn (1b = 10−28m2). Source of the left
picture: [36].
σc = 2pir20
[
1 + α
α2
(
2(1 + α)
1 + 2α
− 1
α
log(1 + 2α)
)
+
1
2α
log(1 + 2α)− 1 + 3α
(1 + 2α)2
]
(2.6)
2.2.3 Pair production
Pair production occurs for energies Eγ > 2m0c2 = 1.022MeV of the incident photon. In presence
of a nucleus, the incident photon gets absorbed by creating an e+e− pair. The remaining energy
Eγ − 2m0c2 is divided as kinetic energy between the leptons. The nucleus is needed for momentum
conservation. The pair production process is schematically illustrated in figure 2.10.
The incident photon with an
energy Eγ > 1.022MeV cre-
ates an electron-positron pair.
Figure 2.10: Pair production
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2.2.4 Absorption coefficients
The attenuation of photons with energy Eγ having an geometrical path length d through an ho-
mogeneous object is described by:
IEγ (d) = I0,Eγ · exp(−µ(Z,Eγ) · d) (2.7)
with I0,Eγ the intensity of the incident x-ray beam, IEγ the intensity of the attenuated beam, and
Z, the atomic number of the material and µ(Z,Eγ) = µph(Z,Eγ) + µc(Z,Eγ) + µpp(Z,Eγ) as the
linear attenuation coefficient. Between the absorption coefficients µi(Z,Eγ) and the cross sections
σi (i = ph, c, pp) exists the following correlation:
µi(Z,Eγ) = σi(Z,Eγ) · % · NAZ
A
(2.8)
NA = 6.02 · 1023 is the Avogadro constant, A the nucleon number, and % the mass density of the
material. Passing through a heterogeneous medium the beam is attenuated as follows:
IEγ (d) = I0,Eγ · exp
(
−
d∫
0
µ(x,Eγ) dx
)
(2.9)
µ(x,Eγ) is the absorption coefficient at position x along the ray path. For a heterogeneous beam
every energy bin is attenuated following equation 2.9. Due to the energy dependence of µ a hetero-
geneous beam changes its spectrum when passing through matter. Figure 2.11 exemplarily shows
the energy dependence of µ for one certain Z and its distribution in µph, µc and µpp. Furthermore, it
illustrates which of the three described interactions dominates the attenuation for different energies
of the incident beam and different atomic numbers. As already shown in equation 2.3 photoioniza-
tion plays its biggest role for high atomic numbers and low energies. Compton scattering mainly
dominates for energies between some 100 keV and some MeV. In this work only photon energies
up to maximum 6MeV are considered. Pair production still has only little influence on photon
absorption in tissue at these energies and therefore will be ignored for the rest of this work unless
otherwise noted.
Figure 2.11: Absorption coefficients
The left plot exemplarily shows the energy dependence of the absorption coefficient and its sum
labelled as µtotal. In the right picture the intersection points between the µph and µph, µc and
µpp are plotted for different atomic numbers Z. In this way it is shown at which energies x-ray
attenuation is dominated by which interaction. Source of the right picture: [36].
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2.3 Aspects of image quality in projection radiography
In this section a monoenergetic beam and a detector of perfect efficiency and spatial resolution
that is only sensitive to one photon energy is considered unless otherwise noted, i. e. only pri-
mary (attenuated) signal but no scattered photons or bremsstrahlung from secondary interactions
is considered. Image quality of a radiograph is correlated to the required size and difference in
x-ray absorption of two objects to be still distinguishable on the x-ray projection. Under the given
assumptions image quality is mainly determined by the contrast and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Contrast. The contrast C = |N1−N2|N1+N2 is defined as the normalized difference between two trans-
mission signals N1 and N2, that are directly correlated to the absorption coefficient µ1 and µ2
and therefore energy dependent. Figure 2.12 compares energy dependence of the mass absorption
coefficients µ% of bone, muscle and fat. The dominance of photoionization (see figure 2.11) and
The differences between
soft tissue and bones de-
liver a good contrast.
Between fat and muscle
the contrast gets better
for lower energies. Pic-
ture source: [37].
Figure 2.12: Mass absorbtion coefficients for tissue
the resulting bigger differences in µ% yield better contrasts for lower energies. Practically, energies
Eγ < 25 keV do not deliver sufficient transmission signals and thus are not suitable for x-ray imag-
ing.
In the presence of (a homogeneous distribution of) scatter signal on the detector the contrast
reduces to CS :
CS =
1
1 + δ
C; δ :=
2SS
S1 + S2
(2.10)
SS is the detector signal produced by scattered radiation, S1 and S2 the transmission signals on
the detector. S1 and S2 are proportional to the numbers N1 and N2 of the transmitted photons
(per area). Due to the energy dependent detector efficiency in general SSNS 6=
Si
Ni
with: i = 1, 2 and
NS : number of scattered photons (per area).
Examples for δ: Thorax projection: δ ≈ 2; Abdominal projection: δ ≈ 7. In these cases the
signal on the detector is mainly produced by scattered, rather than by transmitted, photons. This
problem can be reduced by the use of an antiscatter grid. An antiscatter grid is attached at the
detector front and contains high absorbing closely spaced lines that are focused towards the x-ray
source. It is therefore intended to transmit primary radiation and absorb scattered radiation.
Signal-to-noise ratio. The spatial resolution is associated with statistical fluctuations of the
number of photons per area. Assuming a Poisson distribution for it the SNR, defined as the
quotient of the signal to its fluctuation, is proportional to
√
N . Therefore, increasing the photon
fluence Φ leads to an increased SNR. A certain SNR can be achieved for a spatial resolution δs for
a detectable contrast of different numbers of photons |N1 −N2| by a fluence:
Φ ≈ 1|N1 −N2|
(
SNR
∆s
)2
(2.11)
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The absorbed dose D can be estimated as:
D ≈ µ(Eγ)
%
Eγ Φ (2.12)
Figure 2.13 exemplarily outlines the expected dose exposure to detect a muscle-fat contrast and a
bone-fat contrast for a given SNR as a function of Eγ . This example is representative for a tissue
The imaging dose needed to
detect a muscle-fat or bone-
fat contrast for a certain SNR
exemplarily for a tissue thick-
ness of approximately 10 cm is
plotted. The curves have their
minima in the energy range of
approximately 40-50 keV. Pic-
ture source: [37].
Figure 2.13: Energy dependence of expected dose exposure
thickness of approximately 10 cm. The lowest dose is expected for an energy range of 40-50 keV. For
thicker objects the opportune range shifts to higher energies (e. g. 50-80 keV for a tissue thickness
of approximately 30 cm).
2.4 X-Ray generation and x-ray spectra
For x-ray generation electrons are accelerated to a previously determined energy Ee− and stopped
in a target (i. e. the anode in an x-ray tube) by emitting bremsstrahlung. This may happen in one
or, more likely, in several steps. In this way an x-ray spectrum with a maximum photon energy
of Eγ,max = Ee− is produced. This spectrum is overlaid by characteristic x-rays resulting from
recombination after inner-shell electron interaction and ionization of the target atoms. The low
energy photons of the produced spectrum are absorbed within the target so that x-ray spectra as
shown in figure 2.14 are emitted1. The mean energies E of the plotted spectra are approximately
1.8MeV for the 6MV spectrum and 51 keV for the 120 kV spectrum. The lower energy part of the
x-ray tube spectrum that is not suitable for imaging can be removed by additional filtering (beam
hardening). For medical x-ray tubes a filtering of at least 2.5mm aluminium is mandatory. This
shifts the mean energy of the shown spectrum to approximately 56 keV.
The three most important parameters for the acquisition of an x-ray projection with a given x-ray
tube are (i) the tube voltage U , (ii) the anode current I, and (iii) the pulse length t. The tube
voltage is the potential difference that accelerates the electrons before they hit the anode for x-ray
generation. U is not only proportional to Eγ,max but also to the efficiency η of the energy conversion
from electron energy to beam energy:
η ∝ Z · U (2.13)
In summary, changing U influences Eγ,max, E and the spectral fluence Φ (Eγ). The product I · t is
the electrical charge that hits the anode during the x-ray pulse. This product has no influence on
1The kV-spectrum was simulated with the x-ray toolbox that is provided at a the internet by Siemens Vacuum
Technology Division. It uses algorithms described in [38] – [40]. The MV-spectrum was obtained from Monte-Carlo
simulations [41].
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the shape of the spectrum but only on the absolute fluence: I · t ∝ Φ (Eγ). Therefore, I · t is also
proportional to the imaging dose2
Figure 2.14: X-ray spectra for different Ee−
Left: 120 kV x-ray spectrum of an x-ray tube with tungsten anode without additional filtration. The
bremsstrahlung spectrum is overlaid by two visible characteristic lines. The dashed line outlines the
gradient of the initial bremsstrahlung spectrum without any filtering. Right: Example of a 6MV
x-ray spectrum. This plot represents the exit spectrum of a linac behind the flattening filter. No
characteristic lines are present at high energies.
2.5 Computer Tomography
A radiograph is the x-ray shadow of the imaged object providing only the total attenuation as a
set of line integrals
p = − log
(
I
I0
)
(2.9)
=
∫
µ(x) dx (2.14)
along the ray path. Here, and in the remainder of this section the same assumptions as for section
2.3 are made (monoenergetic beam, ideal detector, no scattered radiation, unless otherwise noted).
Figure 2.15 outlines the projection of one 2D slice from a certain projection angle Θ with parallel
beam geometry (no beam divergence). Generally the total attenuation of an x-ray at position u,
on the projection at angle Θ, is given by the line integral:
p(u,Θ) =
∫
µ(x, y) ds (2.15)
or with the coordinate system in figure 2.15:
p(u,Θ) =
−∞∫
∞
−∞∫
∞
µ(x, y)δ(x · cosΘ + y · sinΘ − u) dx dy (2.16)
This function is called Radon transform. CT provides the slice data µ (x, y) by calculating the
inverse Radon transform. For that purpose projections from every projection angle Θ are required.
Because p(u,Θ) = p(u,Θ + pi) only an angular range of Θ = [Θstart . . . Θstart + pi] needs to be
scanned. Theoretically, it is possible to analytically invert the Radon transform. To do so the
following steps have to be performed:
2In this section, I was used for the anode current. In the remainder, it is again also used for the beam intensity.
If the physical value, that is represented by I is self-explanatory, it might not be stated explicitly.
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Each projection is made up
of the set of line integrals
through the object. To obtain
the slice data µ (x, y) projec-
tions over a range of 180 de-
gree are required.
Figure 2.15: Parallel beam geometry
1. Fourier transform of pΘ(u) → PΘ(ν);
2. Multiplication of PΘ(ν) with |ν| → P ?Θ(ν);
3. Inverse Fourier transform of P ?Θ(ν) → p?Θ(u′);
4. Back projection of p?Θ(u
′) and integration over Θ → µ (x, y).
This procedure is called filtered back projection. Back projection means ‘smearing back’ along the
projection lines. The back projection under a certain angle Θ can be expressed as µ(r) = pΘ(r · nˆΘ)
where r = (x, y) and nˆΘ the normal vector of the projection direction.
However, the inverse Radon transform proves to be unstable with respect to noisy data. In practice,
a stabilized and discretized version of the inverse Radon transform is used. Indeed, practically,
only a discrete sampling of Θ and u is possible. The sampling rate of u is limited by the detector
resolution, and the maximum sampling rate of Θ depends on gantry rotation speed, detector frame
rate and tube power. The influence on image quality is discussed in chapter 6.
For the patient in treatment position the (x, y)-plane in figure 2.15 corresponds to the (x, y)-plane
of the patient coordinate system and the tube angle is given by γt = Θ. Generally, x-ray sources
produce divergent beams. Therefore, a fan beam geometry is applied for CT acquisition that needs
to be taken into account for CT reconstruction. For fan beam CT acquisition the angular scanning
range must be increased to at least Θ = [Θstart . . . Θstart+180◦+ε] where ε is the fan angle, which
is the angle of the divergent beam opening that is needed to project the whole extent of the scanned
object’s u-dimension at every Θ. To image a complete 3D volume every slice must be scanned.
This can be done by constantly moving the object (or the imaging system) in the z-direction while
repeatedly rotating the imaging system (i. e. the x-ray source and the detector) around the object.
This technique is called spiral CT. For linac integrated CT acquisition a multiple rotation is neither
technically possible nor suitable due to the time requirement (maximum rotation speed of a linac is
300◦ per minute). To image multiple slices without performing multiple rotations, CBCT is applied
by opening the x-ray field in the v-direction for the cone angle and using an area detector. The
cone angle is the angle of the divergent beam needed to project the extent of the volume to be
scanned in v-direction. This cone beam geometry is taken into account for CT reconstruction by
an algorithm developed by Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress (FDK-Algorithm) [42].
Extension of the field of view. The transversal field of view (FOV) at the isocenter for a CBCT
acquisition is determined by the source to isocenter distance (SID), the source-to-detector distance
(SDD), the u-dimension of the detector’s active area b, the fan angle and the distance |d| < b2 of
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the detector center in u-direction (i. e. the detector shift). Assuming a fixed SID, a fixed SDD, a
fixed b and a fan angle that is large enough to always irradiate the complete u-dimension of the
detector, the field of view for a centered detector (d = 0) can be extended by a lateral shift of the
detector (0 < |d| < b2). The geometry is illustrated in figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: FOV extension
Projection geometry for centered (left) and shifted detector (right). The FOV can be enlarged by a
lateral shift of the detector. The projection truncation is compensated for by acquiring a ‘full scan’
CBCT.
The FOV is given by FOV = (b + 2|d|) · SIDSDD . For |d| > 0 the projection redundancy for angular
scan ranges of more than 180◦ is no longer given. Therefore, the full angular range of 360◦ needs to
be scanned (Θ = [0 . . . 360◦]). The projections are truncated at one edge, but all parts of the FOV
will be covered in at least half of the projections for |d| < b2 . The shifted detector geometry must
be taken into account for CBCT reconstruction. Methods to correctly reconstruct images from
projections acquired with the asymmetric detector set-up are described in [43], [44]. Throughout
this work the detector is placed at its centered position (d = 0) unless otherwise noted. A CBCT
scan of the full angular range of 360◦ is named full scan, and a scan over (significantly) less than
360◦ is named short scan.
Hounsfield units. As already mentioned CT reconstructions yield the absorption coefficients
µEγ (x, y, z) of the scanned volume for the energy Eγ of the imaging beam. Due to the energy
dependence of the absorption coefficients a comparability of CTs acquired with different energies (in
practice, different energy spectra) may be complicated. Therefore, instead of absorption coefficients
Hounsfield Units (HUs) are commonly used for CT display. HUs are defined as
H :=
µ− µw
µw
· 1000 (2.17)
where µw is the absorption coefficient of water for the respective energy spectrum. Therefore, H
gives the per mil difference of absorption coefficients to water. By definition, Hw = 0 for water and
Ha ≈ −1000 for air. Soft tissue HUs usually range between -100 and 100 for soft tissues and up to
2000 – 3000 for bones.
Chapter 3
Linac integrated kV-imaging
Though radiotherapy is an effective modality for tumor treatment, ionizing radiation may also
cause serious side effects on healthy tissue. Ideally, the complete tumor volume receives the pre-
scribed dose and the rest of the body as little dose as possible during the treatment course that
all tumor cells are killed and no side effects occur. In practice, when planning a treatment, the
therapist often needs to carefully balance deliverable dose distributions and the probabilities of
these mostly contradictory requirements, especially if there are organs-at-risk (OARs) close to the
tumor volume. Treatment planning is usually performed on a CT, which provides a snapshot of
the patient’s anatomy a few days before the beginning of the treatment. The following things may
cause hypothetical static conditions to differ from the reality at the time of treatment:
• Positioning errors of the patient (the patient has to be positioned by technical personnel for
each fraction),
• inter-fractional anatomical changes (organ motion, gain or loss of weight, fill levels of organs
like bladder or stomach, tumor regression, ... ),
• intra-fractional motions (e. g. breathing, peristalsis, ... )
X-ray imaging modalities inside the treatment room provide the possibility to acquire real time
information of the patient’s anatomy at the time of treatment. With the acquisition of a CT at
the intended treatment position one can determine the real position of the patient with respect to
the planned treatment position and correct for it by a corresponding movement of the table. Ide-
ally, positioning errors can be eliminated by this technique. Although, inter-fractional anatomical
changes cannot be avoided, they can be observed, their impact may be evaluated and the therapist
may react accordingly. Intra-fractional organ motion, especially breathing motion, can be followed
by fluoroscopic imaging during dose delivery. Therefore, a good location for the in-room imaging
system is the treatment machine itself. Linac integrated kV-imaging has the potential to combine
all of these features. Since the linac already generates x-rays for treatment it may seem redun-
dant to use an additional kV - x-ray imaging system instead of simply mounting a detector at the
opposite side of the gantry. In the following section the differences between kV- and MV- photon
energies for x-ray-imaging are discussed.
3.1 Imaging properties of kV- and MV-beams
The interaction between radiation and matter and its influences on absorption coefficients are
described in chapter 2. In figure 2.12 it is shown that tissue contrast decreases with increasing
photon energy. Therefore, kV-spectra are expected to deliver a better contrast that MV-spectra.
Although theoretically an arbitrary SNR can be reached for imaging by increasing the imaging
dose, for radiation protection purposes the patient should only be exposed to the necessary amount
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of dose. The imaging dose to obtain a certain SNR is plotted in 2.13. Again the optimal imaging
energies are in the kV-spectra. As outlined in equation 2.10 the contrast is decreased by scattered
radiation. Basically it is not the amount of scattered radiation itself that influences the image
quality but the scatter to primary ratio SSSP (SPR). The primary signal SP is the signal produced
by the transmitted photons of the incident beam. That means for a linear detector response
SP = S0 · exp(−p) (equation 2.14) and Stot = SS + SP , where Stot is the total signal and S0
the signal of the non-attenuated beam. In presence of scattered radiation the Radon transform p
becomes
ps = − log
(
exp(−p) + SS
S0
)
= logS0 − log(Sp + SS) (3.1)
For SS < SP this expression can be approximated by its Taylor series to
ps ≈ p− SS
SP
(3.2)
Thus, it is the SPR that goes into the Radon transform. The scattered photons are only produced
by Compton scattering. Photons generated by secondary interactions of photoionization (e. g.
production of bremsstrahlung) play nearly no role in x-ray imaging and can be neglected. A very
rough approximation of the energy dependence of the SPR can be made using equations 2.7 and
2.8:
SPR (Eγ) ∝ µc(Eγ) · dexp[−µ(Eγ) · d] (3.3)
Here d is the given path length through the imaged object. The energy dependence of the angular
scatter distribution and any kind of secondary interactions of the scattered photons are is neglected,
as is the energy dependence of the detector response (every photon is assumed to generate the
same detector signal). Equation 3.3 together with equation 3.2 and equation 2.14 indicate a d-
dependence of the scatter signal caused error at the reconstructed attenuation coefficients. A
higher underestimation of µ for lower path lengths results in cupping artifacts at the reconstructed
µ-distributions.
Because both, µ and µc are monotonically decreasing within the interesting energy range (up to
maximum 6MeV) the SPR is also expected to decrease with increasing Eγ considering equation
3.3. Figure 2.11 illustrates the dominating interaction processes against atomic number and photon
energy. In the range of photoionization domination the SPR is expected to strongly decrease due to
the strong energy dependence of µph(Eγ). The energy dependence of µc is rather low and therefore
only a slight decrease of the SPR is expected for a further increase in photon energy. Effective
atomic numbers of tissue range between approximately 6 and 15. For such low atomic numbers
Compton scattering is already involved for kV-energies and photoionization nevertheless plays an
important role for photon absorption. In the range of MV-energies Compton scattering is the
only noticeable interaction. Taking into account the angular distribution of the scattered photons,
the primary direction of the MV-scattered radiation is forward towards the detector (see figure
2.9). That means for MV-imaging a higher ratio of the scattered photons will hit the detector
and produce a disturbing signal than for kV-imaging. The angular distribution, together with
the equation in figure 2.8, also show that ∆λ is more likely higher for photons of lower energies
(i. e. higher wavelengths) than for photons of higher energies. That means scattered photons from
primary kV-spectra have more likely lower energies than those from primary MV-spectra. Hence,
they will more likely be absorbed in the scattering object itself and therefore produce no scatter
signal on the detector.
In summary kV-spectra are expected to be more appropriate for x-ray imaging than MV-spectra.
The Inline concept for linac integrated kV-imaging is described in the following section.
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3.2 The Inline Concept
A sketch of the Inline concept for IGRT is presented in figure 3.1. The different components are
Figure 3.1: Inline concept
The essence of the Inline concept is the kV-imaging system consisting of an x-ray tube installed
at 180◦ with respect to the treatment beam, and the dedicated FPI installed at the treatment beam
exit right below the MLC. With this configuration both the kV- and the MV-beam can be monitored
by a single detector. Furthermore besides the acquisition of CBCTs intra-fractional organ motion
perpendicular to the treatment beam can be observed by kV-imaging during beam delivery. This
sketch of the Inline concept shows the alignment of the different components, which are described
in more detail in the text. Picture source: [28].
described below: The MV-beam (1) is generated by the MV source (9) and directed to the target
volume (3). The beam is modulated by the MLC (2) in accordance with the treatment plan to
deliver a specified dose distribution to the patient (12) lying on the treatment table (11). The
x-ray tube (8) is mounted at the gantry (10) at the opposite side of the MV source. Therefore,
the direction (5) of the central ray of the imaging beam (4) is 180◦ with respect to the direction
of the central ray of the therapy beam (6). The FPI (7) is installed directly below the MLC
perpendicular to the beam directions and with its front plane towards the x-ray tube. The kV-
beam can be rectangularly collimated to adjust for the size of the volume to be imaged. The
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FPI detects the transmitted x-rays after its passage through the patient for imaging purposes. By
rotating the gantry, patient projections can be acquired from any direction in the (x, z)-plane of the
room coordinate system (figure 2.3). This option allows the acquisition of CBCTs of the patient
in treatment position. For dose delivery the MV-beam always traverses the FPI. Thus the shape
and the intensity of the treatment beam is continuously monitored. Optionally, an additional FPI
can be installed for MV- imaging purposes at the opposite side of the MV source right above the
x-ray tube and with its front plane towards the MV-beam (not shown in figure 3.1). With this
FPI, MV-projections of the patient from every gantry angle, and therefore also MV-CBCTs, could
be acquired. Furthermore, during dose delivery the transmitted radiation of the treatment beam
after its passage through the patient could be monitored. Removing any scattering object between
the MLC and the FPI (i. e. the upper FPI, the patient and the treatment table), the shape of the
MV-beam can be monitored with a higher spatial resolution than with the upper FPI. This is due
to the beam divergence and the larger distance to the beam source.
Besides the usual dose delivery, possible features of a treatment machine following the Inline concept
for linac integrated kV-imaging are:
Detection and corrections of set-up errors: A treatment plan is generated on the basis of a
planning CT that has been acquired before the start of the treatment course. The transfor-
mation from the patient coordinate system to the room coordinate system (i. e. [x0, y0, z0]
from equation 2.1), and thus the position of the (immobilized) patient in the treatment room,
is determined at treatment planning. On every treatment day the patient should be placed
exactly at the same position. By acquiring a CBCT of the immobilized patient in the posi-
tion adjusted by the RTT for treatment, residual set-up errors can be detected. Because the
CBCT is acquired with a linac-integrated and calibrated imaging system the coordinates of
the isocenter are fixed. Therefore, the deviation of the actual patient position to the speci-
fied position can de determined by a spatial match of the CBCT and the planning CT data.
Assuming a pure translation the position can be corrected by a table shift.
Detection and corrections of patient’s anatomy: If there are changes of the patient’s
anatomy between the single treatment fractions they can also be detected by CBCT acquisi-
tion and comparison to the planning CT or the last acquired CBCT. If necessary, a short-term
adaptation of the treatment plan to the given anatomy, including the actual patient position,
prior to each fraction is imaginable.
Calculation of actual delivered dose. Changes in the patient’s anatomy may lead to devia-
tions in the delivered dose distribution compared to the expected one predicted by the treat-
ment plan. The acquisition of a patient CBCT in treatment position prior to a treatment
fraction may allow the calculation of the actual dose distribution on the basis of the applied
treatment plan. Possible table shifts for patient positioning can be taken into account.
Real-time tracking of tumor and organ motion*: For tracking or control of tumor and or-
gan motion, 2D projections or fluoroscopic sequences of the patient can be acquired at any
time during a treatment fraction. This information may be used to react online to any kind
of intra-fractional motion. Especially for lung cancer cases, it is possible to monitor the
breathing motion of the patient and to adapt the dose delivery online on the basis of these
images. This could, for instance, be done either by gating the treatment beam on a certain
tumor position window, i. e. the treatment beam is interrupted as soon as the tumor moves
out of a determined region on the kV-projection, or by following the tumor motion with the
MV beam shape by means of the MLC. In this case the MLC shape could be adapted online
to a recent or, in case of motion tracking, a predicted tumor position.
Treatment control by overlay of treatment beam and patient projection*: By simultan-
eously acquiring an x-ray projection of the patient and monitoring the treatment, the beam
shape can be mapped on the patient projection. Due to the divergent beam geometries the
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reproduction scale of both beam projections on the detector needs to be taken into account
for this purpose. That means the MV-beam size must be stretched on the projection to a
virtual size reflecting its real size in the patient. The resulting image can be used for treat-
ment control purposes, to check, for instance, whether the beam hits the intended part of the
anatomy.
Independent monitoring of beam delivery*: The control system of a linac examines the de-
livered fluence and the shape of the single treatment segments via the monitor chambers and
the MLC encoders or potentiometers. The Inline concept provides a redundancy of the dose
delivery control. The beam shape and its intensity can be analyzed online by monitoring the
treatment beam with the FPI. Deviations of the actual applied beam from its treatment plan
description may be handled by an immediate beam interruption.
Entrance dosimetry*: Treatment beam monitoring can also be used for dose reconstruction
[45] – [47]. Independently from the treatment plan, the actual delivered dose distribution
can be calculated on the basis of the actual applied beam shapes and 2D-intensities. A dose
calculation can be performed on the planning CT or, if applicable, on the CBCT acquired
prior to the particular treatment fraction. The delivered dose distribution can be used for
treatment control purposes and for inter-fractional treatment plan adaptations dealing with
deviations from the planned dose distribution.
MLC-QA*: MLC calibration can be performed with the FPI [48], [49]. This can be done by
moving the single leaves to prescribed positions during beam monitoring. The actual leaf
positions and leaf speeds may be analyzed real-time and compared to the expected ones.
Online adjustments may be performed on the basis of the observed deviations. This process
may then be repeated until the accuracy of the MLC calibration is within a specified tolerance.
The features marked with * either require the special Inline set-up (kV-imaging axis coincides with
MV-beam axis)1 or their outcome differs from alternative setups (e. g. 90 degree solutions). For
CBCT acquisition, the mounting position of the kV-imaging system with respect to the treatment
beam does not matter. With the Inline configuration real-time tracking of tumor and organ motions
perpendicular to the treatment beam is possible. Motion along the image beam direction is not
observable (if beam divergence caused changes of the projection size are neglected). Alternative
configurations using a kV-imaging axis perpendicular to the MV-beam axis allow to observe motion
along the MV beam direction but are not able to track motion along both axes perpendicular to
the treatment beam. Generally, photon dose distributions are less sensitive to organ movements
along the beam axis than perpendicular to it. This issue is discussed in detail in [50]. Any appli-
cations dealing with MV-beam monitoring are naturally infeasible with 90 degree solutions. For
that purpose a second FPI for MV-beam detection, and possibly a synchronization with the FPI
belonging to the kV-imaging system, would be needed.
In this work, a prototype of a linac integrated kV-imaging system following the Inline concept
was developed. The following chapters report on the different development stages of the project,
starting with the construction of an experimental kV-imaging platform, to the point of integrating
the kV-imaging components at a research linac, and finally lead to a stable IGRT device for patient
applications. Finally, the first commercial version of this setup is introduced.
1It is assumed the only the one FPI, used for kV-imaging is installed at the linac.

Chapter 4
The x-ray wagon
The first step in the evolution of the Inline prototype was the construction of a bench top system
as an experimental setup to simulate linac integrated kV-imaging. A photo and the design of this
x-ray wagon are shown in figure 4.1. With this construction, single x-ray projections of a phantom
Figure 4.1: X-ray wagon
The x-ray wagon bench top system mainly consists of an aluminium frame carrying an x-ray tube
and a FPI and a rotatable plate driven via a shaft by a step motor. The detector can be shifted
laterally and the rotation axis can be tilted towards the x-ray tube. On the photo a phantom is
placed on top of the plate, the x-ray generator is mounted at the rack and a positioning module for
the step motor is installed next to the generator.
fixed on top of the phantom plate and CBCTs can be acquired due to the rotatability of the plate.
The isocenter is the intersection point of the rotation axis and the central ray of the kV-beam. The
dimension are: SID=100 cm and SDD=150 cm. The detector can be shifted up to 10 cm laterally
for FOV extension. Furthermore, the rotation axis can be tilted towards the x-ray tube. This
feature is intended for tomosynthesis [51] experiments and not further attended within this work;
the rotation axis is always kept perpendicular to the x-ray beam direction.
Compared to a linac integrated kV-imaging system the y-axis of the room coordinate system cor-
responds to the rotation axis of the x-ray wagon, with positive coordinates above the isocenter. A
CW-rotation of the gantry corresponds to a CCW-rotation of the plate (looking towards increasing
y-coordinates) and vice versa. The FPI is fixed with its front towards the x-ray tube and the plug
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connections towards the ceiling (positive y-direction), corresponding to cable plugs towards the
structure for a linac integrated kV-imaging system.
4.1 Components
The main components that are used for x-ray imaging with the bench top systems are the x-ray tube
(including the x-ray generator), the FPI and the step motor. Furthermore, an x-ray imaging control
system was developed to handle the interaction of the single components for image acquisition. The
principles and the properties of these components are described in this section.
4.1.1 X-ray tube and x-ray generator
The x-ray tube P 125/10/20 CR embedded in the POWERPHOS housing, and the x-ray generator,
are taken from the commercially available Siemens POWERMOBIL C-arm system. The technical
data of these components are summarized as follows:
Generator
Type HF-generator
Power (IEC 60601 [52]) 15 kW
Max. pulse power 20 kW
kV-range 40 kV to 125 kV
Anode current (DCM) up to 250mA
Pulse frequency up to 12.5Hz
X-ray tube + housing
Type Double-focus rotating anode,
Focal spot nominal value
(IEC 60336 [53]) small focus: 0.3; large focus: 0.5
Nominal power small focus: 10 kW; large focus: 20 kW
Inherent filtration (IEC 60601) 2.5mm Al; 0.1mm Cu
Anode target anlge 10◦
Anode material Rhenium-tungsten, molybdenum, graphite
Anode heat storage capacity 2 · 105 J
Housing heat storage capacity 1.9 · 106 J
Max. anode heat dissipation 36,000 J/min
Max. average anode input power 150W
The effective focal spot size is the focal spot area projected perpendicularly onto the image detec-
tor1. The anode angle is the tilt angle of the area where the electrons emitted form the cathode hit
the target to the beam direction. Both terms are illustrated on the left image of figure 4.2. The
x-ray beam’s intensity is neither uniform nor symmetrical throughout its entirety. The anode-sided
point A receives less intensity than cathode-sided point C. The decreased intensity at A results
from emission which is nearly parallel to the angled target where there is increasing absorption of
the x-ray photons by the target itself. This is called the heel effect [54]. Generally, the steeper the
anode, the more severe or noticeable the heel effect becomes. The anode-sided beam collimation
should be adjusted to block at least the rays having a larger angle to the central beam direction
than the anode angle; the cathode-sided collimation, as well as the collimation perpendicular to the
cathode-anode direction may be opened wider. A large anode angle provides large radiation field
coverage but for a given effective focal spot size the actual focal spot track on the anode is narrower
compared to a smaller anode angle, resulting in a lower heat capacity. The influence of the focal
1The IEC 60336 nominal focal spot value does not indicate the exact effective focus size, but gives the limits of
both dimensions.
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Figure 4.2: Anode design and effects on projection sharpness
Left: 2D-anode geometry. The focal spot projected perpendicular onto the detector is a rectangular
area (assuming an appropriate anode radius). Here, f is the dimension in the cathode-anode direc-
tion. The anode angle α defines the focus size on the anode and the magnitude of the heel effect,
causing a lower intensity at point A than at point C. Right: Blurring of a punctiform object. The
projection of the cathode-sided point is always more blurred than the anode-sided point at the same
distance to the central ray.
spot size and the anode angle on the spatial resolution or the sharpness of a projection is illustrated
on the right side of 4.2. The picture shows how the projection of a point gets blurred due to a
non-punctiform source. Obviously there is an asymmetry between anode-sided and cathode-sided
points. It is:
x′A =
4f tanα · (SDD - SID) · (x− SID · tanα)
(f + 2 · SID · tanα) · (f − 2 · SID · tanα) (4.1)
and
x′C =
4f tanα · (SID - SDD) · (x+ SID · tanα)
(f + 2 · SID · tanα) · (f − 2 · SID · tanα) (4.2)
leading to an asymmetry in blurring of:
x′C
x′A
=
SID · tanα+ x
SID · tanα− x > 1 (4.3)
The definition of the used variables are given in figure 4.2. The blurring perpendicular to the
cathode-anode direction is homogeneous and does not show this asymmetry as one can easily imag-
ine. It is x⊥ = f⊥ · (SDDSID − 1) where x⊥ is the blurring and f⊥ the effective focus size perpendicular
to cathode-anode direction. The x-ray tube was installed at the x-ray wagon with the anode at
top (low x-values on the FPI) and the cathode at bottom (high x-values on the FPI). The SDD
of 150 cm leads to maximum cone- resp. fan angle of 15.4◦beam opening in to cover the complete
41× 41cm2 area of the FPI2. A small focus was always used for image acquisition, unless otherwise
noted [55]. For beam collimation an octagon-aperture was available that was initially adjusted to
2The anode-sided opening of the beam is therefore ≤ 7.7◦ and smaller than the anode angle.
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cover the active area as much as possible without irradiating parts of the FPI beyond the active area.
Generator control. The electric power supply for the x-ray generator is provided by a common
230V/50Hz power socket. The generator is controlled via a serial EIA-232 port and a CAN bus
port [56]. As the serial interface is mainly used for debugging and service purposes, the x-ray
parameters (high voltage, anode current and focal spot) and the commands for anode rotation
start and stop are sent via CAN protocol. During anode rotation x-ray pulses are triggered by
the SWR signal. The length of this external hardware signal defines the pulse duration. X-ray
generation starts as soon as the SWR signal rises and is stopped immediately when it falls. High
voltage and anode current can be varied at any time even during anode rotation. The actual x-ray
parameters may vary from those transmitted to the generator. Especially the anode current may not
be constant over the complete pulse length, and the pulse lengths themselves may be shorter than
the provided SWR signal. The generator measures the x-ray parameters and supplies the control
software after each pulse with the actual applied pulse length, the average anode current and the
high voltage via CAN protocol. These data are stored for each pulse together with a corresponding
time flag, into a text file. A control of the tube load is not provided by the generator. The operator
takes the responsibility for the adherence of the load charts.
4.1.2 Flat Panel Imager
The used FPI was the Radiation Image Detector RID 1640 AL1 from PerkinElmer optoelectronics.
This is an amorphous silicon FPI consisting of a phosphor (gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S)) and
a matrix of photo diodes. The technical data are summarized in the following table.
Sensor:
Pixel 1024× 1024
Pitch 400µm
Active area 409.6× 409.6mm2
Electronics:
ADCs 16 (16 bit)
Min. integration time 286ms
Saturation charge 5 pC (at 5V )
Detector:
Non-linearity < ±1%
Image lag < 8%
Max. frame rate 3.5 s−1
Scintillator Gd2O2S : Tb (Lanex fastr)
The FPI is based on amorphous silicon technology. The light sensitive photodiode array of
1024 × 1024 pixels is coupled to the scintillation material which responds to x-rays. Each pixel
consists of a light sensing photodiode and a switching Thin Film Transistor (TFT) in the same
electronic circuit. The incident x-rays are converted by the scintillator material to visible light
which generates electron-hole pairs in the biased photodiode. The charge carriers are stored in the
capacitance of the photodiode. By pulsing the gates of a TFT line within the matrix, the charges
of all columns are transferred in parallel to the signal outputs. The signals of the columns are
amplified in readout multiplexers for further processing. The rows are addressed by row drivers.
For scintillator protection purposes a 0.6mm aluminium plate is screwed at the detector’s front
plate. To protect the electronics from incident radiation, they are apart from the sensor in a frame
around the active area of the detector. Therefore, the x-ray beams’ size should always be restricted
to the active area. The detector readout is controlled by a PC via a PCI frame grabber that sup-
plies the PC with the imaging data. A corresponding imaging software (HIS) is supplied by the
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vendor. The image data of one projection consist of an 1024× 1024× 16 bit array, i. e. 16 bits per
pixel yielding integer gray values between 0 and 216 − 1 = 65535 for each pixel. The gray value is
proportional to the charge measured in the corresponding photodiode. Gray values cannot exceed
the saturation threshold of 65535. Therefore, saturated pixels delivering a gray value of 65535
provide no quantitative information of the actual amount of radiation they received. Throughout
this work all pixels are assumed not to be saturated unless otherwise noted.
Image acquisition. The detector readout can be triggered by external hardware signals (exter-
nal trigger mode) or automatically in fixed time intervals of multiples of the minimum integration
time (free running mode). The time difference between two external trigger signals must be at
least the minimum integration time. Otherwise, the signal is ignored by the detector. Starting
at the moment of the (internal or external) readout trigger, the charges of the photodiodes are
transferred, row by row, to the signal outputs starting in the middle (y=511 and y=512) and
ending at the edges (y=0 and y=1023). The readout time for the whole area coincides with the
minimum integration time. The signal of x-ray pulses hitting the active area during a readout
phase is split up in two frames in the following way. The signal of rows that have already been read
out recently fully appears on the subsequent frame. The signal of rows that are read out during
the x-ray pulse appears partly on the current and partly on the subsequent frame. The signal of
rows that have not been read out until the end of the x-ray pulse fully appears on the current
frame. Therefore, when performing x-ray imaging in a pulsed mode, the detector readout should
be synchronized with the beam pulses, i. e. the detector readout should be triggered after the end
of each pulse, and the subsequent pulse should not start before the end of the detector readout. If
the FPI runs in external trigger mode and does not receive any trigger signal for approximately 20
seconds, it switches to free running mode to avoid dark current saturation and switches back to
external trigger mode as soon as it receives the next trigger signal. For imaging acquisition, the
imaging software needs to allocate main memory (one projection needs approximately 2MB). The
user can decide between the continuous acquisition mode that stores the projection data in a ring
buffer of predefined size and runs until it is stopped by the user, or an acquisition sequence that is
stopped after a predefined number of projections that are kept in the main memory.
Offset correction. Every raw image is overlaid by an integration time-dependent offset signal.
This background signal should be measured by dark image acquisition (i. e. image acquisition with
the corresponding integration time but without radiation) and subtracted from the raw image.
Gray values of the dark images are usually in the range of approximately 3000 – 5000. The maxi-
mum dynamic range (65535) of each pixel is reduced accordingly. Practically, for an acquisition of
a projection sequence with (approximately) a constant frame rate (i. e. a constant integration time
for each projection) a sequence of a few dozen dark images is acquired with the according frame
rate prior to the actual sequence. The averaged gray values of each pixel are used for online offset
correction provided by the imaging software. Saturated pixels are not offset corrected due to the
lack of quantitative gray value information. Because neither a long term stability nor a linearity
in the integration time dependence of the dark image gray values can be determined, an accurate
prediction is not possible and, therefore, dark image acquisition should be performed at least every
day and for each applied integration time unless they do not differ significantly. Throughout this
work, all projections dealt with are already offset corrected unless otherwise noted.
Gain- and open field correction. As the gray values of the dark image varies from pixel to
pixel, the FPI response on radiation is pixel dependent. This means that in general, a homogeneous
x-ray beam causes different gray values on different pixels. The (offset corrected) detector signal
S(x, y) is proportional to the individual gain g(x, y) of each pixel. For an non-attenuated x-ray
beam the FPI response is:
So(x, y) ∝ I(x, y) · g(x, y) (4.4)
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where I(x, y) is the intensity of the x-ray beam. Therefore, such an open field projection contains
the FPI response and the inhomogeneities of the x-ray beam (caused for instance by the heel
effect) as shown in figure 4.3. To obtain the line integrals dealt with in section 2.5, both effects are
The ADC structure of the FPI
is visible on the open field pro-
jection as a pixel dependent
FPI response. The increasing
brightness towards the right
side, which is the cathode-
sided part of the image, is
caused by x-ray beam inhomo-
geneities. The open field is
margined by the octagon aper-
ture. The increased blurring
of the cathode-sided margin
compared to the anode-sided
margin is evident.
Figure 4.3: Open field projection
corrected for by dividing the gray values Sp(x, y) of an acquired x-ray projection by the open field
projection gray values So(x, y):
q(x, y) =
Sp(x, y)
So(x, y)
(4.5)
Here, together with the assumptions of section 2.3, it is assumed that Sp(x, y) is obtained with the
same output (U and I · t) of the x-ray tube as So(x, y). Practically, an average open field over a
few dozen projections with the appropriate x-ray spectrum is acquired and used for off-line gain-
and open field correction. Again, it is recommended to do so everyday to overcome long term
instabilities. Differences in I · t can be considered by:
q(x, y) =
Sp(x, y)
So(x, y)
· Io to
Ip tp
(4.6)
Ix, tx: self-explanatory. Differences of Up and Uo cannot be corrected for. Though an online correc-
tion is also provided by the imaging software, it is only suitable for a qualitative flatness correction
of the projection.
Dead pixels correction. Unavoidably, a small fraction of the 10242 detector pixel does not work
properly. Under radiation, these ‘dead’ pixels usually deliver significantly higher or lower gray
values than the surrounding pixels and can therefore be easily identified. Dead pixel correction can
be performed by replacing the gray value by the mean gray value of their eight neighboring pixels.
Online dead pixel correction is provided by the imaging software on basis of dead pixel maps.
4.1.3 Drive mechanism
For the rotation control of the phantom plate a common 1.8◦ hybrid step motor was used. The step
angle accuracy was increased using a 50:1 gear. Additionally, a belt drive with a gear reduction of
2.5 was used to drive the shaft in order to increase the gear’s maximum torque of 4Nm to 10Nm.
Therefore, a full 360◦ rotation of the phantom plate was divided into 360
◦
1.8◦ · 50 · 2.5 = 10, 000 steps
yielding step angles of 0.0144◦. The minimum rotation time is approximately 10 seconds. The
motor is driven via a software controlled step motor positioning module. The positioning module
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is installed at the x-ray wagon and connected to the control PC via a serial EIA-232 interface.
Position measurement is provided by a 5000 lines incremental rotary encoder at the shaft with an
accuracy of 360
◦
5000 = 0.072
◦. Encoder readout is provided by a PCI encoder counter board. The
encoder counter is reset every revolution by the encoder’s index crossing.
4.1.4 X-ray console
An x-ray console was built for the SWR signal supply and, therefore, for the triggering of the
x-ray pulses. The software controlled console is connected to a PC timer- and digital I/O card. It
features the following operational modes:
Continuous radiation. In this mode the signal rises and falls at the push of a button at the
control software.
Single shot In this mode the signal rises once at the push of a button and falls after a predefined
time interval.
Pulsed radiation. In this mode, at the push of a button, the SWR signals of a predefined length
are generated with a predefined frequency. During a pulsed radiation sequence the pulse
duration and the pulse frequency can be varied at the control software.
Hardware triggered. In this mode the generation of the SWR signals is triggered by external
hardware signals via an digital input line of the x-ray console.
The operator can switch between the single operational modes at the control software, which sets
the modes at the console by correspondingly setting the digital outputs of the PC card the console
is connected with. The pulse duration and the pulse pause duration for the pulsed radiation mode
can be set in unit intervals of one millisecond. These values are stored in the timer card and are
accessed from there by the console.
For safety purposes the x-ray console contains a key switch for power supply, a release button and
an emergency stop button. X-ray pulses can only be released if the key is turned, the door interlock
is closed, the emergency stop button is released and the release LED is on. The release LED can
be switched on and off by pressing the release button and switches off automatically when the door
interlock is opened, the emergency button is pressed or the radiation sequence is finished (either
by user interaction, by irradiation abort in the case of error or in single shot mode after the end of
the pulse).
The x-ray console provides
the SWR signal for x-ray
pulse triggering. LEDs in-
dicate the beam release, the
ready state of the x-ray
tube, the x-ray pulses, and
the states of the emergency
button and the door inter-
lock.
Figure 4.4: X-ray console
Furthermore, the x-ray console features two digital outputs: The rad-on output provides a high
TTL output signal that coincides with the SWR signal; the ready output provides a high output
signal when the x-ray tube is ready for radiation (i. e. the anode rotates). The release button
that switches between beam release and beam blocking can be used to interrupt and continue a
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sequence, or to allow continuous irradiation without interrupting the x-ray tube’s ready state. A
photo of the x-ray console is shown in figure 4.4.
4.1.5 Detector readout trigger board
For triggering the detector readout, a detector readout trigger board (trigger board) was built. This
box has two digital inputs, namely the rad-on input and the ready input that are connected to
corresponding outputs of the x-ray console. The trigger signal is generated (with a short delay of
about 1ms) at the falling edge of the rad-on signal, i. e. at the end of every x-ray pulse. Furthermore,
two to five trigger signals (switchable) at intervals of approximately 300ms are generated at the
rising edge of the ready-signal. This is for clearing the FPI offset- and lag signal prior to acquisition
of an imaging sequence.
4.2 Image acquisition
Several methods of x-ray image acquisition are possible with the x-ray wagon:
Single x-ray projection. For a single x-ray projection of a phantom placed on the phantom plate,
at first the phantom can be rotated to the intended projection angle via the control software. This
can be done by entering the absolute angular position or an angle (positive or negative) interval
to be rotated, or by starting the rotation and stopping it as soon as the phantom is positioned
correctly. The detector is run in external trigger mode and the x-ray console in single shot mode.
After setting the x-ray parameters and pressing the release button the x-ray pulse is generated at
the push of the button at the control software. By the end of the x-ray pulse the detector is read
out and the projection is displayed at the imaging screen and can be stored to hard disk.
Fluoroscopic imaging. By fluoroscopic image acquisition, the movement of non-static objects
can be observed or static objects can be imaged using a higher imaging dose. The limited dynamic
range of the FPI also limits the achievable SNR of a single projection. A higher incident fluence
can be used by adding up the signal of several frames. For this purpose either the continuous
radiation mode is chosen at the x-ray console together with the internal trigger mode of the FPI3,
or the x-ray console runs in pulsed radiation mode and the FPI readout is triggered externally by
the trigger board after each x-ray pulse. For moving objects the pulsed radiation mode is pre-
ferred because the same imaging dose can be delivered with shorter pulse lengths by increasing
the anode current. This may avoid motion artifacts compared to the continuous radiation mode
with an effective pulse length of the set FPI integration time. The projections are displayed at
the imaging screen immediately and can be stored as an imaging sequence or as one averaged frame.
Cone beam CT. For CBCT acquisition, the operator chooses the acquisition parameters (high
voltage, anode current, pulse length, angle increment and rotation speed) at the control software,
rotates the phantom to the start angle and releases the radiation. The x-ray console runs in
hardware triggered mode and the FPI in external triggered mode. An acquisition sequence of
enough numbers of projections is chosen at the imaging software. The angular speed vΘ of the
plate rotation is limited by the chosen angle increment ∆Θ between two consecutive projections,
the pulse length tp and the FPI’s minimum integration time tf to vΘ < ∆Θtp+tf and must be set
appropriately to avoid a loss of projections. The phantom motion is synchronized to the imaging
system by the control software. For this, the angular position of the phantom plate is monitored
real-time by means of the encoder signals. After the start of the rotation an x-ray trigger signal is
generated every ∆Θ via a digital output of the PC card connected to the digital input line of the x-
ray console. The sequence is finished, at the latest, after a full rotation but can already be stopped
after an angle increment of 180◦ + ε + ∆Θ for a short scan. Therefore, the shortest acquisition
3Asynchronism artifacts due to FPI readout during radiation will not appear because every frame receives the
same amount of radiation.
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time for a CBCT at the x-ray wagon is Tmin = (tp+ tf ) · 180◦+ε+∆Θ∆Θ . During image acquisition the
current projection is always displayed at the imaging screen and the complete sequence is stored to
hard disk after the end of the CBCT acquisition. The actual beam parameters of each pulse, which
can be used to correct incident fluence variations, are also stored. Dark image acquisition for offset
correction is performed prior to the actual CBCT acquisition by averaging various dark images with
the corresponding integration time. For this purpose, either a pulsed sequence with pulse distances
of ∆t = tp + tP = ∆ΘvΘ with the pulse pause time tP , or a ‘simulated CBCT sequence’ with the
according parameters is applied. In both cases the detector runs in external triggered mode and
the radiation is disabled by unplugging the SWR signal connection to the x-ray generator. Open
field projections are acquired in the same way, but with the SWR signal connected to the generator
and without any phantom on the phantom plate. The actual beam parameters of these projections
are also stored to a corresponding text file.
A schematic overview of the main components and their interactions for CBCT acquisition is given
in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Scheme of components interaction at the x-ray wagon
The interaction and the data flow between the different components of the x-ray wagon system are
illustrated as described for CBCT acquisition. The arrows indicate the direction of the corresponding
information flow. The phantom plate is represented by the blue ellipse, the x-ray beam by the triangle
between the x-ray tube and the FPI. X-ray generator and x-ray tube are integrated to one component.
Their internal interaction is not shown.
4.3 Geometrical calibration
To back-project the FPI images for CBCT reconstruction (see section 2.5) the actual path of the x-
rays must be known. With an ideal imaging geometry the ray path through the patient coordinate
system for every FPI pixel is determined by its projection coordinates, the SID, the SDD and the
corresponding projection angle. An ideal geometry assumes that i) the SID and SDD are constant
and well known, ii) the x-ray source is punctiform, iii) the rotation axis and the central ray intersect
perpendicularly in the origin of the patient coordinate system, iv) the central ray is perpendicular
to the active area of the FPI and hits its center, v) the v-axis (see section 2.1.4) is parallel to the
rotation axis, and vi) the exact projection angles are well known. Though all these requirements
are nearly fulfilled for the x-ray wagon system where the only moving part is the phantom plate, a
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real linac integrated kV-CBCT system is much more unstable and must not be assumed as ideal in
the described sense. Provided that a reproducibility of the geometry is given for several successive
CBCT acquisitions, a calibration for the real imaging geometry can be done by experimentally
determining projection matrices for each projection angle [57], [58]. The projection matrix AΘ
for the projection angle Θ is a 3 × 4 matrix that specifies, for every point (x, y, z) in the patient
coordinate system, to which point (u, v) it is projected. It is
 λuλv
λ
 = AΘ

x
y
z
1
 (4.7)
where λ is a normalization factor. WithAΘ a back projection of pΘ (see section 2.5) into the patient
coordinate system is possible. This is described in detail in [57]. The explicit knowledge of Θ is
not necessary. It is only important that AΘ is applied to a projection acquired at the same angle
for which AΘ was determined. Therefore, the projection angles must also be reproducible. AΘ is
determined with the help of a special calibration phantom shown in figure 4.6 [59]. This phantom is
Figure 4.6: Calibration phantom
A hollow perspex cylinder with metal bullets (left) is used for geometrical calibration. The center of
the phantom defines the origin of the patient coordinate system. The graph illustrates the coordinates
of the bullets. The right picture shows a projection of the calibration phantom.
a hollow perspex cylinder containing 37 metal bullets embedded at defined positions along a helical
trajectory in the cylinder wall. For identification purposes the middle bullet is characterized by a
larger radius. For geometrical calibration the phantom is fixed on the phantom plate. The center
of the phantom defines the origin of the patient coordinate system, its longitudinal axis being the z-
axis and the big bullet at the coordinate (xB, yB, zB) = (0,−6.75 cm, 0). By acquiring a calibration
CBCT of the phantom with the same start angle, ∆Θ and vΘ as for the real imaging CBCT, AΘ
can be determined for each Θ by means of the bullet center coordinates on the respective projection
and their known coordinates in the patient system. This method is also described in [57]. The
bullet coordinates can be easily extracted on the high contrast projections using a threshold filter.
Although the orientation of the phantom on the CBCT reconstruction depends on its position with
respect to the position of the calibration phantom and may not be exactly adjustable on the x-ray
wagon, the geometric calibration avoids deformation artifacts and implicitly delivers the correct
phantom size.
An example of incorrect calibration is shown in figure 4.7. In this example a spherical contrast
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Figure 4.7: Artifacts caused by wrong calibration
Left: lower half of the contrast phantom. The inlays of the middle slice are visible. The complete
phantom if filled up with further RW3-plates to form a ball. Reconstructions of the central slice a
shown with a correct geometrical calibration (middle) and assuming an ideal geometry but a 1%
error in the angular spacing.
phantom was used. This phantom has a diameter of 16 cm and contains several RW3 slices of
10mm thickness. The central slice has variably sized holes, and various circular disks of different
materials are embedded. One hundred and eighty projections with angular spacings of ∆Θ = 2◦
were acquired. This CBCT sequence was reconstructed once using the correct experimentally
determined projection matrices (middle picture), and once with an artificial projection matrix
assuming an ideal projection geometry but angular steps of ∆Θ′ = 1.98◦. At the x-ray wagon the
SID and SDD are constant and well known. Therefore, the phantom size is correctly reconstructed,
but the 1% error in ∆Θ leads to artifacts that are clearly visible, especially at the different inlays
and the small rows of holes.
4.4 CBCT Reconstruction
For CBCT reconstruction, an in-house written software applying an FDK algorithm is used [57].
The algorithm is supplied with the projection matrices AΘ for every projection angle and with the
gain and tube output corrected projection data pΘ(u, v) = − log[q(x, y)] (4.6)= − log
(
Sp(x,y)
So(x,y)
· Io toIp tp
)
With the assumptions of section 2.3 (monoenergetic beam, ideal detector, no scattered radiation)
it is pΘ(u, v)
(2.15)
=
∫
µ(x, y, z) ds, the integral of the attenuation coefficients along the ray path
s. Besides the gain correction, further pre-processing steps can be performed before the logarithm
calculus of the x-ray image data. Sampling down the projection data to 1024·2−n×1024·2−m pixels
yields a decreased memory requirement and calculation time. The compression of the projection
data is performed by neighborhood averaging because summing up the signal of 2n+m pixels de-
creases the projection noise by a factor of approximately
√
2n+m. However, the maximum possible
spatial resolution of the reconstruction is also decreased. A nearest neighbor sampling for example
would only decrease spatial resolution without reducing the image noise. Practically, n and m are
chosen between 0 and 2.
For reconstruction output, the number of voxels in x-, y- and z-direction (nx, ny, nz) of the pa-
tient coordinate system and the corresponding pitches (px, py, pz) must be chosen. This yields a
CT cube of nx × ny × nz voxels with a voxel size of px × py × pz and a reconstruction volume
of V = nxpx × nypy × nzpz. Throughout this work it is px = py and nx = ny unless otherwise
noted. It is unnecessary to define a reconstruction volume that exceeds the maximum FOV (here,
approximately 27 cm) in one dimension. The reconstruction algorithm calculates the attenuation co-
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efficients at each voxel center and allocates this value to the complete voxel volume. (px, py and pz)
define the maximum spatial resolution of the reconstruction. Each voxel corresponds to only one
single pixel of each projection determined by the projection matrices AΘ. Therefore, the down
sampling of the image data should follow the voxel pitch of the reconstruction. The effective pixel
pitch (here, pu = 2n × 0.4mm and pv = 2m × 0.4mm) of the projection data may be chosen as
pu ≈ SDDSID · px (and correspondingly: pv ≈ SDDSID · pz). Overly small pixel pitches may lead to unused
projection data that might have been used for noise reduction by a further down sampling. Too
much down sampling may lead to a blurring in the reconstruction data.
4.5 First tests
With the above described components and methods, a prototype system for first 2D and 3D imaging
experiments was competed. This section reports on first measurements applied with this configu-
ration before the next step in the development course, the integration of the imaging components
at the treatment machine, was performed.
4.5.1 Linearity
For a quantitative analysis of the x-ray projections, including the CT reconstruction of attenuation
coefficients, the linearity of the imaging system is an important factor. This means, whether
a proportionality is observed between the output of the x-ray tube and the corresponding FPI
response. This correlation was measured separately for an U1 = 80 kV and an U2 = 120 kV output
spectrum of the x-ray tube. Measurements were performed using the pulsed radiation mode of
the x-ray console and the external trigger mode of the detector. No phantom was placed on
the phantom plate. For each spectrum, 10 sequences with different settings for anode current I
and pulse length t were acquired. The parameters were adjusted to nominally deliver outputs of
I · t = 300µAs to I · t = 3000µAs in steps of 300µAs for U1 and I · t = 100µAs to I · t = 1000µAs in
steps of 100µAs for U2. For each sequence, 35 pulses were acquired using the same parameters. For
evaluation purposes, the nominal parameters for I and t were not used but rather those supplied by
the generator as the actual pulse parameter feedback, which are automatically stored to a text file
after each pulse. Additionally, an ionization chamber4 was placed between the x-ray tube and the
detector, and the charge that was produced in the chamber during each sequence was measured.
These measurements were performed for a linearity analysis of the FPI, independent from the
generator feedback. The x-ray shadow of the chamber on the FPI is small compared to the beam
size and does not affect the measurement, since linearity is also demanded for the FPI pixels in the
chamber shadow. Figure 4.8 shows as an example one projection of the series. The linearity of the
The ionization
chamber is visible
on the open field
projection. The
gray values of the
624 × 624 pixels
inside the red
sized square are
used for linearity
evaluation.
Figure 4.8: Projection for linearity analysis
4Throughout this work, for all measurements an ionization chamber from PTW Freiburg (typeM31002 ) is applied.
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gray values gx,y for each pixel inside the ROI bordered by the red square in figure 4.8, and their
mean gray value groi, were analyzed. In figure 4.9 the linearity of the FPI, the relative deviation
from a linear fit to the data, and a distribution of standard deviations from the linearity for each
pixel inside the ROI is plotted.
In a) the mean ROI gray value of each se-
quence groi is plotted against the measured
charge in the ionization chamber for the cor-
responding sequence. Graph b) illustrates
the relative deviation from the linear fit to
the data for each sequence. The histogram
shows the distribution of per mill standard
deviations of each pixel from a linear fit to
the mean gray value gx,y over the measured
charge.
Figure 4.9: Linearity of the FPI
The plots show a good linearity of the FPI. Deviations of the ROI gray values from the linear
fit are mostly below 1%. The only outlier for both energies5 is the first data point representing
the lowest chamber- and FPI signal. This might be caused by a comparatively high noise ratio of
both measurements and high relative gray value uncertainties caused by inaccuracies of the offset
correction. The standard deviation histogram also outlines a good pixel-wise linearity with slightly
better values for the 80 kV spectrum. To analyze the linearity of the imaging system, including
possible uncertainties from the generator feedback, the gray values are also analyzed as a function
of the mean tube output I · t of each sequence. This is shown in figure 4.10.
As expected, the results show a slightly decreased linearity that might be caused by inaccuracies of
the generator’s tube output feedback. To analyze this feedback, the chamber charge was measured
at both energies for several sequences of 20 pulses each with a fixed pulse width setting of 100ms,
and anode current settings between 20mA and 100mA for U1, and between 20mA and 70mA for
U2. In figure 4.11 a normalized quotient of measured charge and indicated tube output is plotted
against the cumulated tube output of the corresponding sequence.
5Here and in the following the term ‘energy’ might be used synonymously for ‘tube voltage’ or ‘x-ray spectrum’.
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The single plots correspond to those in figure
4.9. The gray values and the deviation from
the linear fit are plotted against the mean tube
output I · t of each sequence. The histogram
again outlines the pixel wise standard devia-
tions distribution.
Figure 4.10: Linearity of the imaging system
The normalized quo-
tient of charge caused
by a certain indicated
tube output is plotted
against the output. For
the 120 kV plot only
a smaller data range
could be analyzed due
to tube load limitations.
Figure 4.11: Generator feedback linearity
The graph shows that either higher current settings lead to underestimation or lower current settings
lead to overestimation of the actual tube output. This trend seems to be slightly stronger for lower
energies. Throughout this work mainly 120 kV spectra are used. The generator feedback is not
further corrected for the low dependency of the settings since the linearity of the imaging system
shown in figure 4.10 is assumed to be appropriate for further measurements.
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4.5.2 Modular transfer function
The modular transfer function (MTF) of an imaging system is the magnitude of the optical transfer
function (OTF), which describes the spatial (angular) variation as a function of spatial (angular)
frequency. Since in imaging systems, the phase component is typically not captured by the sensor,
the MTF is the important measure. The MTF describes the response of an imaging system to an
image decomposed into its Fourier-components. The concept and the principal of MTF measure-
ments is illustrated in figure 4.12. MTF measurements can be performed by acquiring an x-ray
Figure 4.12: MTF measurement
The MTF of an imaging system describes the input/output amplitude ratio of sine waves as a
function of spatial frequency. The MTF can be determined by means of an over sampled ESF
measurement (see text). Pictures source: [61].
projection of a rectangular opaque test object with straight edges that is fixed at the front plane
of the detector, slightly tilted with respect to the columns (or rows). After dark- and open field
correction, the edge spread function (ESF) is determined by taking a profile perpendicular to the
edge of the test object. The small tilt of the edge allows an over-sampling of the ESF. This means,
that the profile can be sampled much finer than the pixel pitch of the FPI would allow it, for an
edge that is parallel to the columns. Practically, to reduce noise, instead of one single projection,
an averaged image of many projection is used, and the ESF is also averaged over many profiles
along the edge. The MTF is determined by means of ESF(x), where x denotes the (positive or
negative) distance from the edge, by performing the following steps [61], [62]:
1. Differentiation ddx ESF(x) = LSF(x) (line spread function)
2. Exponential extrapolation of the tails of LSF(x)
3. Fourier transform
−∞∫
∞
LSF(x) exp(−2piiux) dx = MTF(u), u: spatial frequency.
The MTF of a 2D projection acquisition with the x-ray wagon imaging system was determined as
described using a 10×10×0.5 cm3 tungsten slab as a test object. Fifty well-illuminated projections
were averaged and the signal from 100 detector rows was used to get the final over-sampled ESF.
The resultant MTF after the described calculation steps (differentiating, extrapolating, FFT) is
shown in figure 4.13. It shows a steep drop at low frequencies and then extends down to a fre-
quency of 2mm−1. The low frequency drop may be caused by scattered radiation, which would add
a broadly Gaussian distributed offset to the signal thus increasing the low frequency component in
the MTF [60].
The MTF shows how contrasts of different sized object details are reflected by intensity contrasts
in the image. Relevant details for medical applications are in a range between 0 and 2mm−1. A
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The MTF measured for
2D projections of the
x-ray wagon system.
The MTF extends to
frequencies of about
2mm−1. The low
frequency drop may be
caused by an offset in
the signal.
Figure 4.13: MTF
special value of the MTF is the limiting resolution, i. e. the spatial frequency at 4% of the maximum
amplitude [63]. Figure 4.13 shows a limiting resolution of approximately 2mm−1 for the analyzed
FPI, which indicates an appropriateness for the intended applications.
4.5.3 Dose measurement
To obtain an estimate of the imaging dose, dose measurements were performed using a cylindrical
water-filled perspex phantom. The phantom has a diameter of 18 cm and a height of approximately
20 cm. Two thin cylindrical holes, one along the central axis and one close to the outside margin of
the phantom, allow an insertion of a ionization chamber. The phantom was placed on the phantom
plate with it longitudinal axis in the y-direction (along the rotation axis of the plate). The setup is
illustrated in figure 4.14. Imaging dose was measured separately with the chamber inserted into the
Figure 4.14: Dose measurement setup
To view of the setup. The water phantom is placed on the rotating phantom plate. A ionization
chamber is inserted in the central and the peripheral hole, respectively. X-ray pulses are applied at
every degree of the phantom rotation.
central and the peripheral hole. The same chamber was used as for the linearity analysis (see section
4.5.1). It was inserted into the holes as far as was necessary to be hit by the central ray of the beam.
Dose values were measured again for both energies: U1 = 80 kV and U2 = 120 kV. Measurements
were performed by acquiring a CBCT sequence of the phantom over the whole angular range of
360◦, applying one pulse per degree (∆Θ = 1◦). Typical x-ray parameters for CBCT acquisition
were used, providing a good but not saturated illumination of the FPI (see figure 4.10a). The
parameters are: U1 : I1 = 50mA, t1 = 15ms and U2 : I1 = 100mA, t = 20ms. For evaluation the
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feedback parameters stored in the corresponding text file were used. Dose calibration values were
calculated on the basis of the applied cumulative tube output for a 360◦ CBCT acquisition. The val-
ues for the central axis are also valid for arbitrary 2D projections. Table 4.1 summarizes the results.
Table 4.1: Imaging doses for CBCT acquisition
dose calibration factors
peripheral [mGy/As] central [mGy/As]
80 kV 22 16
120 kV 70 52
Dose per cumulative tube output of a 360◦ CBCT acquisition of the described water phantom.
In the following, these values are used as an imaging dose estimation reference for this x-ray tube
and similarly sized phantoms.
4.5.4 Cone beam CTs
As a proof of principle for 3D imaging using the described components and methods, CBCTs of
several phantoms were first acquired at the x-ray wagon. A full scan of the contrast phantom, that
was already shortly introduced in section 4.3, was acquired with the following nominal parameters:
U = 120 kV, I = 50mA, t = 15ms,∆Θ = 2◦. The isocentric dose6 Dc was estimated to be
Dc ≈ 6mGy according to table 4.1.7 The CBCT sequence was reconstructed once using all 180
projections, and once as a short scan over an angular range of only 200◦ yielding an effective imaging
dose of Dc ≈ 3.5mGy. As a second example an Alderson head phantom was scanned, again over
the full angular range. The parameters were: U = 120 kV, I = 55mA, t = 20ms,∆Θ = 1◦. The
applied dose was estimated to be Dc ≈ 18mGy. This phantom was also reconstructed first using all
projections, and then with only the first 200 projections. The short scan reconstruction results in an
effective imaging dose of Dc ≈ 10mGy. All projections were sampled down to 512× 512 matrices.
CT cubes of (25.6 cm)3 were reconstructed at a resolution of 512 × 512 × 128 voxels. Transversal
slices8 of these reconstructions are shown in figure 4.15. These first promising results can be
regarded as a proof of principle. Several components were integrated to provide a working and
stable kV x-ray imaging system. Different methods were described to apply 2D and 3D imaging
with this setup. Acceptable CBCT reconstructions obtained for several phantoms and different
imaging methods (short scan, full scan, different ∆Θ). Therefore, the next step of the development
course could be started: the integration of the imaging components at the treatment machine.
6‘isocentric dose’ is used synonymously for the dose at the central axis of the phantom and the dose at the phantom
center, respectively.
7The actual isocentric dose might be slightly higher due to the lower diameter compared to the reference phantom.
8transversal slices are perpendicular to the z-axis of the patient coordinate system.
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Figure 4.15: First CBCT reconstructions from the x-ray wagon
The left side shows the full scan, the right side the short scan reconstruction of the contrast phantom
and the Alderson head, respectively. The streak artifact in a) and b) are caused by the low angular
resolution (∆Θ = 2◦) of the CBCT acquisition. Lower effective imaging doses cause a higher noise
ration in the reconstruction, visible in b) and d). Nevertheless, the contrasts are well resolved in
a) and b) and even the smallest holes having a diameter of 1mm and a spacing of 2mm are still
distinguishable.
Chapter 5
Integration of the kV-imaging system
at the linear accelerator
With the transfer of the imaging component from the x-ray wagon to the treatment machine (linac)
the principle of kV-image acquisition does not change. The main difference is the drive mechanism
that is now replaced by the gantry. For 3D image acquisition the phantom is no longer rotated,
but the imaging system rotates around the phantom. Therefore, the step motor and its related
components are no longer needed and the image acquisition process must be synchronized with the
gantry rotation. Furthermore, the much higher moments of inertia and the asymmetrical design
of the gantry may lead to an imbalance of the rotation. This, and the influence of gravity that
comes along with the rotation around a horizontal axis, which results in geometrical uncertainties
like a variable sag of the components for different gantry angles, places particular importance on
the geometrical calibration. Furthermore, the transformation of patient coordinates into room
coordinates becomes important when using CBCTs for patient positioning purposes. To obtain
a well-defined transformation according to equation 2.1 with (xr, yr, zr) = (0, 0, 0) the calibration
phantom must be exactly aligned with the room lasers marking the three cartesian axes of the
room coordinate system.
MV-imaging applications, that were not possible with the x-ray wagon bench top setup are provided
by the linac-integrated system. In the following sections the setup is described in more detail.
5.1 Hardware setup
The x-ray tube and the FPI were mounted at the linac following the Inline concept. For this
purpose, specially produced metal holders were used. The tube holder is screwed at the structure
in a way that the central ray path coincides with the rotation axis of the MLC. The FPI holder
provides the possibility to shift the FPI in 2 cm steps, up to 18 cm, out of its centered position for
FOV extension, and is inserted into the accessory tray of the linac right below the MLC and fixed
with screws. As the tube is installed to be stationary, the FPI can be easily removed at any time.
The orientation of the FPI coordinate system with respect to the projection system depends on
the MLC angle. The x-ray generator is placed inside the treatment room. The cables connecting
the tube and the generator, as well as the FPI cables, are passed through the linac in a way as to
not disturb any kind of linac or imaging operation. A Siemens Primus linac provided for research
purposes was used for the kV-system integration. The geometric parameters are SID ≈ 100 cm
and SDD ≈ 142 cm, and may vary slightly due to gravitational sag and uncertainties of the tube
mounting position. Figure 5.1 shows the kV-imaging setup installed at the linac.
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The imaging components (x-
ray tube and FPI) are in-
stalled at the linac following
the Inline concept. The tube
is installed with the anode-
cathode direction parallel to
the y-axis of the room co-
ordinate system (ycathode >
yanode). Here the MLC is at
90◦, and therefore the x-axis
of the FPI is antiparallel to
the room y-axis (cable plugs
towards structure).
Figure 5.1: Linac with kV-imaging components
5.2 KV-imaging
The process of 2D kV-imaging regarding the operation of the imaging components does not differ
from the x-ray wagon. Due to the reduced SDD, pixel gray values increase by a factor of (150 cm)
2
(142 cm)2
,
which must be taken into account concerning detector saturation. The field size on the detector
plane reduces accordingly, and allows a wider beam collimation resulting in a slightly increased
FOV. The projection angle Θ = (γg + 180)MOD360 (γg: gantry angle) coincides with the tube
angle and must, therefore, be adjusted via the linac console or the gantry hand control in possible
steps of 0.1◦.
For CBCT acquisition, the gantry rotation must be synchronized with the x-ray control system.
For this purpose the PROMs of several linac function controllers were replaced to run the machine
with a research firmware, providing a special rotational treatment mode that is intended for MV-
CT acquisition [64]. Usually, during a rotational treatment, the linac delivers at a constant dose
rate while rotating with a constant speed over a predefined angular range. The operator sets the
gantry start angle γstart, the rotational direction, the angular range ∆γ and the total dose D. The
angular gantry speed is v = ∆γ · D˙D . The dose rate D˙ is automatically adjusted to
D˙ =
{
D˙max = 250 MUmin , for
D
∆γ >
D˙max
vmax
vmax · D∆γ , else
with vmax = 300◦min−1. Using the research firmware, a constant dose rate is not employed but
rather single beam pulses with a user defined length (in the magnitude of milliseconds) and angular
spacing. Nevertheless, the gantry speed is the same as it would be for the common rotational
treatment.
This mode is also used for kV-CBCT acquisition. To deactivate the MV-beam the electron injector
is switched off. The linac must be operated in service mode because the dose interlocks must be
disabled in order to avoid a sequence abort due to the dose delivery monitoring. For kV-pulse and
detector triggering two digital outputs of the linac are used: The RO output and the HV output.
The high TTL state of the RO output coincides with the beam-on phases (or rather with the
intended beam-on phases when operating with a deactivated injector). The HV output provides a
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high TTL signal during the complete rotational sequence. This output is connected to the ready
input of the detector readout trigger board for initial FPI readout, and is used instead of the
ready output of the x-ray console because the signal is directly correlated with the actual start
of the CBCT sequence, always rising approximately two seconds before the first kV-pulse. The
x-ray console ready signal is operation dependent and may start much earlier (as soon as the user
starts the anode rotation). The RO output is connected to the hardware trigger input of the x-ray
console. Therefore, the kV-pulses are no longer triggered by a software generated trigger signal,
but by the rising edge of the RO-signal. The length of this signal has no influence on the kV-CBCT
acquisition.
To acquire a kV-CBCT the operator has to perform the following steps:
1. Disable MV beam and dose interlocks.
2. Program rotational treatment (inclusive pulse length and angular spacing) at linac console.
3. Set x-ray parameters (x-ray console runs in hardware triggered mode).
4. Prepare imaging software (FPI runs in external triggered mode).
5. Start anode, release radiation.
6. Start sequence at linac console.
According to figure 4.5 a schematic overview of the main components and their interactions for
CBCT acquisition is shown in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Interaction of components for linac integrated kV-CBCT imaging
The interaction and the data flow between the different components for linac integrated kV-CBCT
acquisition is illustrated. The arrows indicate the direction of the corresponding information flow.
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Figure 5.3 illustrates the chronology of signals and x-ray pulses during a linac integrated kV-CBCT
sequence.
Figure 5.3: Chronological sequence of signals and pulses during a CBCT acquisition
With the start of the sequence the HV-signal rises and triggers the FPI for an initial readout.
Approximately two seconds later, the gantry rotation starts and the first RO pulse appears and
triggers the first kV-pulse. The falling edge of the kV-pulse triggers the FPI readout. The following
RO-signals are generated for constant gantry angle intervals. At the end of the sequence, the gantry
stops and the HV-signal falls. The time axis is not necessarily linear. The vertical dashed lines are
for orientation purposes and indicate certain points in time.
5.3 MV-beam monitoring
MV-beam monitoring with the FPI has a couple of difficulties: It is not immediately possible to
synchronize the MV beam and the FPI readout. This is because the MV beam does not provide a
short-term uniformity in dose rates, but rather consists of multiple dose pulses with pulse lengths
of a few microseconds. The distance between the pulses determines the nominal (long term) dose
rate and is of the magnitude of milliseconds1. For a normal treatment, the dose pulse distance is
much shorter and the beam-on time of one treatment segment is much longer than the readout
time of the FPI. Due to the high intensity of the treatment beam and the close distance of the
FPI to the MV source (here approximately 58 cm), the FPI must be operated in its free running
mode with its shortest available integration time to avoid detector saturation. The asynchronism
of the dose pulses and the FPI readout leads to moving intensity stripe patterns on the MV-beam
projections. The brighter areas received one dose pulse more since their last readout than the
darker ones. Summing up all frames that contain signal from dose pulses of one beam eliminates
the stripe pattern and reflects the cumulative intensity of the beam.
The used FPI would get saturated by irradiating it in the designated position with the common
dose rate of D˙ = 250 MUmin even in free running mode. To allow MV-imaging the dose pulse distance
must be decreased by at least a factor of approximately 25. The resulting dose rate is no longer
1The term ‘dose pulse’ is used for one single microsecond pulse, contrary to a ‘beam pulse’ containing several dose
pulses.
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suitable for treatment due to time constraints, but can be applied for testing purposes. The MV
beam is designed to produce homogeneous dose profiles in a water depth of 10 cm. The intensity
profile is not homogenous at the FPI plane. To correct the projections for the gain structure
of the FPI, and obtain quantitative information about the beam intensity, a calibration can be
performed by film measurements of the intensity profile. If only the beam shape itself is of interest,
an open MV-field correction of the projections is sufficient. The correction image can be acquired
by averaging multiple projections (e. g. 100) obtained in free running mode during a beam-on phase
of the maximum open MV-field2.
5.4 Special features I - kV-imaging during therapy
The Inline concept uses the same detector for kV- and MV imaging. To obtain a pure kV-projection
during beam delivery, an interruption of the MV beam during the kV-acquisition process is nec-
essary. The linac provides a gated treatment mode that allows such a short-term interruption of
the treatment beam by means of a digital TTL signal connected to its gate input. A high signal
at the input disables the beam, while a low signal releases the beam delivery. Therefore, pure
kV-acquisition can be performed by the following workflow (linac running in gated mode, x-ray
console in hardware triggered mode and FPI in external triggered mode):
1. Interrupt MV-beam (high signal at gate input)
2. Trigger FPI readout (clear current frame)
3. Wait for the FPI to finish the readout
4. Generate kV x-ray pulse
5. Trigger FPI readout
6. Wait for the FPI to finish the readout
7. Release MV beam (low signal at gate input)
Additional hardware, along with associated control software, was developed for the (2D) kV-imaging
during treatment. The KICK Box provides the following imaging modes:
Fluoroscopy mode In this mode kV-projections of the patient are acquired in user defined in-
tervals during the beam-on phases of the treatment.
Positioning mode In this mode a kV-projection of the patient is acquired before each treatment
field (i. e. after a new gantry angle has been adjusted for treatment). Afterwards, the MV-
beam is blocked until the operator releases it by a mouse click (or, optionally, it is released
by the software after an automatic position verification process).
Single shot mode This mode allows the user to acquire one single kV-projection at any time
during the treatment.
2The maximum field opening of the MV beam is 40 × 40 cm2 at the isocenter plane according to approx. 23.2×
23.2 cm2 at the FPI plane.
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Additionally the following features are provided:
• SW controlled switching between the single modes at any time.
• SW controlled MV- and kV-beam gating at any time.
• SW switchable permanent FPI readout during MV beam-on phases (for MV beam imaging
purposes and to avoid FPI saturation)
– triggered in predefined time intervals
– or by means of FPI frame readout finish feedback
• SW switchable MV-field overlap on kV-images (applies a short MV beam of predefined length
during kV-pulse acquisition).
• Frame type feedback to control-SW (indicates whether the current FPI frame contains kV-
or MV image information).
All modes require the gated mode of the linac. The hardware is connected to a USB controlled PC
card providing several digital and analog inputs and outputs. The PC card is integrated together
with the KICK box in one cover supplied with a cable that can directly be plugged into the USB
slot of the PC that runs the control software. The KICK box provides six BNC connectors for
the connection to the linac, the FPI and the x-ray console. Figure 5.4 shows a photo of the box.
The different modes and SW-switchable features are selected by setting the corresponding digital
Figure 5.4: KICK box
At the front side (left) an LED indicates if the box is connected to the PC. At the back side the
BNC connectors and the USB cable are applied.
outputs of the PC card. The KICK box is connected via the BNC connectors to the following
signals and inputs of its periphery: i) Linac HV-signal, ii) linac RO-signal, iii) linac gating input
iv) FPI trigger input, v) x-ray console HW-trigger, and vi) x-ray console rad-on signal. The linac
HV-signal indicates the start and end of each treatment field3 by its rising and falling, respectively.
The RO-signal is HIGH whenever the MV-beam is on. The TTL state of the HV- and the RO
signal differs during the adjustment of two treatment segments of one treatment field and during
MV-gating. The applied FPI does not supply a direct feedback of its actual readout state, i. e. the
KICK box retrieves no information about the moment the FPI has finished a triggered readout
and is ready for the next trigger. By the SW-selection the KICK box can use an internal timer to
obtain a potentiometer adjustable integration time. In the following, the procedures of the different
modes are described:
3In IMRT a ‘treatment field’ may contain several field- (or treatment) segments of the same gantry angle that are
combined to one IMRT group. IMRT segments from different gantry angles belong to different treatment fields.
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• Single shot mode
Single shot request from SW
gate MV-beam and stop permanent FPI trigger (if necessary)
s

wait for FPI to finish readout of current frame (if necessary)
trigger FPI readout
wait for FPI readout to be finished
trigger x-ray pulse
wait for end of x-ray pulse
signalize kV-image acquisition via digital PC card input
trigger FPI readout
wait adjusted integration time or for FPI readout to be finished
release MV-beam and FPI permanent readout trigger.
• Positioning mode
Start of treatment field (HV signal raises)
s
wait for position OK signal from SW
release MV-beam (+ FPI permanent readout trigger, where required)
wait for subsequent treatment field.
I Single shots are possible during beam-off phases.
• Fluoroscopy mode
Start of treatment segment (RO-signal raises)
#
start fluoroscopic frequency timer
wait for timer to finish?
gate MV-beam and stop permanent FPI trigger (if necessary)
s
reset timer
continue at #
?If end of treatment segment appears before: reset timer and wait for next segment.
The wild card s stands for the sub-procedure that is marked at the description of the single shot
mode. The fluoroscopic frequency can either be adjusted at a KICK box internal timer by means of
an analog output voltage, or via the PCI timer card (not applied within the work). The frequency
can be changed online at any time. With the start of each treatment field, a short MV-gating pulse
is generated to avoid a timeout interlock at the linac that may appear in gating mode. A treatment
resumption after an interruption caused by an interlock or a user intervention at the linac console
is always handled as a new treatment field.
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Imaginable applications of the KICK box are, for instance:
– Positioning of the target volume my means of the 2D projection (that optionally contains the
actual MV field shape when applying the MV field overlap) before the application of every
treatment field with the positioning mode.
– MV-beam gating on the basis of breathing motion that becomes visible in fluoroscopic mode.
– Control projections in single shot mode during beam delivery followed by gating of the MV-
beam if necessary.
– ...
Applying overlapped MV fields may facilitate the analysis of the projections and the decision about
a potential intervention of the treatment process4.
The interactions of the KICK box with the components of the imaging system to which it is directly
connected are summarized in figure 5.5. A software module was provided that, among other things,
Figure 5.5: KICK box interactions with imaging components
The KICK box is connected via an USB I/O card to the PC running its control software, to the rad-
on and HW-trigger line of the x-ray console, to the gating, RO- and HV lines of the linac and to the
trigger line of the FPI. It synchronizes special (2D) kV-imaging applications during treatment as
illustrated and described in the text. The arrows indicate the direction of the signals or information
flow.
supports the different modes and features of the KICK box and includes an interface to the FPI
for image data transfer. Figure 5.6 shows a screenshot of this tool.
4To apply an authentic MV field overlap on the kV-projections a (ideally automatical) postprocessing of the images
must be applied that stretches the MV beam shape to its isocentric size and, if necessary, corrects the position on
the projection on basis of the calibration matrices. This feature is not implemented yet.
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Figure 5.6: Software control for KICK box
The software module supports the KICK box. The three image panels separately display current MV-
and kV-projections. Additionally, a reference DRR of the phantom/patient at the actual projection
angle obtained from the planning CT may be loaded for comparison purposes. The online application
of a matching algorithm allows a 2D-based calculation of the shift between the kV-projection and
the DRR, which optionally may be corrected by an automatic table shift.
5.5 Special features II - 4D imaging
The time requirement for the acquisition of a linac integrated CBCT is at least ∆γminvmax ≈ 40 s and
can be arbitrarily increased by gantry rotation slowdown. During this time the patient passes
through several breathing cycles. Therefore, when scanning the lung, the single projections do not
represent a static object; assuming so may lead to motion artifacts in CT reconstruction. There
are approaches for motion artifact reduction using a pixel-specific filtered back projection [65]. One
way to reduce motion artifacts on the projection level is to consider only those projections that
were acquired at or around a certain breathing phase or amplitude [66] – [69], assuming a fixed
correlation between the breathing phase or amplitude and the respiratory motion. This is given
for the moving lung phantom shown in figure 5.7 [70]. The phantom performs a motor driven rigid
motion in the CC direction. A real-time readout of the motion amplitude is provided by means
of a linear sliding potentiometer. The amplitude is always well-defined by the active resistance of
the potentiometer. The correlation between resistance and phase is motion disc dependent and it
is R(ϕ) = R(pi − ϕ) with ϕ ∈ [0, 2pi] the motion phase and R(ϕ) the corresponding resistance. A
comparator circuit was built with a digital output providing a high TTL signal above a certain
(adjustable) motion amplitude and a low signal below. This signal can, for instance, be used
for MV-beam gating; this means the treatment beam is only released at a certain level around
expiration or (by signal inverting) inspiration phase5.
To obtain real-time information about a patient’s breathing phase, the respiratory gating system
(RGS) AZ-733V from Anzai Medical (see figure 5.8) is available [68], [71]. This system provides a
stretchable belt with a pressure sensor that is tied around the patient’s abdomen. The analogue
sensor signal caused by respiratory motion of the patient is sampled by the system and supplied to
a PC software that displays and stores it together with corresponding time flags. A gating signal,
5The inspiration phase is represented by the highest, the expiration phase by the lowest motion amplitude of a
certain motion disc.
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Figure 5.7: Moving lung phantom
The phantom consists of RW3 plates with embedded lung equivalent material and an artificial tumor.
The motor rotation is transformed into CC directional motion of the phantom via irregularly shaped
motion discs defining the gradient and the amplitude of the motion. A power supplied linear sliding
potentiometer attached to the phantom can be used for position amplitude measurement.
Figure 5.8: Respiratory gating system
A pressure sensor in an expandable breathing belt is used for respiration tracking. The belt is tied
around the patients abdomen (right picture) and stretches or compresses as a result of respiratory
motion. A connected PC is supplied with the pressure signal for further processing.
as described for the moving lung phantom, is provided between two user defined signal levels. The
sensor provides only indirect information about respiratory motion by means of measured pressure.
Furthermore, the signal amplitude depends on several factors that may vary from day to day for
the same patient, like initial belt tension and belt position. The correlation between the relative
pressure signal and diaphragm position (in the CC direction) was analyzed for several patients by
means of x-ray projections that were acquired during respiration tracking [67], [68]. The evaluation
showed impressive agreement even for extreme cases like patient coughing. Therefore, the system
may be suitable to provide absolute amplitude information of respiratory motion6 after a calibra-
tion based on simultaneous fluoroscopic x-ray acquisition and pressure signal tracking for at least
one respiration phase. This calibration must be performed after every fastening of the breathing
belt. To avoid a slipping of the belt that may nullify the calibration it should be performed in
treatment position, i. e. using the linac integrated kV-imaging system.
The 4D box. To utilize the breath-dependent7 gating signals for kV-imaging, an additional
hardware component was built that is connected to a PC via an USB I/O card. The 4D box
6From here on the respiratory amplitude refers to the diaphragm position in CC direction, which is not necessarily
correlated with the remaining anatomy including possible existing tumors.
7The motion of the lung phantom motion is figuratively equated with breathing.
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is connected upstream of the hardware trigger input of the x-ray console, and applies the gating
signal of the lung phantom or the Anzai system in conjunction with the RO-signal for kV-triggering
purposes. It features the following software selectable modes:
CBCT mode: This mode provides normal CBCT or 2D acquisition, ignoring the gating signal
for x-ray trigger generation. However, it supplies the control software with the states of the
x-ray trigger and, if existing, the gating signal, that are stored together with a time flag in a
log file at a user defined sampling rate.
4D-CBCT mode: In this mode x-ray trigger signals are generated only when the gating signal
provides a high (or optionally low) TTL signal. Therefore, every projection acquired in this
mode belongs to certain breathing phase/amplitude interval. Besides the gating- and trigger
signal, the control software is supplied with the intended x-ray trigger signals that were
blocked due to wrong gating signal states.
Static fluoroscopy mode: In this mode an x-ray trigger signal is generated at every rising (op-
tionally: and/or) falling edge of the gating signal. Therefore, every projection represents the
same breathing phase/amplitude. The software is supplied with the trigger signal.
Triggered fluoroscopy mode: This mode provides the acquisition of a fluoroscopic sequence
starting with the first rising, or optionally, falling edge after pressing the start button at
the control software. The fluoroscopic frequency and the total sequence time are software
selectable and transmitted to internal timers of the 4D-box via analogue output lines of the
PC card. The control software is supplied with the gating and the trigger signal.
If imaging dose matters, the 4D-CBCT mode might be the best choice for CBCT acquisition of
a certain predefined breathing amplitude interval. In this mode it is possible to acquire just the
relevant projections during gantry rotation by appropriately adjusting the gating level. In this
case, an off-line offset correction of the projections might be a necessary post-processing step due
to possibly varying integration times of the projections. The integration times arise from the log
file, as well as the mapping of the projections to their corresponding geometrical calibration matrix.
To keep the option of reconstructing an arbitrary breathing amplitude interval, the CBCT mode
must be used. In this case, the CBCT projections can be used for breathing amplitude calibration
of the pressure sensor signal. The projections belonging to a certain amplitude interval can be
found by means of their time flags and respiration signal log file.
The stability of the sensor calibration can be controlled using the static fluoroscopy mode. Se-
quences acquired in this mode should not show any respiratory caused motion. By applying the
option to acquire projections both at the rising and at the falling edges of the gating signal, i. e.
of different phases at the same amplitude, possible existing hysteresis effects between inhaling and
exhaling can be evaluated.
Starting at a well-defined pressure signal level, and providing projections with a well defined fre-
quency, sequences acquired in triggered fluoroscopy mode are well suited for a calibration of pressure
signal to respiration amplitude.
Further 4D imaging methods, studies of the described phantom, and several patient applications
using the described imaging system and 4D relating components are considered in [66] – [68].
5.6 Limitations & Upgrades
After a series of tests and phantom studies, the linac integrated kV-imaging system was considered
suitable for first patient applications. During two clinical sessions, (3D-)CBCTs of seven patients
classified into three head and neck cases, three prostate cases and one lung case, were acquired for
positioning control purposes. Although the patients were not treated at the same linac, and only
an off-line positioning control was performed, the CBCTs were used as substitutes for routinely
taken MV-port films. While the port film acquisition exposure may result in imaging doses of up
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to 5 cGy, the imaging doses for the CBCTs ranged between approximately 1 – 2 cGy for the head
and neck cases and 3 – 4 cGy for the extra-cranial cases. The equipment used thus far did not
allow the treatment of the patients immediately following the CBCT acquisition at the same linac,
for several reasons: i) The research version of the linac firmware needed for gantry angle feedback
during CBCT acquisition was not released for patient treatment. ii) The used FPI is not designed
to get irradiated with the dose rates applied during treatment. The high over-saturation caused by
the MV-irradiation at the short distance from the FPI to the MV source may lead to long-standing
afterglow effects and to long-term dark current increments.
For clinical applications, it is neither reasonable to change PROMS and remove the FPI between
imaging and treatment, nor to decrease the dose rate.
The following sections describe changes and upgrades of the imaging system that have been per-
formed during the further development process to overcome these and other limitations.
5.6.1 Inclinometer as substitute for CBCT PROMs
To reduce the interference of the kV-imaging system with treatment matters, an incremental in-
clinometer was attached at the gantry to obtain gantry angle feedback for kV-CBCT acquisition
without the need of PROM replacement. The used inclinometer provides 3600 codes per revolution
yielding an angular resolution of 110 degrees. Internal magnetic damping assures fast response times
while avoiding oscillations during gantry deceleration and acceleration. Since the inclinometer does
not provide absolute gantry angles, no type of calibration is needed after the fixation to the gantry.
An additional cable had to be passed through the gantry for power supply of the inclinometer and
signal transfer of its 2-channel quadrature outputs. To integrate the inclinometer into the given
setup, an additional hardware component, the iBox, was built to convert the inclinometer signals
into x-ray trigger pulses for CBCT acquisition. The iBox provides the power supply for the incli-
nometer and is connected upstream of the hardware trigger input of the x-ray console or, if used,
of the 4D-box. It uses as inputs the RO-signal and the inclinometer outputs. Angular spacings of
0.5◦ or 1.0◦ for CBCT acquisition are adjustable by jumper setting. Higher values of the angular
spacing are not supported in order to avoid the occurrence of streak artifacts; lower spacings are
not supported due to time and dose constraints8.
CBCT acquisition using the standard firmware is performed in a manner analogous to that with the
research PROMs (see section 5.2) apart from the setting of pulse length and angular spacing, which
is no longer needed. During a common rotational treatment, the RO-signal rises as soon as the
gantry rotation starts, and stops as soon as the gantry angle reaches its stop position. The gantry
rotates a bit further to avoid deceleration between the start and stop angle. The iBox generates
x-ray trigger signals only if the RO-line provides a high output signal. The first x-ray trigger is
produced with the rise of the RO-signal, the following ones in intervals of 0.5◦ or 1.0◦. No x-ray
pulse is triggered after the stop angle is reached.
Following figure 5.3, figure 5.9 shows the chronology of the signals for a CBCT acquisition (without
4D-box) using the inclinometer instead of the CBCT PROMs.
8Lower angular spacings result in a higher number of projections requiring a certain minimum dose for each
projection. Furthermore, the minimum FPI integration time might force a gantry speed reduction.
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Figure 5.9: CBCT signal sequence with inclinometer
The x-ray trigger pulses are generated by the iBox on the basis of the inclinometer signals. The
first pulse appears with the rise of the RO signal. After the gantry reaches the intended stop angle,
no further x-ray pulses are produced.
5.6.2 FPI upgrade
The FPI used so far with a minimum integration time of tf = 285ms, limits the gantry speed for
an CBCT acquisition with an angular spacing of ∆Θ = 0.5◦ and an x-ray pulse time of tp = 20ms
to v < ∆Θtp+tf ≈ 100
◦
min . To support the maximum gantry speed of vmax =
300◦
min , an integration time of
tf < 80ms is required.
With the given imaging setup, isocentric imaging doses at the water phantom of D & 45µGy per
projection lead to FPI saturation outside the phantom shadow. Although better image quality may
be obtained with higher imaging doses (see section 2.3), a further increment of the exposure would
result in a truncation of the phantom edges. A higher saturation charge of the FPI would overcome
this limitation. On the other hand, a lower saturation charge may lead to higher non-saturated
gray values at the same imaging dose for a certain ROI inside the phantom shadow, and thus results
in a higher SNR (due to a lower fraction of pixel- and dark current noise) and a better contrast
resolution caused by a higher dynamic range of the projection.
To avoid saturation during MV beam tracking, both a higher saturation charge and a reduced FPI
integration time are useful.
With the XRD1640 AN ES a version of the FPI supporting the above described requirements was
provided. The main properties agree with those of the thus far used RID1640 AL1, but it applies a
maximum frame rate of 15Hz (tf ≈ 67ms) and a selectable gain setting yielding saturation charges
of 2.5 ·2n pC, 1 ≤ n ≤ 5. The gain level n = 1 corresponds to the saturation charge of the FPI used
so far. The new FPI allows CBCT acquisition with an angular spacing of 0.5◦ at the maximum
gantry speed vmax. Applying n = 5 and the free running mode with the fastest integration time,
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it does not saturate when irradiating it with 250 MUmin at the intended distance to the MV source
(58 cm) for MV field sizes up to 30× 30 cm2.9
5.6.3 KV source upgrade
From the first clinical experiences with linac integrated CBCT acquisition an estimate of actual
requirements of the tube and generator capability for a clinical situation could be made. Exposures
for CBCTs of the pelvic region have already been limited by the load charts and heat capacity
constraints of the thus far used kV source. For clinical practice, the imaging system should be
designed to have the ability to perform CBCT scans in 15 – 30 minute cycles. Furthermore, fluoro-
scopic sequences might be applied in between. The given kV source was found to be inappropriate
for the required exposures and duty cycles. Therefore, the kV source was replaced by an OPTITOP
150/40/80 x-ray tube from Siemens powered by a Polydoros A100 x-ray generator, considered to
fulfill the requirements. The properties of this kV source are summarized as follows:
Nominal voltage (maximum) 150 kV
Focal spot nominal value small focus: 0.6 large focus: 1.0
Nominal power small focus: 40 kW large focus: 80 kW
Anode target anlge 12◦
Anode material Rhenium-tungsten, molybdenum, graphite
Anode heat storage capacity 5.8 · 105 J
Tube assembly heat storage capacity 1.8 · 106 J
Max. anode heat dissipation 1.2 · 105 J/min
Max. heat diss. of tube assembly 300W
Max. average anode input power 300W
Inherent filtration (IEC 60601) 2.5mm Al
The increased tube power and heat storage capacities allow higher exposures and duty cycles.
Again, the tube is switchable between two focal spots. For all applications within this work, the
smaller focal spot is used unless otherwise noted. The same holder was used to mount the tube
at the linac at an unchanged SID of approximately 100 cm. Again, the anode-cathode direction
is parallel to the y-axis of the room system with ycathode > yanode. The tube is delivered with a
removable rectangular field collimator. The field size can be adjusted independently in the u- and
v-directions but not asymmetrically with respect to the central ray. Furthermore, an additional
copper filtration of 0.1mm, 0.2mm or 0.3mm can be applied to harden the beam spectrum. Unless
otherwise noted, the kV-beam is collimated to fully illuminate the active area of the FPI and no
additional filtration is applied. A picture of the modified setup is shown in figure 5.10.
The replacement of the kV source required minor hardware and software adaptations. For one
thing, a hardware module was built, which is interposed between the x-ray console and the x-ray
generator to transform the SWR signal according to changed specifications. Furthermore, two
additional hardware signals provided by the generator are transformed to TTL signals for further
processing purposes. The x-ray pulse feedback (anode current and pulse time) is no longer trans-
mitted via CAN protocols, but frequency encoded via a hardware line (106Hz ∧= 1A). The second
signal indicates the beam-on phases. For tube output analysis, the frequency pulses during each
beam-on phase are counted. Single x-ray pulses are separated by means of a hardware beam-on
indication. However, by only counting the frequency pulses, the x-ray pulse feedback is no longer
split up into the pulse time and the anode current, but given by the fluence proportional product
I · t = 10−6 As# counts . The proportionality of tube output and frequency pulse counts was analyzed
similarly to section 4.5.1. Twenty five different combinations of pulse length and anode current
(I= [10,20,40,80,160]mA and t= [5,10,20,40,80]ms) at U= 120 kV were set at the control software.
9MV field sizes refer to the isocenter plane unless otherwise noted.
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The Optitop x-ray tube is in-
stalled at the linac the same
way as the P 125 tube but
comes along with a new rec-
tangular collimator. At this
picture the MLC is at 0◦, and
therefore the y-axis of the FPI
is antiparallel to the room y-
axis.
Figure 5.10: Optitop@ linac
The mean charge produced during 50 pulses in the ionization chamber placed within the primary
x-ray beam were measured at each setting as a function of the mean corresponding frequency pulse
counts. Deviations of the counts-per-measured-charge quotient (CPC) from a constant value were
assumed to result from a frequency pulse offset. Therefore, all counts were corrected by subtracting
a constant offset f to calibrate the generator feedback for measured charge. To obtain the best
correction value, the standard deviation of the corrected CPC(f) as a function of f was minimized.
It was found, that applying f = 130 showed the best proportionality of the corrected frequency
pulse counts and the measured charge at the ionization chamber. Figure 5.11 shows the uncorrected
CPC (f = 0) and CPC (130). Furthermore, the standard deviation of CPC(f) is plotted against
f . The correction was implemented into the pulse count analysis of the control software, so that a
Figure 5.11: Calibration of generator feedback
The deviations of the CPC from a constant value could be corrected for by offset subtraction from
the counted frequency pulses. The deviations of CPC (130) from a constant value stay below 2% for
all measured charges (left). The standard deviation of CPC (f) has a minimum of less than 1% at
f = 130 (right).
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corrected I · t = 10−6 As#counts - 130 ∝ D (D: imaging dose at an arbitrary point of the imaged object)
is written to the text file for each pulse. The written output does not necessarily represent the
exact I · t but nearly coincides with adjusted values, especially for high tube outputs.
5.6.4 Antiscatter grid
As an addition to the imaging system an antiscatter grid became available. The overall size of
the grid coincides with the active area of the FPI. The FPI holder was upgraded with a special
antiscatter grid holding, allowing one to insert and fixate the grid at the front side of FPI towards the
x-ray source. The grid can be orientated along the u-direction, i. e. the grid lines are perpendicular
to the axis of rotation; or it is oriented along the v-direction, meaning the grid lines are parallel to
the axis of rotation during a CBCT acquisition. The used antiscatter grid absorbs approximately
30% of the primary beam intensity of the 120 kV spectrum. Therefore, the tube output must be
increased by a factor of approximately 1.4 to achieve gray values at the FPI projections that are
similar to those obtained without an antiscatter grid. The influence of antiscatter grids on CBCT
imaging is discussed in more detail in [72].
5.7 System calibration measurements
5.7.1 Imaging dose calibration
A dose calibration for the new kV source was performed according to section 4.5.3. The water
phantom was attached to the treatment table and placed with its longitudinal axis along the room
y-axis and its center at the isocenter. The treatment table is outside the FOV at any projection
angle. Additionally, a body phantom (figure 6.23a) was used to obtain an estimation of imaging
doses resulting from extra-cranial CBCTs scans. This phantom was placed on the treatment table.
For dose measurements, 360◦ CBCTs of the phantoms were acquired with the ionization chamber
located at the phantom centers. The measurements were performed using a 120 kV spectrum and
different additional filtrations provided by the kV source. Calibration factors were calculated on the
basis of the measured dose and the cumulative tube output of the corresponding CBCT sequence.
Additionally, the mean energy of the primary beam was calculated for each filtration on the basis
of spectra simulations using the x-ray toolbox. The results are summarized in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Imaging dose calibration factors for CBCTs with the Optitop tube
calib. factors [mGy/As]
Additional filtration [mm Cu] none 0.1 0.2 0.3
Mean spectrum energy [keV] 56.6 60.7 63.5 65.7
Water phantom 70 57 49 42
Body phantom 44 37 33 29
The calibration factors are given in mGyAs . They are based on the measured dose at the phantom
center during one 360◦ CBCT scan and on the cumulative corrected I · t values written to the
corresponding text file. The beam attenuation in the additional copper filtration leads to hardened
spectra resulting in higher mean energies and to lower primary fluences resulting in lower doses. A
2.5mm Al filtration is always existing.
These values are used for dose estimations of similarly sized phantoms or body parts imaged with
the new kV source.
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5.7.2 Reliability of geometrical calibration
To illustrate deviations of the linac integrated kV-imaging system from an ideal imaging geome-
try, figure 5.12 shows the distance of the isocenter projection coordinates from the detector center
as a function of the projection angle. This was measured by acquiring a CBCT sequence of the
isocentric adjusted calibration phantom. The projection coordinates were calculated by means of
the obtained projection matrices for each projection angle.
The reproducibility of the non-ideal projection geometry determines the stability of the imaging
Distances are given in pixels.
The variations indicate a non-
ideal projection geometry that
must be corrected for by geo-
metrical calibration.
Figure 5.12: Distances of isocenter projections from detector center
system’s geometrical calibration and is an important issue for accurate CBCT reconstruction. Relia-
bility tests were performed by multiple CBCT acquisition of the calibration phantom and generation
of corresponding projection matrices. In a preliminary test, four sets of projection matrices were de-
termined from four different calibration sequences (Θstart = 0◦, ∆Θ = 1.0◦, Θstart = 360◦, v = 200
◦
min ,
each) acquired during one day without moving the calibration phantom inbetween. The calibration
phantom was roughly adjusted with the help of the room lasers. The phantom center does not
necessarily coincide exactly with the isocenter. By means of the projection matrices, the projec-
tion coordinates of 21 points with a distance between 0 and 20 cm from the origin of the patent
coordinate system (i. e. the center of the calibration phantom) were calculated. The coordinates
of the points are: x = y = z = n√
3
;n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 20. For each point at each projection angle,
the maximal deviation of projection coordinates between the four calibration sets were calculated.
Figure 5.13 shows these deviations for four different projection angles and for three different points,
respectively. In a second test, the influence of a gantry speed variation on the calibration reliability
was analyzed. For this purpose, two calibration CBCTs were acquired in two sessions with two
different gantry speeds each. Both times, the gantry speeds were set to v1 = 200
◦
min and v2 =
90◦
min ,
respectively. The other parameters were fixed to Θstart = 0◦ and ∆Θ = 1.0◦. The maximum
deviations of projection coordinates between both speeds were again evaluated for every projection
angle and the 21 above defined points. The results are illustrated in figure 5.14).
The plots indicate a good reproducibility of the projection geometry when using a fixed rotation
speed. Deviations at the detector plane of 0.5 pixels correspond to lateral distances of approxi-
mately 0.14mm at the isocenter plane (perpendicular to the projection direction). Therefore, no
deformations in the reconstructions are expected. When using a calibration for positioning pur-
poses, an accurate adjustment of the calibration phantom is necessary. For pure imaging purposes,
the absolute patient system coordinates may be less important.
Variations in gantry speed are shown to decrease the reliability of the geometrical calibration espe-
cially concerning peripheral points, where deviations up to 4 pixels (
∧≈ 1.1mm at isocenter plane)
were observed. To overcome such inaccuracies calibrations might be performed for all applied
gantry speeds.
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Figure 5.13: Calibration reliability
The maximum deviation between the projection coordinates rises with increasing distance of the
projected points from the center of rotation, but stays mainly below 0.5 pixels even for peripheral
points. The slightly initial drop of the 90◦ and 270◦ curves may result from an inaccurate adjustment
of the calibration phantom.
Figure 5.14: Calibration reliability for different gantry speeds
The plots indicate a sensitivity of the geometrical calibration on the variation of the acquisition
speed. The deviations at 0◦ between the calibration for v1 and the calibration for v2 are comparable
to those of a constant speed (figure 5.13), resulting from the fact that the initial kV-pulse is triggered
at Θstart before the gantry has started to move (see figure 5.9).
5.7.3 MV beam attenuation of the FPI
The Inline concept is arranged for an entrance MV beam tracking during treatment. In this case the
FPI is located between the MV source and the patient. Therefore, properties of the treatment beam
such as intensity and spectrum are different with respect to the commonly used non-attenuated
MV beam. For photon treatment purposes, only the delivered dose distribution inside the patient
is of interest. Therefore, measurements have been performed to analyze and quantify the influence
of the FPI on the treatment dose. In a water tank, depth dose curves and lateral dose profiles with
and without the FPI (without antiscatter grid) inserted into the accessory tray using an ionization
chamber were measured.
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Figure 5.15 shows the normalized depth dose curves for a central 10×10 cm2 beam and the quotient
of measured absolute doses with FPI (Dw) and without FPI (Dw/o). The FPI causes a beam
Figure 5.15: Depth dose curve comparison w/ and w/o FPI
The normalized depth dose curves of the central ray measured in water with a 6MV beam at an SSD
of 100 cm and a field size of 10 × 10 cm2 (left) and the absolute dose ratio are plotted (right). A
slightly shifted maximum of Dw towards deeper values and the slower decline are signs of a slightly
hardened beam.
attenuation of approximately 15%. The spectrum is slightly, hardened resulting in a slightly
changed gradient of the depth dose curve. The doses in water of the attenuated beam range
between approximately 84.5% of the non-attenuated beam behind the maximum and 86.5% in a
depth of 30 cm for a 10× 10 cm2.
Figure 5.16 shows a comparison of lateral dose profiles in the x-direction (room coordinates) at a
water depth of 5 cm. No differences in the normalized profiles are visible. The absolute dose values
have a constant ratio of approximately 84.5% along the profile.
Figure 5.16: Dose profile comparison w/ and w/o FPI
The dose profiles along the x-axis were measured at a water depth of 5 cm, an SSD of 100 cm and a
field size of 10× 10 cm2. Throughout the profile the dose values with FPI are approximately 15.5%
lower than without FPI.
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Depth dose curves and dose profiles of other beam sizes and water depth show comparable results,
which are discussed in more detail in [73]. The influence of the FPI must be considered for treatment
purposes. This can be done by integrating the FPI (with and without antiscatter grid) into the
planning system for dose optimization and calculation [74]. As a possible further solution, the
scaling of the MUs of each treatment segment by a factor of 1.18 with respect of the treatment plan
optimized without FPI was analyzed. This method requires, in any case treatment verification with
FPI due to the disregard of the changed beam spectrum [76], [77]. Figure 5.17 shows an example
of comparison of dose distributions carried out by film measurements. An original 7-beam IMRT
plan optimized for a prostate cancer patient was applied on an IMRT verification phantom without
FPI, as well as with FPI, and scaled MUs. The dose difference distribution and a gamma criteria
Figure 5.17: Comparison of IMRT dose distribution w/ and w/o FPI
Left: Film measured dose distribution of the central transversal slice (patient system: z = 0) of a
prostate cancer IMRT plan (without FPI). Middle: Dose difference distribution at z = 0 between
the original IMRT plan and the scaled plan with FPI. The high-difference areas are passed at the
gamma analysis of this slice (right). The parameters of the gamma analysis are ∆D = 3% for dose
difference and ∆d = 3mm for spatial distance.
analysis [75] of the central transversal slice do not reveal any serious differences of the delivered
dose. Other slices showed comparable results. Therefore, this case outlined the MU scaling of
1.18 as an adequate method for FPI consideration. More examples and detailed analyses are given
in [73]. With the antiscatter grid, the scaling factor increases to 1.205.
Chapter 6
Investigations & Applications
In the previous chapters, the development of the linac integrated imaging system, as well as its
associated components, features and applications, were described in detail. This chapter describes
several investigations concerning imaging and image quality and describes clinical applications
performed with this system thus far.
6.1 Investigations on CBCT image quality
In this section, several influences on CBCT image quality are experimentally analyzed. This is
mainly done on appropriate phantoms by varying single parameters of the CBCT acquisition or
reconstruction process. In the following, the already introduced contrast phantom (figure 4.7) and
lung phantom (figure 5.7) are used. A view inside the phantoms is given in figure 6.1. The different
inlays of the phantom are described in table 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Inside view of the contrast- and the lung phantom
The middle slice of the contrast phantom (left) is equipped with different inserts that are described
in table 6.1. The diameter of the phantom is 16 cm; the inserts have diameters of 30mm, 10mm,
5mm and 2mm. The diameters and distances of the serially-arranged holes at the upper right part
of the phantom are 2mm, 1.5mm and 1mm, respectively. The lung phantom (right) is equipped
with lobes-shaped lung tissue equivalent material and an artificial RW3 tumor.
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Table 6.1: Inserts of the contrast phantom
insert equivalent to rel. electron density HU at FBCT
1 lung tissue 0.28 −739± 27
2 muscle 1.05 43± 8
3 cortical bone 1.69 1424± 34
4 spongy bone 1.11 259± 10
5 air 0.001 −1021± 5
6 fatty tissue 0.9 −109± 6
bg RW3 1.012 7± 9
The numbers of the inserts correspond to the labels at figure 6.1. ‘bg’ is not a real insert, but
represents the RW3 background of the phantom. The given HUs were measured with a diagnos-
tic fan beam CT. The electron densities are given relative to the electron density of water. The
lung equivalent inserts are formed out of a brittle polyurethane based material containing air holes
(Obumodulan). It is, therefore, not homogeneous, which results in higher uncertainties of the HU
determination.
6.1.1 Impact of additional filtration
The collimator of the x-ray tube provides additional copper filtration of the x-ray beam, which can
be used for hardening the primary beam (see table 5.1). To study the influence of the filtration
on CBCT image quality, four CBCT scans of the contrast phantom were acquired applying 0mm,
0.1mm, 0.2mm and 0.3mm copper filtration, respectively, in addition to the existing 2.5mm
aluminium filtration. The scans were acquired as full scans with an angular spacing of 1.0◦ at
U=120 kV. The x-ray parameter I · t was adapted to the corresponding filtration by means of table
5.1 to keep a constant estimated imaging dose of 13mGy for all scans. No antiscatter grid was
used. The CBCT sequences were reconstructed with a 0.5× 0.5mm2 resolution of the transversal
slices (px = py = 0.5mm). For evaluation purposes, the mean reconstructed attenuation coefficients
(µ1, µ2, . . . , µ6 and µbg) and their standard deviations (σ1, σ2, . . . , σ6 and σbg) of the 30mm inserts
at the central slice were determined for each scan. As an indicator for contrast, the differences of
reconstructed attenuation coefficients between each insert and the RW3 background1 Ci = |µi−µbg|,
and a contrast to noise ratio CNRi = Ciσi+σbg , i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, is plotted in figure 6.2.
As expected, higher photon energies lead to lower contrasts (see figure 2.12). A reverse trend
is visible for the CNR up to a additional filtration of 0.2mm copper. This can be understood by
analyzing the FPI gray values of the CBCT (raw) projections of the phantom produced by the
different spectra. In figure 6.3, the mean gray value of a 100× 100 pixels ROI at the middle of the
phantom shadow within a corresponding projection of each CBCT scan is plotted as a function of
additional filtration. An increasing detector signal S having uncertainties of σS ≈
√
S lead to lower
uncertainties at the reconstructions2 due to an increased SNR (≈ √S) and may therefore yield in a
better CNR despite a lower contrast. The effect is reduced and the CNR decreases again by further
beam hardening. The higher detector signal may not only result from a lower attenuation at higher
energies, but also from a higher amount of scattered radiation, reducing both, the contrast and the
noise.
1The absolute difference of reconstructed attenuation coefficients corresponds to the difference of displayed bright-
ness when using a constant and linear windowing and can therefore be seen as a measure of visible contrast.
2 p
(2.14)
= intµ(x) dx = − log (S ± σS) ≈ − logS ± σSS ≈ − logS ± S−
1
2 (S already normalized to the non-
attenuated signal.)
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Figure 6.2: Contrast and CNR as a function of additional filtration
Contrast and CNR are normalized to the 0mm Cu scan for a better overview. The contrast decreases
with the hardening of the energy spectra, while the CNR increases to a certain level. The CNR of
the lung tissue equivalent insert 1 may not be well-defined due to the inhomogeneity of the material.
Due to lower attenuation,
higher gray values are pro-
duced at the phantom shadow
for higher energies at the
same imaging dose. This
trend weakens by further beam
hardening due to a decreased
detector response for higher
energies.
Figure 6.3: FPI signal at phantom scatter
6.1.2 Impact of imaging dose
To analyze the impact of imaging dose D on image quality, four CBCT scans of the contrast
phantom were acquired applying estimated isocentric imaging doses between D = 3.8mGy and
D = 31mGy. Full scans at an angular spacing of 1.0◦ were acquired without additional filtration
and without an antiscatter grid. The sequences were reconstructed choosing px = py = 0.5mm.
The contrasts Ci are not expected to be significantly dose dependent. Therefore, the noise ratio µiσi
of the inserts and the background was analyzed as an indicator for image quality and is plotted in
figure 6.4. An expected behavior of the curves can be estimated by the noise σS of the projection
signals S. Theoretically, it is σS ∝
√
D. This leads to an uncertainty of σp ∝ D− 12 of the line
integrals p used for image reconstruction [σp ≈ S− 12 (see footnote in section 6.1.1)]. Therefore, the
noise ratios µiσi can be expected to be proportional to
√
D. The deviations from the theoretical
run may be caused, for instance, by influences of the discrete angular and spatial sampling at the
CBCT acquisition, by scattered radiation and beam hardening, or by uncertainties occurring at
offset- and open field correction, etc. [78].
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Increasing SNRs at the projections at
higher imaging doses (SNR ∝ √D) leads
to decreased noise in the reconstructions.
Due to material inhomogeneities, σ1 has
an offset value and, therefore, shows the
lowest relative reduction. The deviant be-
havior of the curve representing insert 5
(air) may be caused by the higher sensi-
tivity on variations in σ at µ5 & 0.
Figure 6.4: Dose dependence of noise ratio
6.1.3 Impact of projection compression
A rebinning of the projection data to 1024 · 2−n × 1024 · 2−m pixels by neighborhood averaging
should have similar effects on image noise as increasing the imaging dose, but decreases the spa-
tial resolution of the projections and therefore also of the CBCT reconstructions. Furthermore,
additional image artifacts may occur by an excessive compression due to the unification of overly
large areas. To analyze the impact of compression, a CBCT of the contrast phantom was acquired
(full scan, ∆Θ = 1.0◦, D ≈ 13mGy, no additional filtration, px = py = 0.25mm). The sequence
was reconstructed four times with various compressions in the u-direction (n = [0..3]). No com-
pression in the v-direction was performed (m = 1) to avoid interferences between different axial
slices of the phantom3. Figure 6.5 shows the reconstructions of the central transversal slice for
n = 1 and n = 3. The effects of an excessive compression are clearly visible. Not only does the
Figure 6.5: Reconstructions of rebinned CBCT projections
Both images have the same gray level windowing. The rebinning with n = 1 delivers scatter reduced
images with a good spatial resolution. Excessive compression (n=3) may result in unusable recon-
structions with high blurring and low spatial resolution. Artifacts such as the ring in the middle or
at the border of the reconstruction, which might be caused by inappropriately corrected dead pixels,
are emphasized in the reconstruction with the n = 3 compression.
spatial resolution decrease significantly for n = 3, but the overall image quality appears to decrease
dramatically. For quantification purposes the ratio µiσi was again analyzed at the central transversal
slice for all inserts, and the background as a function of the compression 2n. Furthermore, the
impact on the spatial resolution was analyzed by extracting profiles along the 1mm hole line and
the 2mm hole line for each n. The results are shown in figures 6.6 and 6.7. The curves show the
3For a non-ideal imaging geometry this assumption may be given only approximately because the rotation axis
might not be exactly parallel to v-axis at all projections.
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Figure 6.6: Projection compression dependence of noise ratio
The increment of µσ up to n = 2 approximately coincides with the expected decrease of σ that
is caused by averaging, which approximately corresponds to a dose increment for small area of
averaged pixels. The deviating increment of the curve representing insert 1 is caused by the blurring
of existing inhomogeneities due to decreased spatial resolution.
Figure 6.7: Spatial resolution of CBCTs from rebinned projections
The plots show profiles along the serially arranged 1mm and 2mm holes of the contrast phantom
for the reconstruction of differently rebinned projections. The background is normalized to µb = 1.
The holes contain air and would ideally have a value of µh = 0. While the curves representing
n = 0 and n = 1, respectively, show a good resolution of both hole lines, the small holes for n = 2
and n = 3 can hardly be distinguished.
expected noise reduction up to n = 2. Also, the magnitude complies to the expected approximate
proportionality to 2
n
2 according to the estimated dose dependence of σ. The additional artifacts
appearing at n = 3 cause an increment of σ resulting in decreased values of µσ . The µ-profiles
along the hole lines approximately reflect the normalized MTF values (MTF(0)=1) at 0.25mm−1
(2mm holes, 1 cycle4mm ) and 1mm
−1 (1mm holes) by 1− µhµb (µh: reconstructed attenuation coefficient
of the (air-)holes, µb: reconstructed attenuation coefficient between the holes). Table 6.2 gives a
summary of the eight roughly estimated MTF values extracted from figure 6.7. Summarizing the
results about image noise and spatial resolution, n = 1 seems to be a good choice for projection
rebinning of the given setup. A further application of m = 1 (rebinning in the v-direction) may
further reduce noise without a significant decrease of spatial resolution. As already mentioned in
section 4.4, the choice of n and m should also incorporate the choice of px, py and pz.
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Table 6.2: Estimated CBCT-MTF values
n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3
MTF (0.25mm−1) 0.8 0.7 0.35 0.05
MTF (0.5mm−1) 0.6 0.35 0.05 0
The values are roughly estimated from the profiles along the hole lines. The background is normalized
to µ = 1. The ideal value of µh is assumed to be 0.
6.1.4 Impact of angular spacing for 4D-CBCTs
CBCT acquisition at a low angular resolution causes streak artifacts in the reconstructed images.
These are already clearly visible at an angular spacing of ∆Θ = 2◦, as can be seen in the example
of the contrast phantom in figure 4.15. Therefore, the system developed so far only supports
CBCT acquisitions with an angular spacing of 0.5◦ and 1.0◦. However, lower angular resolutions
may be of interest for 4D-CBCT acquisition of a certain breathing phase. Assuming a patient
to breath regularly at a frequency ν, with a breathing phase triggered acquisition during a full
gantry rotation with constant speed v, the CBCT sequence consists of 360◦ · νv equidistantly spaced
projections with an angular spacing of ∆Θ = vν . Assuming, furthermore, a constant imaging dose
per projection, the image quality is expected to decrease with decreasing number of projections
because of higher noise due to lower total dose and stronger streak artifacts, due to lower angular
resolution. To simulate such CBCT sequences, a full scan of the motionless lung phantom was
acquired with an angular spacing of ∆Θ = 0.5◦ and a total imaging dose of approximately 36mGy
(other parameters: n = m = 1, px = py = 0.5mm, no additional filtration). Reconstructions were
performed using different numbers of equidistantly spaced projections out of the complete sequence.
Ten different angular spacings between 0.5◦ and 30◦ were chosen. Therefore, sequences between 12
and 720 projections according to imaging doses between 0.6mGy and 60mGy were reconstructed.
Figure 6.8 shows an example of a transversal slice of the reconstruction applying angular spacings
of 3◦ and 12◦, respectively. The right image could, for instance, represent a possible 4D-CBCT
Figure 6.8: Streak artifacts of different angular spacings
The lung phantom was scanned with a limited FOV (centered detector geometry). Therefore, only
a circular part of it is visible at the reconstructions. Applying angular spacings of 3◦ already leads
to visible streak artifacts but the reconstruction of only 30 projections still allows to distinguish
between tumor and lung tissue.
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scenario with the realistic parameters ν = 10min−1 and v = 120
◦
min . The strong streak artifacts still
allow a clear delineation of the tumor volume. To analyze the image quality and to possibility to
distinguish between tumor and lung tissue as a function of the number of projections, the CNR
between the tumor volume at the shown slice and the surrounding lung tissue was determined as
discussed in section 6.1.1. The corresponding plot is shown in figure 6.9.
CNR depending on the num-
ber of equidistantly spaced
projections used for the recon-
struction. The solid line rep-
resents an exponential fit to
the data. The number of pro-
jections is approximately pro-
portional to the total imaging
dose.
Figure 6.9: 4D-CBCT CNR as a function of breathing cycles
In this case, the ratio is described in the range from 12 to 720 projections (∆Θ = 0.5◦ . . . 30◦) by
CNR ≈ 0.875 + 4.440 · [1− exp(−0.0143 · p)] (6.1)
Sequences of fewer projections result in more and more unusable reconstructions. The CNR only
rises to certain maximum value despite increasing imaging dose and angular resolution. This is
due to the inhomogeneities of the lung tissue equivalent material, and also due to imaging artifacts
caused, for instance, by scattered radiation and phantom truncation; the noise cannot be com-
pletely eliminated in the CBCT reconstructions. The maximum value is already nearly reached at
an angular spacing of 1◦.
For 4D-CBCT acquisitions of lung cases, realistic numbers of breathing cycles range between ap-
proximately 10 and 60, depending on gantry speed and breathing frequency. Actually, not just one
projection but a bundle of neighbored projections, is used per breathing cycle for a pseudo-static
reconstruction of a certain range of breathing amplitudes or phases; this results in higher imaging
doses, but possibly at the expense of motion artifacts. If neither the inhale nor the exhale phase
is included in that range, two (in general, not equidistantly spaced) projection bundles might be
used for a reconstruction per breathing cycle, resulting in a higher angular resolution, but usually
also at the expense of either imaging dose or motion artifacts due to the higher breathing velocities
apart from the turning points of the respiration cycle [79], [80].
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6.2 Clinical applications
During the development process, the current setup of the imaging system was transferred four
times to a clinically used linac to perform several imaging and treatment applications on 19 pa-
tients. The four clinical runs are summarized in table 6.3. For any clinical run special permission
Table 6.3: Clinical applications of the imaging system
run date patients cases applications
#1 07/2004 #1 1 head&neck kV-CBCT acquisition
off-line positioning control.
#2 09/2004 #2 – #7 1 head&neck kV-CBCT acquisition,
3 prostate off-line positioning control.
1 lung
#3 03/2005 #8 – #13 2 head&neck
3 prostate
1 lung
kV-CBCT acquisition,
4D-CBCT acquisition with RGS,
fluoroscopic kV-tracking of respiratory
motion,
immediate positioning control (and
correction) followed by dose delivery
through FPI [81].
#4 10/2005 #14 – #19 1 head&neck
2 prostate
2 lung
1 lumbar spine
as run #3, plus:
FOV extension for prostate cases,
gated treatment of one lung case,
MV-beam tracking during treatment
for entrance dosimetry purposes [82].
The table summarizes all 19 patient applications of the four clinical runs with the described linac
integrated imaging system.
for the respective patient applications was granted by the authorities. In the following sections the
latest run of patient applications (#4) and their methods are considered in more detail [82].
6.2.1 Patients and methods of clinical run #4
The characteristics of the patients from the forth clinical run, and special applications, are sum-
marized in table 6.4.
For all patients, full scan CBCTs with an angular spacing of ∆Θ = 0.5◦ yielding sequences of
720 projections. An antiscatter grid was used. No additional filtration was applied. If necessary,
a target position correction by means of the CBCTs was performed before the start of the dose
delivery. For all patients, the treatment beam shape and intensity was tracked by means of the
FPI that was left inserted at the accessory tray of the linac during dose delivery.
A photo of the clinical setup, including covers at both the linac and the x-ray tube, is shown in
figure 6.10.
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Table 6.4: Patient characteristics
Patient diagnosis treatment
technique
special applications
#14 lung cancer stereotactic
RT
4D-CBCT, fluoroscopic respiration tracking,
gated dose delivery.
#15 oropharyngeal
cancer
IMRT
#16 prostate cancer IMRT FOV extension
#17 prostate cancer IMRT FOV extension
#18 unresectable
chordoma
IMRT 4D-CBCT
#19 soft tissue sar-
coma
IMRT
The table summarizes the patient characteristics and special applications other than MV-beam track-
ing and target position correction by means of CBCT acquisition.
The picture shows the
setup of the imaging
system for the clinical
run #4 together with
the fixation for the first
patient. The experi-
mental look of the sys-
tem was disguised by
linac and x-ray tube cov-
ers.
Figure 6.10: Clinical setup of the imaging system
Target position correction. The workflow used for patient repositioning is illustrated in figure
6.11. A very accurate alignment of the calibration phantom for the geometrical calibration of the
imaging system is performed prior to the CBCT acquisition to ensure that the axes of the patient
coordinate system coincides with those of the room system, resulting in a transformation matrix
according to equation 2.1 with [x0, y0, z0] = [0, 0, 0]. This is required to precisely calculate the table
shift for target position correction.
After the CBCT acquisition and reconstruction of the patient at the intended treatment position,
and the matching of the image data with the diagnostic planning CT, the registration of the two
data sets is approved by a visual comparison of different bony landmarks within both image sets.
With the information now available, the error in the location of the radiation target can be calcu-
lated. In this procedure, the radiation target is treated as a rigid body, i. e. its new position in space
is determined by a rigid transformation with six degrees of freedom consisting of a 3-dimensional
spatial translation and the 3 Euler-rotations of the target around its respective axis through the
isocenter. Deformations of the target were not accounted for. Only the target translations could
be used for the target positioning process, in which the determined translation vector of the target
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Figure 6.11: Workflow for patient positioning
Position control and, if necessary, correction, was performed for all patients. The CBCT acquired
in the attended automatically matched with the planning CT by means of a mutual information
algorithm. The match is visually validated by a physician. If necessary, the calculated table shift is
executed by the RTT for target position correction.
is converted to a respective shift of the treatment table. The shift was executed manually by the
responsible RTT.
Since the current treatment couch is only capable of performing a translation along the three main
axes any rotation calculated for target position correction was ignored if the rotation angles for
all three room axes were smaller than 2 degrees. Otherwise, the patient must be repositioned and
the process starts over again with the acquisition of a new 3D image data set. Fortunately, for
all evaluated cases this threshold of 2 degree rotations was not violated. For the translations, an
action level of 2mm for each component of the translation vector was defined. Only if the offset-
components were larger than the action level, was the patient shifted to the new treatment position.
FOV extension. To cover the whole lateral extent of the patients during CBCT acquisition, a
FOV extension by a FPI shift in the u-direction of 14 cm, resulting in a maximum FOV at the
isocenter of approximately 48 cm, was performed for patients #16 and #17. To adjust the kV-
beam to the changed FPI position, the x-ray tube was slightly tilted along its cathode-anode axis
(the y-axis of the room system) in a way that the central ray approximately hit the center of the
FPI’s active area. The beam was collimated to cover nearly the whole active area. A safety margin
of about 1 cm was applied at all edges to ensure the protection of the FPI electronics, resulting in a
slightly reduced maximum FOV. The process of geometrical calibration of this setup, and the target
volume positioning control and correction occur in an analogous manner as for the centered FPI
geometry. Particulars concerning the FOV extension, especially the reconstruction of the CBCT
sequences, are discussed in more detail in [43].
4D-CBCT acquisition. The acquisition of the 4D-CBCT sequences is performed by means of
the RGS AZ-733V, as described in section 5.5. The belt of this system was fixed to the upper
abdominal regions of patients #14 and #18 by the responsible RTT to measure pressure changes
at the sensor caused by the expansion of the thorax and the abdomen. To each projection of the
acquired CBCT sequence, a certain pressure value could be associated by means of the respec-
tive time stamps. These data were used for off-line determinations of the correlation between the
surrogate (pressure signal) and the actual organ motion (diaphragm position), and for off-line re-
constructions of arbitrary motion amplitude ranges. These methods are discussed in more detail
in [68], [67]. The patient positioning was applied on the basis of the complete CBCT sequence
independent belt signal. The RGS belt was not removed until the end of the treatment fraction.
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Fluoroscopic motion tracking. Prior to the application of two different treatment fields, fluo-
roscopic kV-sequences of patient #14 were acquired at the corresponding gantry angle for several
breathing cycles. These sequences were also used to determinate the correlation of motion and
pressure signal, and for the determination of the actual tumor motion amplitude. Furthermore,
static fluoroscopic sequences (see section 5.5) were acquired, triggered by the rising gating signal of
the RGS at a certain breathing phase. These sequences can provide an indication of the stability
of the signal-to-motion correlation.
Gated dose delivery. For patient #14, a diagnostic 4D (fan beam-)CT, in addition to the
conventional treatment planning, was acquired. The movement of the tumor was analyzed by a
physician and a treatment plan was created following the existing planning protocol. For gated
dose delivery, the gating signal of the RGS was adjusted to release the treatment beam only at
breathing phases corresponding to a pressure signal of less than 40% of a previously determined
threshold, representing the inhale phase of a typical breathing cycle of the treated patient. Due
to the MV-beam gating, the total treatment time increased to about 16minutes which is approxi-
mately 50% longer than in the case without the gating [70].
MV beam tracking. The entrance fluence of the treatment beam was measured with the FPI
for all patients during the complete dose delivery process. The field size at the FPI plane is scaled
by factor a of 58 cm100 cm at both dimensions with respect to the nominal field size according to the
isocenter plane. The maximum field size of 40×40 cm2 is therefore completely covered by the active
area at the centered FPI. For patients #16 and #17, the FPI was operated in its shifted position
for kV-FOV extension. In order to spare the electronics of the FPI, it to had be ensured that the
treatment beam did not exceed the active area at any time.
For MV-beam tracking, the FPI runs in free running mode at the highest saturation charge, and the
gray values of every frame are recorded during the beam-on phases (RO signal = HIGH), summed
up and stored to hard disk for each treatment segment separately. Summing up the data of the
segments belonging to a certain treatment field yields a matrix that can be converted into the actual
delivered primary input fluence. For this purpose, several corrections based on detector response
and beam profile calibrations and a deconvolution with an empirically derived scatter kernel for the
elimination of head scatter effects and optical scattering within the detector must be performed.
These methods are described in more detail at [45]. For entrance dosimetry the derived fluence
maps of each treatment field are fed into the dose calculation algorithm of the treatment planning
system (TPS) to calculate the actual delivered dose distributions of the respective treatment frac-
tion. Those calculations were performed off-line for all patients of this clinical run.
The described method for fraction-wise calculations of delivered dose distributions by means of en-
trance dosimetry assumes either unchanged patient anatomies during the whole treatment course
when performing dose calculations on the basis of the anatomical snapshot of the planning CT, or
requires the ability of performing dose calculations on the CBCT acquired at the corresponding
treatment fraction. Dose calculations on CBCTs are discussed in section 6.3.
For the MV-beam tracking it was necessary to irradiate the patients such, that the beam transverses
the FPI. To adapt the treatment plans to this special situation of this single treatment fraction the
MUs of every segment were scaled by a previously determined factor of 1.205 (see section 5.7.3).
The agreement of the dose distributions resulting from the adapted treatment plans with those
described by the treatment planner were carefully verified by phantom measurements.
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6.2.2 Results of the clinical run
In the following, some results and experiences obtained from the different applications of the de-
scried clinical run are summarized.
Target position correction. Bony landmarks were easily detected and a table shift for correc-
tion of the setup-deviation could be automatically calculated in all cases. The image quality was
sufficient for verifying the required table shift by comparison of the desired target point with the
isocenter visible on the CBCT. To offer an impression of the CBCT image qualities, figure 6.12 and
6.13 show examples of CT data for transversal slices of patients #15 (centered FPI geometry) and
#16 (extended FOV). Besides the bony landmarks, also a good soft tissue contrast was achieved.
This can, for instance, be seen in figure 6.12b, where the optical nerves of the patient are visible in
the CBCT reconstruction.
The left panels a) and
c) show transversal
slices of the planning
CT; the right panels
show the corresponding
slices of the CBCT.
The CBCT was ini-
tially reconstructed with
px = py = 0.5mm
and re-scaled by the
image registration
process to the pixel
sizes of the planning
CT (px = py ≈ 1mm).
The CBCT reconstruc-
tion corresponds to
an estimated imaging
dose of approximately
25mGy. Both slices
show a good image
quality of the CBCT.
Especially the visibility
of the optic nerves at
panel b) indicate a good
soft tissue contrast.
Figure 6.12: Transversal slices of patient #15
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Figure 6.13: Transversal slices of patient #16
The left panels a) and c) show transversal slices of the planning CT; the right panels show the
corresponding slices of the CBCT. The CBCT was initially reconstructed with px = py = 0.78mm
and re-scaled by the image registration process to the pixel sizes of the planning CT (px = py ≈
1mm). The CBCT reconstruction corresponds to an estimated imaging dose of approximately
30mGy. The CBCT was acquired with a FOV extension. Higher ratios of scattered radiation
produced in the abdomen compared to the example of figure 6.12 cause cupping artifacts at the
CBCT. A low primary signal at the FPI due to higher beam attenuations results in noisier images.
Nevertheless, the CBCT image quality is still sufficient to detect certain soft tissue structures.
The detected maximum setup-deviation of all patients was 6mm (table 6.5). Due to a defined
action level of 2mm, a target point correction was carried out in 4 cases.
The additional workload of the described workflow compared to a normal treatment fraction led
on average, to an extra time of about 10 minutes. The time interval from the start of the CBCT
acquisition to the beginning of the dose delivery was divided into the required time for: i) CBCT
acquisition, ii) CBCT reconstruction, iii) image registration, and iv) setup evaluation (and correc-
tion). The itemized time intervals for each patient are given in [82].
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Table 6.5: Setup deviations evaluated with CBCT
latero- ventro- cranio- max. target
Patient lateral dorsal caudal rotation point
shift [mm] shift [mm] shift [mm] correction
#14 3.1 0.1 6.0 0◦ yes
#15 -0.6 0.5 -0.7 0.6◦ no
#16 -0.7 -1.2 2.3 0.7◦ yes
#17 1.2 3.6 0.1 1.1◦ yes
#18 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0◦ no
#19 -2.6 -1.7 -1.7 1.5◦ yes
According to an action level of 2mm, target point corrections were performed for four out of the six
patients by an according table shift. The maximum evaluated rotations stayed below 2◦ and therefore
did not induce any correction.
4D-CBCT. A projection-wise breathing phase and amplitude mapping of the CBCT sequences
of patients #14 and #18 was possible by means of data from the RGS. These datasets could be
reconstructed for arbitrary breathing phases or amplitude ranges. Figure 6.14 shows a selected
frontal slice of patient #14 reconstructed using all 720 projections, as well as only those associated
with a certain amplitude range of the exhale and inhale phase, respectively. The angular spacing,
Figure 6.14: CBCT reconstructions of a 4D-CBCT data-set
The pictures show a frontal slice of patient # 14 using a) all acquired projections, b) projections
around the exhale phase (68 projections) and c) around the inhale phase (166 projections). The
horizontal green line is for illustration purposes and indicates the CC position of the diaphragm at
the exhale phase. The image quality reduces with decreasing number of projections used for recon-
struction due to higher noise ratios. Nevertheless, the static reconstructions are still appropriate
for 4D image registration purposes and the evaluation of tumor organ motions.
and therefore also the number of projection bundles used for the inhale and exhale reconstructions,
are comparable (approximately 30). Nevertheless, the inhale reconstruction shows noisier images
of poorer quality. This is because the total number of used projections is lower due to higher
respiration-caused velocities at the exhale phase.
In the non-static reconstruction, especially at the edge of the diaphragm, the effect of blurring due
to the movement can be easily shown. This blurring is significantly reduced in the static recon-
structions. Furthermore the different positions of the diaphragm for both phases are evident. If
a 4D CT data set is acquired beforehand to generate a treatment plan for a gated dose delivery
approach, a CBCT reconstruction at the same respiration phase can be used to calculate a potential
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displacement of the patient for a repositioning of the patient. Using a mutual information matching
algorithm, it is also possible to quantify the maximum tumor motion between the inhale and exhale
position, if 3D data sets for both phases are available. If a gated dose delivery approach with a
predefined gating threshold is scheduled, it is also possible to use the minimum and maximum
phase within the given threshold for the reconstruction. So it is possible to estimate the movement
of the tumor within the gating window to adjust the margins around the target volume.
The fluoroscopic sequences could also be used to evaluate the tumor motion and to check the cor-
relation between the signal of the RGS and respiratory caused motion. The ‘static fluoroscopy’
sequences delivered images of a defined breathing phase, free from respiratory motion. Only differ-
ent phases of the heart beat were distinguishable between the single projections. This indicated a
good stability of the pressure-to-motion correlation.
MV beam tracking. The cumulative FPI gray values produced by the primary fluence of the
treatment beam were stored separately for each treatment segment. Figure 6.15 shows an example
of the cumulative signal produced during the delivery of two different treatment beams of patient
#15. As expected, the shapes and intensity levels coincide with the specification of the treatment
Figure 6.15: Measured and calculated primary fluence
Panels a) and c) show the fluence matrices created by the TPS and used for dose calculation of
two treatment beams consisting of 12 and 7 segments , respectively. Panels b) and d) show the
corresponding FPI measurements. Darker areas indicate higher fluences.
plan. Corrections and deconvolutions of the measured signals were carried out in order to obtain
the fluence matrices needed for the dose calculation. The realization and results of the entrance
dosimetry investigations on the planning CTs of the treated patients are described in [45], [28].
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6.3 Dose calculations on CBCTs
First investigations of how to switch from pure image guided RT towards dose guided RT with the
Inline concept have already been described in the last section with the introduction of the methods
of entrance dosimetry. However, due to interfractional anatomical changes like loss or gain of
weight, tumor regression, fill level of the bladder, etc., the actually delivered dose distribution may
differ from the calculation that is based on the planning CT. Such uncertainties may be avoided
if an accurate dose calculation on the CBCT acquired for patient positioning prior to the dose
delivery of the respective treatment fraction is possible. In the following sections the accuracy of
dose calculations on CBCTs is discussed [83], [84].
6.3.1 Motivation
Photon dose calculations are based on the electron density distribution of the irradiated material
or tissue. This information is indirectly provided by the CT cube in terms of attenuation coeffi-
cients or HUs that are translated to electron densities by means of a CT scanner specific conversion
function [85], [86].
Higher scatter ratios in the wide field projections of CBCTs cause cupping artifacts at the re-
constructions [87]. This may result in a spatial dependency of the reconstructed attenuation
coefficients, as illustrated in figure 6.16. The profile through the central transversal slice of the
reconstruction of a cylindrical water-filled perspex phantom with a diameter of 18 cm shows a cup-
ping of approximately 4%.4
The plot shows the profile
along the black line of the re-
construction of the cylindri-
cal water phantom. The two
small circles are cylindrical
holes through the phantom
that are partly filled with
perspex sticks. The treat-
ment table was outside the
FOV during CBCT acquisi-
tion.
Figure 6.16: Cupping at the water phantom
Figure 6.17 gives an example of a typical HU to electron density conversion and a HU histogram
of a head and neck CT from a diagnostic CT scanner. Most of the voxels are represented by HUs
around 0. In this range, the conversion function has a smooth gradient. Therefore, slight inaccu-
racies of the HUs may only have a low impact on the electron density distribution and still allow
a sufficiently accurate dose calculation, despite scatter artifacts such as those shown for a water
phantom in figure 6.16.
In the following sections, it is shown, that for small phantoms and head and neck patients HUs
can be reconstructed with a an accuracy that is sufficient for dose calculation purposes. This is no
longer the case for larger phantoms and extra-cranial patients due to higher scatter distributions.
Therefore both cases are analyzed separately.
4All CBCTs dealt with in section 6.3 and its subsections are acquired with antiscatter grid.
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The left plot shows the distri-
bution of HUs at a diagnostic
head and neck CT. The graph
in the right gives an exam-
ple of a typical HU to electron
density conversion.
Figure 6.17: HU histogram & electron density conversion
6.3.2 Small phantoms and head and neck patients
When head and neck (CB)CTs are acquired the treatment table is outside the FOV. The patient’s
head is fixed with a head mask, as can be seen in figure 6.10. All phantoms discussed in this section
are fixed similarly; i. e. the treatment table is always outside the FOV.
To perform dose calculations on CBCTs of head and neck cases, or phantoms of a similar size as
the water phantom, a HU to electron density conversion function was generated by means of the
inlays of the already introduced contrast phantom. For the calculation of HUs (see equation 2.17),
the mean value of the profile through the water phantom was used as µw. Table 6.6 lists the HUs
of the contrast phantom extracted from a CBCT reconstruction. Along with the electron densities
Table 6.6: CBCT HUs of the contrast phantom
insert 1 2 3 4 5 6 bg
H −699± 82 125± 37 1354± 80 327± 39 −969± 36 −81± 31 47± 31
Mean HUs and standard deviations of the 3 cm inlays of the contrast phantom extracted from the
central slice of a CBCT reconstruction of the contrast phantom. Only the mean values are used for
HU to electron density conversion.
listed in table 6.1, these values were used to generate the conversion function. Interim values were
calculated by linear interpolation between the neighboring values from the table.
Dose calculations were performed of CBCTs of the water phantom, the contrast phantom, the head
phantom and on the data set of patient #15.
For comparison purposes, reference CT data sets of the phantoms were acquired using a diagnostic
FBCT. Artificial contours were defined for IMRT optimization5 and dose volume histogram (DVH)
comparison. The CBCT data cubes were spatially matched to their reference cubes. Treatment
plans were created and dose calculations with a clinically approved pencil beam algorithm [89] were
performed for identical treatment plans on the reference CT and the matched CBCT cube.
For the patient case, the original contours defined by the physician were used on the planning CT
and on the CBCT that had already been matched to the planning CT for positioning purposes. For
dose calculation the original treatment plans were used. Since CBCTs of patients acquired before
treatment fractions are usually used for positioning purposes, dose calculations of the applied ra-
diation sequence on the matched CBCT cube should, aside from intra-fractional organ movements
(like breathing), correctly predict the dose distribution in the patient for the particular treatment
fraction.
5IMRT optimization is done with a research version of KONRADr [88].
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Dose calculations using the reference CTs were done with the standard HU to electron density
conversion also used in clinical routine. Dose calculations from CBCTs were performed using the
adapted conversion obtained from the contrast phantom.
Water phantom.To estimate the influence of the remaining cupping on small phantoms on dose
calculation accuracy, a depth dose curve from one incident 5×5 cm2 beam and the dose distribution
of three equiangular spaced 5×5 cm2 beams in the water phantom were calculated. The differences
between the reference CT and the CBCT stay below 2% in the profiles shown in figure 6.18. This
emphasizes the insensitivity of small HU inaccuracies in the soft tissue range.
Figure 6.18: Water phantom – dose profiles
Profiles through the water phantom of a one-field and a three-field plan dose distribution. The
black arrows symbolize the beam configuration; the profiles were measured along the straight red line
through the water phantom.
Contrast phantom. The dose distribution of a coplanar five-beam IMRT plan was calculated for
the contrast phantom. A target volume and several OARs were defined. Figure 6.19a shows the
central transversal slice of the reference CT with contours and the calculated dose distribution in
this slice; figure 6.19b shows a DVH comparison of the reference CT and the CBCT. The DHVs
of all contours are overlaid in one plot. The colors of the DVHs correspond to the contours of
6.19a. The pink DVH corresponds to an OAR that does not intersect the central slice. On the
left side the DVHs of the OARs seem to coincide exactly; no differences are visible on the overlay.
The differences between the single DVHs are plotted in figure 6.19d. Only slight differences are
visible for the high dose area of the target volume. Additionally, a dose difference distribution of
the central slice is shown in figure 6.19c. Local differences in the high dose area are visible but stay
below 3%.
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Contrast phantom. a) Con-
tours and reference CT dose
distribution; b) DVH compar-
ison; c) Dose difference dis-
tribution (local percentage dif-
ference); d) DVH difference
(positive if a larger volume
of the CBCT contour receives
the according dose value).
Figure 6.19: Contrast phantom – comparison of dose distributions
Head phantom. A similar analysis also with a coplanar five-beam IMRT plan was carried out
on the head phantom. The results are shown in figure 6.20. Again, nearly no difference is visible
between the DHVs and the dose distribution of the shown transversal slice. Observable differences
in the dose distribution only occur at the border of the phantom. This may happen if there are
small inaccuracies in the image match, but it does not affect any VOIs.
Head phantom. A) Contours
on a transversal slice. The
dark stripe through the slice
represents an air gap cross-
ing the slice. This gap results
from the fact that the phan-
tom is assembled from differ-
ent sloped slaps. B) DVH
comparison; c) dose difference
distribution (local percentage
difference); d) DVH difference
(positive if a larger volume
of the CBCT contour receives
the according dose value).
Figure 6.20: Head phantom – comparison of dose distributions
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Patient. The phantoms analyzed up to that point showed that an accurate dose calculation from
CBCT for small objects without the treatment couch being placed within the imaging volume is
feasible with a simple calibration method.
For the following clinical example (patient #15), the CBCT was acquired in the last week of the
treatment course. That means there was nearly one month between the planning CT and the
CBCT acquisition. In between, a control CT of this patient with a diagnostic FBCT scanner was
acquired which was also used for the analysis of the CBCT dose calculation accuracy. Figure 6.21
shows two transversal slices of the three matched CTs with different contours. On the upper slices
Figure 6.21: Patient #15 – planning-, control- and CBCT
Transversal slices of patient # 15 with a target volume contour and a planning contour, respectively.
A), d) planning CT; b), e) control CT acquired with a diagnostic CT scanner at a late fraction of
the treatment course; c), f) CBCT acquired at the end of the treatment course.
a), b), and c) one can already see a tumor regression within the red target volume contour between
the planning CT and the control CT, and even more between the planning CT and the CBCT.
Furthermore, the right sinuses were plugged during the time of planning CT acquisition. The
cold disappeared during the treatment course, and is visible neither on the control CT nor on the
CBCT. The lower panels d), e), and f) show another transversal slice with a contour used for dose
optimization purposes. On these slices the lower part of the patient’s chin and the neck is visible.
Due to loss of weight during the treatment course, a gradual reduction of tissue between the chin
and neck is visible. The dose calculation from these three CTs was based on the original coplanar
nine-beam IMRT treatment plan. In figure 6.22, DVH comparisons of both shown contours are
plotted. Figure 6.22a shows the comparison between the planning CT and the control CT, and
figure 6.22b shows the difference between the planning CT and the CBCT. All other contours are
neglected for clarity, because they again, show nearly no visible differences in the DVHs.
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Figure 6.22: Patient #15 – DVH comparison
DHV comparison for the two shown VOIs of patient # 15. A) Comparison between planning CT
and control CT dose distribution; b) comparison between planning CT and CBCT dose distribution.
The curve labelled with number 12 belongs to the planning CT. For the target volume (red) in both
cases the curve with the lower maximum dose belongs to planning CT.
The trend of the DVHs from the planning CT to the control CT concerning the two shown contours
increases for the CBCT. The target volume DVH shifts to higher calculated dose values due to lower
radiological depths with progressive tumor regression. Increasing parts of the other contour receive
lower doses due to missing tissue and missing build-up effect. The plugged sinuses have no impact
on the dose calculation because there is no incident beam passing through this part of the patient.
Due to its consistency with the expectation and the (not shown) good agreement with the other
DVHs of the planning CT and the control CT, the dose distribution calculated from the CBCT
can be assumed to be accurate.
6.3.3 Larger phantoms and extra-cranial cases
X-ray projections of larger objects, especially when they are placed on the treatment table, contain
much more scattered radiation. Even with the use of an anti-scatter grid, the induced artifacts in-
terfere to such an extent that an accurate dose calculation may no longer be possible from CBCTs.
Cupping artifacts may dominate the images, and attenuation coefficients may have a strong spatial
dependance. The plot in figure 6.23 shows profiles of reconstructed attenuation coefficients through
a transversal slice of the abdominal part of a body phantom placed on the treatment couch and
imaged with a diagnostic FBCT scanner, and the CBCT setup to illustrate this issue. In such
cases (cupping up to 20% despite the use of an anti-scatter grid), the dose calculation is no longer
adapted to the CBCT data set as in the HU to electron density calibration method described above,
but vice versa. Therefore, the following new method was tested for CBCT dose calculation using
image information from the reference CT, and using the standard HU to electron density conversion
of the diagnostic CT scanner:
At first, it is assumed that after the repositioning of the patient, all rigid objects such as the
treatment couch and an optional base frame used for patient fixation, have the same coordinates as
on the planning CT6. The patient’s lowest point in the AP direction (i. e. the point with the lowest
room z-coordinate7.) is above the highest point of the base frame. HUs of the CBCT below the
top side of the base frame are replaced by those from the reference CT, so that dose distributions
6After the registration of the CBCT with the reference CT, both CT cubes have the same voxel sizes and use the
same patient coordinate system.
7With this section ‘lower/higher points’ mean points with a lower/higher z-coordinate of the room coordinate
system
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Figure 6.23: Body phantom – cupping at a CBCT reconstruction
A) Abdominal part of a body phantom placed on the treatment couch. B) FBCT reconstruction of
a transversal slice of the phantom. C) Normalized profiles of measured attenuation coefficients in
the LR direction along the black line in b). The black curve showing a homogenous attenuation
coefficient distribution corresponds to the FBCT, the black line showing a cupping of approximately
20% to the CBCT reconstruction.
of beams coming from below and passing through the treatment couch are calculated correctly
within the replaced volume. The patient himself is not assumed to be rigid. Otherwise, there
would be no reason to perform a dose calculation from the CBCT because the dose distribution
would definitely coincide with the planned one. However, the patient’s anatomy is assumed not
to change significantly between the acquisition of the planning CT and the CBCT. Indeed, if only
the planning CT is available, one must assume the patient’s anatomy as static in order to get a
cumulative dose distribution for the complete treatment course. Furthermore, it is assumed that
higher values of reconstructed attenuation coefficients µ(x, y, z) represent higher electron densities
%−e (x, y, z) within any sufficiently small cubic region of the CBCT (µ(x, y, z) > µ(x′, y′, z′) ⇔
%−e (x, y, z) > %−e (x′, y′, z′) ∀ [x, y, z], [x′, y′, z′] within a sufficiently small cubic region). This relation
is also globally fulfilled for the HUs of the reference CT and electron densities. On the basis of
these assumptions, the volume of interest for the dose calculation is divided into (ideally, as few as
possible and as many as necessary) quadratic cuboids having their axis parallel to the z-axis of the
patient coordinate system. Then the attenuation coefficient histogram of each region is adapted to
the HU histogram from the corresponding region of the reference CT. This is done in the following
way:
Let each region contain n serially numbered voxels. Hi is the HU of voxel i of the reference CT
and µi the attenuation coefficient8 of the corresponding voxel of the CBCT.
Let
f, g : [1, n] = {m ∈ N | 1 ≤ m ≤ n} → [1, n] (6.2)
be two bijective mappings with
Hf(i) ≤ Hf(j) ∀ i, j ∈ [1, n] with i ≤ j (6.3)
µg(i) ≤ µg(j) ∀ i, j ∈ [1, n] with i ≤ j (6.4)
Furthermore, let
K = {k1, k2, . . . , km−1} | 1 ≤ ki ≤ n ∀ i ∈ [1,m− 1] (6.5)
be a set of m− 1 natural numbers with
ki − ki−1 = a · n, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, ∀ i with 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 (6.6)
8Throughout this section attenuation coefficients are regarded to be of dimensionless quantity.
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The ranges of both histograms
(
[Hf(1), Hf(n)] and [µg(1), µg(n)]
)
are each divided into m subsets
(3 ≤ m¿ n):
SH,i =

[H1,Hf(k1)] , for i = 1
[Hf(ki−1), Hf(ki)] , for 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1
[Hf(km−1),Hf(n)] , for i = m
(6.7)
Sµ,i =

[µ1, µg(k1)] , for i = 1
[µg(ki−1), µg(ki)] , for 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1
[µg(km−1), µg(n)] , for i = m
(6.8)
That means the same number (a · n) of voxels belong to each subset, for example, 5-10 percent of
all considered voxels. The first and the last subset (i.e. those including the voxels with the lowest
and highest HUs or attenuation coefficients) may be an exception and contain fewer voxels.
Let
T[µ1, µn] = {ti} :

Sµ,1 → [−1000,Hf(k1)] , for i = 1
Sµ,i → SH,i , for 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1
Sµ,m → [Hf(km−1), 3000] , for i = m
(6.9)
be a set of transformations with ti(µ ∈ Sµ,i) =
max
[
−1000,
(
µ− µg(k2)−µg(k1)2
)
· Hf(k2)−Hf(k1)µg(k2)−µg(k1) +
Hf(k2)−Hf(k1)
2
]
for i = 1(
µ− µg(ki)−µg(ki−1)2
)
· Hf(ki)−Hf(ki−1)µg(ki)−µg(ki−1) +
Hf(ki)−Hf(ki−1)
2 for 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1
min
[(
µ− µg(km−1)−µg(km−2)2
)
· Hf(km−1)−Hf(km−2)µg(km−1)−µg(km−2) +
Hf(km−1)−Hf(km−2)
2 , 3000
]
for i = m
(6.10)
Now, for each region of the CBCT, the attenuation coefficients histogram is adapted to the HU
histogram of the corresponding region of the reference CT separately by a continuous, monotoni-
cally increasing transformation:
T : µ→ HCBCT | HCBCT(x, y, z) = T(µ(x, y, z)) (6.11)
That means all subsets, except the first and the last one, of the CBCT are linearly transformed
to their respective subsets of the reference CT. The first and the last subsets are transformed the
same way as their neighboring subsets. Afterwards, the histograms of both the CBCT and the
reference CT are similar, but not necessarily identical. To aid better understanding, the principle
of the histogram adaptation is illustrated in figure 6.24.
Transforming the first and the last subset independently from their corresponding ones in the refer-
ence CT prevents noise from artificially increasing the considered HU range. Furthermore, it avoids
the situation in which slight changes in the anatomy, which introduce or remove extreme HUs or
attenuation coefficients (for example, a section without air cavities in the reference CT includes
air cavities in the CBCT, or vice versa) does not effect the transformation. Moreover, dividing the
histogram into an appropriate number of subsets adapts the CBCT histogram quite well to that of
the reference CT, but still respects anatomical changes and deviations in HUs.
One could go one step further in the adaptation process and also assume the skeleton as rigid, thus
identifying the coordinates of bony structures in the reference CT and replacing the adapted HUs
of the CBCT at these coordinates by those of the reference CT. Bony structures in the reference
CT can easily be identified by searching for HUs above a certain threshold. This method is not
applied because satisfactory results can already be obtained without bony HU replacements.
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Figure 6.24: Histogram adaptation of a CBCT
First, the considered part of the planning CT and the CBCT is divided into cuboids with a quadratic
base area. The axis of the cuboid is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the CT. Therefore, the
transversal slices are divided into squares. For each cuboid the histogram of the CBCT is adapted
to the corresponding one in the planning CT. For that purpose the histograms are divided into
subsets, each representing the same number of voxels (except the first subset (1) and the last one
(7). Then each subset (except 1 and 7) of the CBCT is linearly transformed to the corresponding
one of the planning CT. That means it is shifted and stretched in a way that the borders of the
subset coincide with those of the planning CT after the transformation. The first and the last subset
undergo the same transformation (i.e. the same shift and stretch) as their neighboring ones. Within
the single subsets the CBCT keeps it individual shape after the adaptation.
Results.
Body phantom. The above described method has been applied to the CBCT of the abdominal
body phantom (figure 6.23). Figure 6.25a shows a transversal slice of the adapted CBCT. The
slice is divided into numerous quadratic regions of 32 × 32 pixels (×25 pixels in the z-direction)
corresponding to 32mm×32mm (×75mm in the z-direction) that have been adapted to the corre-
sponding regions of the reference CT on the basis of their histograms. In figure 6.25b, a comparison
of the HU histograms between the reference CT and the adapted CBCT shows the similarity of
both histograms as a result of the adaptation. Ideally, the histograms of both CTs coincide for
the phantom because there is no change in the geometry. This is not exactly the case, due to non-
linearities in the attenuation coefficients of the CBCT. Nevertheless, these small deviations have
only a small impact on dose calculation as is shown in the DVH comparisons in figure 6.25c. A
five-beam IMRT plan was generated, optimized on the basis of the horseshoe shaped target volume
and the remaining contours defined as OARs. Nearly no differences are observable between the
DHVs of the reference- and the adapted CBCT (figure 6.25c. The dose difference distribution of
the presented slice stays below 1% in nearly the whole area (figure 6.25d.)
The inaccuracies that would occur, when applying the method for small phantoms, described in
section 6.3.2, for the dose calculation on the CBCT of the body phantom, are illustrated in figure
6.26. The DVH comparison shows not acceptable differences up to 10%, for instance in the ‘target
volume’.
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A) Transversal slice of the
adapted CBCT of the body
phantom. The arrangement
of the quadratic regions are
visible due to discontinuities
at the borders. B) Compar-
ison between HU histograms
of the reference CT and the
CBCT. The histogram is well
adapted but not identical. C)
DVH comparison of a five
beam IMRT plan. No differ-
ences are observable between
the VOIs of the reference and
the CBCT. D) Dose differ-
ence distribution (local per-
centage dose) of the dose cal-
culations of the reference- and
the adapted CBCT.
Figure 6.25: Body phantom – results of CBCT adaptation
The plot shows a comparison of
DVHs between the dose distribution
of the planning CT and the dose
distribution on the CBCT obtained
with the dose calculation method de-
scribed for small phantoms. The
curves labelled with higher numbers
(6, 7, 8, 9, 10) belon to the CBCT.
Differences up to 10% are visible.
Figure 6.26: Body phantom – DVH comparison for the ‘small-phantom-method’
Patient.
As a further example, the CBCT of patient #17 was adapted to its planning CT using the described
method. Dose calculations on the adapted CBCT were performed on the basis of clinical contours
and the original seven beam IMRT plan, and compared to those of the planning CT. Figure 6.27a
shows a transversal slice with the original contours of the planning CT defined by a physician, the
CBCT and the adapted CBCT. In this case, the CBCT was divided into regions of areas four times
larger (64 × 64 pixels). That this fragmentation is still sufficient for cupping reduction and HU
adaptation is shown in figure 6.27b. HU profiles of the planning CT, and the adapted CBCT in
the LR directions, are plotted along the horizontal line drawn onto the CT images. The adapted
CBCT shows the same structures as the original CBCT. Small differences to the planning CT, such
as can be seen within the rectum and the target volume contours, are respected by the adaption.
Differences in the region of the left pelvic bone (that appear due to slight inaccuracies of the image
registration) are still present. Nevertheless, the HUs are well adapted to the planning CT, and
cupping artifacts that might inhibit an accurate dose calculation are removed by the adaptation.
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As the planning CT and the positioning CBCT only differ slightly, the dose distribution of the
original seven beam IMRT treatment also does not differ much. The DHV comparison of both
dose calculations is plotted in figure 6.27c. Again, the OARs coincide extremely well and only
small differences can be seen in the DVH of the target volume at higher doses. The dose difference
distribution (figure 6.27d) of the slice shows nearly no difference above one percent in the inner
part of the patient.
Figure 6.27: Patient #17 – results of CBCT adaptation
A) Transversal slice of the planning CT, the CBCT and the adapted CBCT. B) HU profiles along
the horizontal green line at a) for the reference CT and the CBCT. C) DVH comparison of the
original seven beam IMRT plan between the planning CT and the CBCT. Only small parts of the
target volume receive slightly higher doses for the CBCT calculation. D) Dose difference distribution
(local percentage dose) of the dose calculations of the planning- and the adapted CBCT.
6.3.4 Summary
The weak dependence of electron densities on HU changes in the soft tissue range, which is true
for most of the human anatomy, including the head and neck region as shown in figure 6.17, allows
small and local HU inaccuracies to be ignored in the dose calculation. With a simple calibration
procedure on based on a mean attenuation coefficient for water HUs for a few materials, dose cal-
culations from CBCTs of small objects acquired in free air (without the treatment table within
the FOV) using an anti-scatter can be performed very accurately. This could be demonstrated on
several phantoms, as well as for head and neck patients.
Larger phantoms and extra-cranial patients already produce more scatter, but there is also ad-
ditional scatter due to the treatment couch they are placed on, especially at projection angles of
around 0◦, where the detector is very close to the treatment couch. In this case, even the use of
an anti-scatter grid cannot reduce scatter sufficiently to obtain images with only low residual cup-
ping artifacts. It is plausible that the large differences in the measured attenuation coefficients for
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homogeneous tissues as exemplarily shown in figure 6.23 inhibit an accurate dose calculation using
a single spacially independent HU to electron density function. Therefore, additional information
from the reference CT is needed. Since dose calculations are usually based on the planning CT,
the setup during the CT acquisition must be identical to the treatment setup. Everything outside
the patient that is transversed by the treatment beam must be identical. Therefore, HUs of voxels
that are outside the patient in both CTs, such as those from the treatment couch, can be replaced
on the CBCT by the original values. Furthermore, the attenuation coefficients inside the patient’s
anatomy obtained from the CBCT reconstruction had to be transformed into HUs by means of the
HU histogram of the reference CT. Although, disturbing quadratic region boundaries arising from
the region-wise histogram adaptation are visible on the adapted CBCT, but the adaptation is per-
formed only for dose calculation purposes. The visualization and analysis of the dose distributions
can be done on the original CBCT.
A more preferable CBCT dose calculation on CBCT of large objects, independent of the reference
CT, at least presumes an accurate scatter correction of the CBCT projections in order to avoid
disturbing cupping artifacts [90]. An approach using a simple, direct raw image based scatter
estimation and correction proposed in [91] is tested in the next section.
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6.4 Application of a simple, direct method of scatter correction
A simple and direct method for scatter estimation and correction is proposed by Siewerdsen
et.al. [91]. The published method is based on the assumption that no primary x-ray- signal of
a kV-beam can measured on the FPI in the collimator shadow (behind the leaves). This can be
taken for granted for the used spectrum. Therefore, the complete signal in the collimator shadow
results from scattered radiation. The 2D scatter fluence shall then be estimated by interpolating
the shadow signal over the complete area of interest, i. e. the phantom shadow on the FPI. The
interpolation is applied by fitting second order polynomials to the gray value data in the collimator
shadow along the columns in the v-direction. For scatter correction, the polynomials are then
subtracted from the raw data.
Constraints. Even if there is only the air gap and no phantom or any other scattering object
between the x-ray source (including the aperture) and the FPI, one will measure a signal in the
collimator shadow beyond the penumbra for any non-closed beam shape. This is true for several
reasons:
1. Light scatter in the scintillator material. This signal depends on the FPI signal of the irra-
diated pixels and drops down to approximately one percent after 20 pixels behind the beam
edge.
2. Scatter from the collimator edges and, presumably to a minor degree, from the tube filtration
that includes an aluminium disk at the beam exit. Figure 6.28 shows a projection of a
phantom that is partly covered by the collimator leaves. The red lines indicate the leaf edges.
With an adapted windowing setting, structures of the phantom can be recognized in the
collimator shadow. These structures are visible due to the attenuation of the scattered x-rays
from the collimator.
The picture shows a screen-
shot of the FPI imaging
software. The red rectangle
indicates the FOV. Primary
x-rays are absorbed to more
than 99.9% within the col-
limator leaves. The signal
outside the FOV (behind the
collimator leaves) is caused
by off-focal radiation.
Figure 6.28: Phantom structures within the collimator shadow
It is assumed that, within the phantom shadow, both effects are low compared to the phantom
scatter. However, the sum of these effects may lead to gray values within the collimator shadow that
are higher than those in the phantom shadow of the FOV. This is mostly the case if the off-focal
radiation hits the FPI without further attenuation by the phantom. This is illustrated in figure
6.29, which shows a projection of a phantom not exceeding the field edges in the v-direction9 (a),
a profile of FPI signal through the phantom shadow along the red line (b), and a profile through
the collimator shadow along the green line (c). The pixel values in the collimator shadow are
much higher than in the phantom shadow. Therefore, the amount of scatter would be enormously
overestimated with this attempt.
Outside the phantom shadow, gray values resulting from these effects may exceed those from
9The v-axis is taken to be parallel to the y-axis, and the u-axis parallel to the x-axis of the FPI.
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Figure 6.29: Profiles through phantom- and collimator shadow
A) Screenshot of the FPI imaging software. B) Profile through the collimator shadow along the
green line . C) Profile through the phantom shadow along the red line. The origin of the FPI’s
active area ([x,y] = [0,0]) is represented by the upper left corner of the imaging screen (see figure
2.5). Lower rows represent lower y-coordinates.
the phantom scatter. Therefore, the applied method is only applicable if the phantom size suffi-
ciently exceeds the field edges in the v-direction. This requirement is assumed to be fulfilled unless
otherwise noted.
6.4.1 Scatter fluence estimation of single projections
First tests of the scatter estimation/correction were applied on the water phantom (radius: 9 cm,
length: 24 cm). KV cone beam projections were acquired for the following orientations: at Θ = 0◦
(gantry: 0◦), phantom placed in free air (i. e. treatment table outside the FOV), phantom center
at room-coordinates [x,y,z] = [0,0,0] (isocenter) and, to increase the amount of scattered radiation
on the projections, also at [0,0,-10 cm] and [0,0,-20 cm]. Other orientations included Θ = 180◦,
phantom on treatment couch, and phantom center at [0,0,0], [0,0,10 cm] and [0,0,20 cm], respec-
tively. To get an idea of the real amount of scatter (here, and in the following references, scatter
denotes only the scattered radiation from the phantom and the treatment couch) on the FPI, the
acquisitions at Θ = 0◦ were repeated with a beam blocker (BB: a circular piece of lead, radius:
1.5 cm, thickness: 3mm - attenuation of initial radiation > 99.9%) on top of the phantom within
the FOV. The signal on the FPI in the shadow of the BB should mainly result from scatter. Im-
ages were acquired at 50mA × 20ms and averaged over 10 projections corresponding to a dose
of approx 0.7mGy at the phantom for the phantom placed free air at the isocenter. Images were
acquired with and without an anti-scatter grid10. The FOV was fixed to 12 cm in the v-direction
and 40 cm in the u-direction on the FPI plane. The projection data (1024× 1024 pixels at 0.4mm
pitch) were processed at half-resolution to yield projections of dimension 512 × 512 pixels with
pixel pitch 0.8mm, which is what is used for CBCT reconstruction. All data were open-field cor-
rected. The following discussion refers to 512×512 open-field corrected data unless otherwise noted.
Signal decay in the v-direction at FOV edges. Figure 6.30 shows an example of signal decay
at the FOV edges in the v-direction. The steep gradient between pixel # 314 and pixel # 322
belongs to the signal in the leaf edge penumbra. In this example, pixels # 322 onwards can be used
for scatter fluence estimation. For each column of the image data, the 50 pixels closest to the leaf
penumbras on both sides outside the v-boundary of the FOV were (row by row) interpolated using
a quadratic function for phantom scatter estimation. No filtering was applied in the u-direction.
The estimated scatter fluence was subtracted from the projection data. The negative logarithm
of the ‘scatter corrected’ data represents the total x-ray attenuation p through the phantom (and
treatment couch), and, therefore, for the free air imaged water phantom, the path length of the
primary x-rays through the phantom (assuming the attenuation coefficient of air is zero). These
10Within this section it is always explicitly mentioned if the anti-scatter grid was used.
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An example of signal decay
(within the phantom shadow)
at the collimator edges is
shown. Signal values refer
to open-field corrected pro-
jections, pixel numbers to a
0.8mm pitch.
Figure 6.30: Signal decay at the FOV edges
data were analyzed and compared to data that had not been scatter corrected, data acquired with
the anti-scatter grid, and the expected ‘ideal’ data. Furthermore, the amount of estimated scatter
was compared to the signal behind the BBs.
Profiles in u-direction. Figure 6.31 shows profiles of logarithmized (and open-field corrected)
FPI values through the shadow of the water phantom in the u-direction.
The plot compares path lengths
through the water phantom (ob-
tained from the uncorrected, from
the scatter-corrected projection and
from the projection acquired with
an anti-scatter grid) to the idealized
path lengths for a punctiform x-ray
source. All curves are normalized to
their maximum for better compara-
bility.
Figure 6.31: Radial profiles through the shadow of the water phantom
Projections were acquired at Θ = 0◦ with the phantom center placed at z= -20 cm. All profiles
are normalized to their maximum. The black curve represents the uncorrected image, the blue
one the scatter corrected, and the violet one the projection acquired with anti-scatter grid. The
orange curve represents the path length of the x-rays under the given geometry. The broader shape
of the uncorrected profile indicates cupping artifacts. The path length through the periphery of
the phantom center seems to be overestimated without scatter correction. In fact, considering
the absolute p-values, path lengths are more underestimated through the phantom center than
through the periphery. In this (relative) profile comparison, the scatter correction yields better re-
sults than the anti-scatter grid and delivers profiles, hardly distinguishable from the idealized curve.
Quantification of the scatter correction: To estimate the real amount of scatter on the FPI,
the expected scatter-free signal was simulated and compared to the measured signal11 and the scat-
ter corrected signal. The quotient of the measured signal p and the simulated signal psim should be
1 for scatter-free projections, less than 1 for projections including scatter, and greater than 1 for
projections corrected on the basis of an overestimated scatter distribution. The simulated signal
11Here, and in the following references, ‘signal’ means the logarithmized, open field corrected FPI signal; ‘FPI
signal’, ‘FPI values’ or ‘FPI (raw) data’ mean the (open-field corrected) FPI gray values.
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is based on the simulated x-ray spectrum12 to account for beam hardening effects, and on the
assumption that the detector response is proportional to the energy absorbed in the scintillator.
Both the spectrum and the detector response simulation may be subject to errors, so this quan-
tification may only be seen as an approximation. Figure 6.32 shows the quotients for uncorrected,
and corrected, to simulated signal in the u-direction for the middle of the phantom center placed
at z= -20 cm (Θ = 0◦). The absolute values and the black curve indicate the amount of scattered
Water phantom: Ratio of
measured to expected signal
(absorbed energy fluence of
primary x-rays at the scintil-
lator) in the u-direction. The
red line indicates (signal ra-
tio= 1) expected ideal run of
the curves.
Figure 6.32: Ration of measured and expected u-profile
radiation and the increasing scatter ratio towards the center of the phantom shadow, as already
shown in figure 6.31. The approximate homogeneity, and the values close to 1 of the blue curve
compared to the black one, indicate a quantitatively satisfactory scatter estimation, in addition to
the already illustrated qualitative, cupping reducing scatter correction (see figure 6.31).
As a further test for the method, the kV-acquisitions at Θ = 0◦ were repeated with a BB on top
of the phantom. The corrected FPI data should deliver zero values in the BB shadow. Figure 6.33
shows a FPI projection of the phantom with a BB (a) and the associated estimated scatter fluence
(b) that was subtracted for scatter correction.
A) Projection of the water
phantom with BB. B) Esti-
mated scatter fluence of the
projection. Brighter pixels in-
dicate higher values. Outside
the phantom shadow, the scat-
ter fluence is highly overes-
timated. The plot shows a
profile along the white line in
(a) of the uncorrected (black)
and the corrected FPI signal
(blue).
Figure 6.33: Scatter estimation check with BB
The profiles along the white line in (a) shows, that the corrected FPI values within the shadow of
the BB are mostly very close to zero (blue curve), which is a further sign for a quantitatively good
scatter correction of the measured profile (black curve).
12The spectrum was simulated with the x-ray toolbox.
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Different acquisition setups yield similar results. An example of this is illustrated in figure 6.34.
The graph shows plots in accordance with figures 6.32 and 6.33 for the phantom placed on the
couch at z= -20 cm (i. e. the couch is placed in the FOV between phantom and FPI) and Θ = 0◦.
The higher scatter ratios at the projections with the treatment table within the FOV, indicated
Figure 6.34: Scatter correction with treatment table in within FOV
Left: Ratio of measured to expected signal in the u-direction. The red line indicates (signal ratio= 1)
expected ideal run of the curves. Right: Profile through phantom shadow and BB shadow of the
uncorrected (black) and the corrected EPI signal (blue).
by the lower values of the black curve at the left graph compared to figure 6.32, are corrected
very well towards the estimated ideal profile with the described method (blue curve). This is also
obvious in the right graph; the comparison of the black curve with the plot in figure 6.33 shows
that slightly higher signals are measured with the FPI despite the presence of an additional x-ray
absorber (treatment table), due to an increased amount of scattered radiation. Nevertheless, it
may be corrected very accurately for the given geometry.
Influence on CBCT reconstructions. To evaluate the influence of the projection profile accu-
racy on CT reconstruction, the u-profiles from the phantom placed in free air at z=20 cm (Θ = 0◦)
were duplicated in a CBCT sequence of 360 projections simulating an SID of approximately 120 cm
and a fixed SDD of approximately 142 cm. This setup was chosen to obtain a larger amount of
scatted radiation on the FPI to correct for, compared to an isocentric phantom geometry. An
actual cone beam CT acquisition with this geometry would exceed the FOV because the phantom
would be placed too far outside the isocenter. Figure 6.35 shows profiles through the reconstructed
attenuation coefficients in the LR direction (along the x-axis of the patient system) for the uncor-
rected CBCT reconstruction (black), the CBCT reconstruction from the anti-scatter grid projection
(violet), the scatter-corrected CBCT reconstruction (blue), and the CBCT reconstruction of the
idealized profile. The curves are normalized to the phantom center’s attenuation coefficient. As
expected, due to the better projection profiles in the u-direction (see figure 6.31), the scatter cor-
rection delivers better results than the anti-scatter grid acquisition. As an indicator to quantify the
cupping on the reconstruction, the normalized attenuation coefficient µ8cm at 8 cm from the phan-
tom center (x = ±8 cm) is considered. The values are as follows: uncorrected: µ8cm = 1.22 a.u.,
antiscatter grid: µ8cm = 1.10 a.u., scatter corrected: µ8cm = 1.03 a.u. In other words, the cupping
was reduced from 22% to 3% outside the outside the phantom center by the scatter correction.
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Reconstructed attenuation coef-
ficients along the x-axis of the
patient coordinate system for ar-
tificial CBCT sequences with and
without scatter correction, and
with anti-scatter grid. The red
line indicates the ideal run of the
profile. The profiles are normalized
to the attenuation coefficient of the
phantom center.
Figure 6.35: Cupping at simulated CBCTs
6.4.2 Application on CBCT data
To test the method with real CBCT data, the sequence of a cubic 30× 30× 30 cm3 RW3 phantom
assembled from quadratic slabs was acquired, with and without an anti-scatter grid. The middle
disc of the contrast phantom was integrated into the central slab of the phantom. The phantom
was placed on the treatment couch with its center at the isocenter and the contrast phantom disc
at y=0. CBCT acquisition was performed as full scan with Θ = 1.0◦. The 2D scatter fluence
estimation, a lateral smoothing in the u-direction across all columns, was performed, characterized
by a rectangular kernel of 20 pixels to reduce noise in the reconstruction. The projection at Θ = 0◦,
sans anti-scatter grid, was repeated with a BB on top of the phantom to get an idea of the scatter
estimation accuracy. Figure 6.36 shows profiles of the uncorrected and scatter-corrected projections
including the BB shadow, comparable to the graph in figure 6.33. Although the scatter seems to
Lateral profile through phan-
tom shadow and BB shadow
of the uncorrected (black) and
the corrected FPI signal (blue)
obtained from the projection
at Θ = 0◦ of the RW3 cube.
Figure 6.36: Scatter correction check at RW3 phantom
be slightly underestimated in the BB shadow, it is still of the correct order of magnitude despite
the high SPR, which can be estimated from the profiles to be approximately 300%.
An inner region of a transversal slice with the reconstruction of the uncorrected data, the scatter-
corrected data, and the projections acquired with the anti-scatter grid is shown in figure 6.37.
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Figure 6.37: Central slice of the RW3 cube
Reconstructions of the RW3 cube obtained from the uncorrected projections (a), from the projections
acquired with anti-scatter grid (b) and from the scatter-corrected projections (c). The ring in the
outer part of all three images represents a small air gap of radius of approximately 8 cm.
As indicators for image quality of the reconstruction, the following parameters were taken into
account:
• The lateral cupping within 10 cm radius in a homogeneous transversal slice (without any
inserts),
• the noise ratio σµ of each 3 cm insert, and
• the CNR
(
= |µ−µbg|σ+σbg
)
of each 3 cm insert.
Furthermore, an attempt of a HU calculation on the different reconstruction was made.
Cupping. Figure 6.38 shows a comparison of the cupping in the reconstructions. Since the phan-
Reconstructed attenuation co-
efficients along the x-axis of
the patient coordinate system
CBCT reconstructions of the
RW3 cube with- and with-
out scatter correction and with
antiscatter grid. The profiles
are normalized to their mean
values.
Figure 6.38: Cupping at the RW3 cube
tom size exceeds the FOV, cupping is not only caused by scatter but also by projection truncation.
Therefore, only the inner part of the observed slice was taken into account. The attenuation co-
efficient profile along the x-axis of the reconstruction of the anti-scatter grid acquired projections
(violet) shows a similar amount of cupping as the profile through the uncorrected reconstruction
(black) with increased noise. The scatter-corrected projections yield cupping reduced reconstruc-
tions (blue curve) with a further noise increment, which can be seen in figure 6.37.
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Noise. A comparison of noise ratios at the different inserts is given in table 6.7. Insert 1 (lung tis-
sue equivalent) is not considered due to its material inhomogeneities. The noise of the single inserts
Table 6.7: Noise ratios σµ at the RW3 cube
uncorrected antiscatter grid scatter corrected
insert 2 2.3% 2.9% 3.3%
insert 3 3.8% 3.8% 3.1%
insert 4 3.0% 3.3% 3.0%
insert 5 3.7% 6.2% 18.0%
insert 6 3.6% 3.5% 3.2%
background 2.7% 2.8% 3.8%
The ratio σµ of the standard deviation and the mean value of the reconstructed attenuation coeffi-
cients of the 3 cm inserts is given.
is, in most cases, very low and does not differ much between the different reconstructions. The
comparability of the given noise ratios despite the different noise observed at the profiles (shown
in figure 6.38) is due to the cupping that also affects the σ of the inserts. Therefore, the σ value of
reconstructions including cupping artifacts is more like an attenuation coefficient uncertainty than
real noise.
Insert 5 shows a strong increase of noise ratio from the uncorrected to the corrected reconstruc-
tion. This is due to the higher sensitivity of the relative noise for the low attenuation coefficient
of air. Streaks in the reconstruction, as clearly visible in figure 6.38, cause a higher noise ratio for
the scatter-corrected reconstruction, and for that acquired with an anti-scatter grid, because they
deliver better attenuation coefficients (closer to zero) for air (see paragraph Hounsfield units within
this section).
CNR. A comparison of CNRs of the different inserts is given in table 6.8. Insert 1 is not considered
due to its material inhomogeneities, and the background itself is also not considered because its
CNR is zero by definition. Obviously, the CNRs increase from uncorrected, to anti-scatter grid,
Table 6.8: CNRs at the RW3 cube
uncorrected anti-scatter grid scatter corrected
insert 2 0.1 0.1 0.3
insert 3 10.0 14.7 21.4
insert 4 3.4 4.9 6.0
insert 5 14.6 21.0 24.3
insert 6 0.6 1.0 2.0
The ratio |µ−µbg |σ+σbg of the mean attenuation coefficients difference of the 3 cm inserts and the back-
ground and their mean standard deviations is given.
to scatter-corrected reconstruction. Due to the high noise ratio of insert 5 at the scatter corrected
reconstruction, the CNR increases there only slightly. Therefore, the contrast itself is much higher.
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Hounsfield units. Under the partially correct assumption that RW3 is water equivalent for the
used spectra, pseudo-HUs were calculated by H = 1000 ·
(
µ
µbg
− 1
)
. The reference attenuation
coefficient µbg is taken from the corresponding background of each reconstruction. Table 6.9 lists
the calculated pseudo-HUs. Compared to the HUs obtained from the diagnostic FBCT (see table
Table 6.9: (Pseudo-)HUs at the RW3 cube
uncorrected antiscatter grid scatter corrected
insert 1 −236± 52 −378± 42 −539± 68
insert 2 47± 64 53± 62 95± 64
insert 3 398± 96 630± 106 1192± 125
insert 4 96± 71 154± 71 272± 72
insert 5 −376± 43 −579± 34 −825± 33
insert 6 −26± 66 −37± 60 −32± 56
The table lists the pseudo-HUs of the 3 cm inserts calculated using the mean attenuation coefficient
of the background µbg (see figure 6.1) as reference for H=0. Therefore, the pseudo-HU of the
background is zero by definition for all reconstructions.
6.1), the CBCT reconstruction delivers the best pseudo-HUs with the scatter-corrected projections
for materials with attenuation coefficients that strongly differ from water, i. e. inserts 1, 3, 4 and 5
in this case. Nevertheless, the reconstructed pseudo-HUs still do not show satisfactory agreement
with the expected values (HUs from the diagnostic FBCT scanner). Considering these data, the
scatter correction method does not seem to have the potential to deliver accurate HUs over the
complete FOV.
6.4.3 Conclusion
Considering the studied cases, the tested scatter correction method seems to be feasible on prism-
like shaped phantoms (including cylinder) aligned in the y-direction with y-dimensions sufficiently
exceeding the FOV edges. For small phantoms particularly, it seems to deliver a quantitatively
good estimation of the 2D scatter fluence. An additional estimation of signal in the collimator
shadow caused by off-focal radiation and scintillator scatter might allow scatter correction of phan-
tom shadows having somewhat too small y-dimensions; but this has not yet been investigated in
detail.
CBCT reconstructions of scatter corrected projections show fewer cupping artifacts but increased
(cupping independent) noise. Noise could partly be reduced by u-filtering of the estimated scatter
distribution. V-leafs shadows should cover a sufficiently large part of the FPI to allow an accu-
rate scatter estimation. Good results were obtained using 40mm on both sides of the FOV in
the v-direction behind the collimator penumbra. Using smaller collimator shadows, for scatter
estimation, one should be sure to use pixels far beyond the collimator penumbra in order to avoid
overestimations due to the steep signal gradient at the penumbra. However, all of this results in a
decreased longitudinal FOV.
HUs could not be reconstructed to a satisfactory level. Further investigations may possibly solve
this problem. Projections with a shifted FPI have not yet been investigated, but the accuracy of
scatter estimation did not seem to degrade at the periphery of the centered FPI.
Chapter 7
Summary & Outlook
The presented work mainly focuses on the technical development and the linac integration of a kV-
cone beam imaging setup. The components and the development process are described in detail,
starting from an initial bench top setup to the implementation of a prototype design appropri-
ate for clinical applications. Several hardware and software components have been developed and
implemented, which either enable the control and the interaction of the individual parts of the
system for the Inline concept characterizing applications, or integrate peripheral features such as
the respiratory gating system.
In summary, an IGRT system was designed and realized with the idea to integrate kV-imaging at
a MV-treatment machine, sharing one axis for both the treatment beam, and the imaging beam
and additionally supporting MV-imaging applications without the need of a second x-ray detector.
Multiple applications were proposed in section 3.2, and partly also provided by the development
and integration of additional hardware and software (see, for instance, section 5.4 or 5.5).
The main features of the developed system are:
• Acquisition of kV-CBCTs of the patient in treatment position.
• Acquisition of kV-projections in treatment beam direction during dose delivery.
• MV beam tracking.
• Acquisition of 4D-CBCTs.
The provided features may allow, for example, the following applications (partly in combination
with further additionally developed peripheral components):
• Detection and correction of set-up errors.
• Detection and correction of inter-fractional and intra-fractional patient motion.
• Calculation of actual delivered dose on the basis of CBCTs in treatment position.
• Entrance dosimetry on the basis of the real-time monitored treatment sequence.
• 4D-CBCT acquisition.
• MV-beam gating on the basis of real-time monitored breathing motion.
• etc.
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Several investigations and measurements using the provided platform are described within this
work and in several further publications, concerning, for instance, 4D-imaging [67], [68], patient
studies [82], [81], dose guided RT [45], [84], and others [73], [92] – [96].
The system was found to be appropriate for clinical applications. Several CBCTs of patients were
acquired and followed by an immediate repositioning. Furthermore, 4D-imaging of patients was
performed, and first attempts towards dose guidance were carried out on the basis of treatment
beam imaging.
It rests with the team of clinicians and medical physicists to deploy the potential of the presented
system with all of its features, e. g. to perform patient positioning correction by utilizing also rota-
tional degrees of freedom. Dose calculations from CBCT data were shown to be feasible with good
accuracy and might be used, possibly in combination with entrance dosimetry, for the control of
actual delivered dose distributions and, in a further step, to inter-fractionally adapted treatment
plans, with the aim to ensure a close compliance with the dose prescriptions [97], [98].
The image quality of CBCTs is still low compared to that of diagnostic FBCTs. A crucial limi-
tation of image quality is the large amount of scattered radiation on the wide field projections of
CBCTs. One major goal and subject of further investigations is the reduction of scatter artifacts
and, closely related to it, an accurate reconstruction of Hounsfield units. A simple, direct approach
for scatter correction has been tested to yield improvements in image quality and HU reconstruc-
tion for certain geometries.
One promising feature of the Inline concept, i. e. the fluoroscopic tracking of lateral organ motion
during the beam delivery and the possibility to overlay the kV-projection with the current (scaled)
beam shape, has not been considered during this work. The real-time evaluation of the image data
combined with an immediate reaction like gating or the adaptation of the beam shape to the tar-
get volume, requiring appropriate algorithms and sufficient computing power, is a work in progress.
The successful clinical studies with the IGRT prototype developed in this work lead to a first com-
mercial realization of the Inline IGRT concept, the developement of the Art´ısteTM by Siemens/OCS.
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7.1 The Art´ıste
The Art´ıste of Siemens/OCS is the first commercial implementation of the Inline concept for IGRT.
It was constructed partly on the basis of the developments and investigations described in this work.
Figure 7.1 shows an experimental prototype version of this treatment machine.
Figure 7.1: The Art´ıste
A) Art´ıste Prototype with all imaging components in park position. B) x-ray tube and kV-FPI in
operational position. C) MV-FPI in operational position. No covers are currently mounted at the
machine. Picture (d) gives a design example of the Art´ıste with covers.
The current version of the prototype employs the same kV-source and FPI that were used in this
work and were found to be appropriate for clinical applications. As an additional feature, a second
FPI (theMV-FPI, in contrast to the kV-FPI ), as already suggested in section 3.2, is installed above
the x-ray tube for further MV-imaging purposes. The integration of the three hardware components
(two FPIs and the x-ray tube) results in several additional mechanical degrees of freedom. The x-
ray tube has its park position inside the gantry and can be moved along the y-direction to the point
where the focus is at the room coordinate [0, 0,−100 cm]. In this position, it can be tilted a few
degrees around its motion axis. A tilt is performed automatically to adjust the central ray at the
center of the kV-FPI’s active area shifted laterally for FOV extension. The kV-source incorporates
a rectangular collimator with four independently adjustable leaves to collimate the kV-beam in the
u- and the v-direction. The kV-FPI is parked between the MLC and gantry, and can be moved
below the MLC where its z-coordinate is adjustable within a certain range. Furthermore, a lateral
shift in the x-direction is possible for a FOV extension during CBCT acquisition. The MV-FPI
parks inside the gantry above the x-ray tube, and can also be driven in the y-direction to the point
where its center is at y=0. Furthermore, it can be moved upwards to z=0 and also be shifted
laterally along the x-direction, as well as along the y-direction.
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7.2 Conclusion
With the technical development, realization and clinical application, the potential of an IGRT
system, following the Inline concept, could be demonstrated. Image guided RT was successfully
performed with this setup for head and neck cases, as well as for prostate patients. The further
integration of 4D-imaging methods additionally allowed lung specific applications. Together with
the demonstrated feasibility of further Adaptive Radiotherapy related features concerning, for
instance, dose guidance, real-time motion tracking during beam delivery, etc., a powerful tool was
provided for the new area of image guided radiation oncology that allows our clinical colleagues to
develop ‘the art of ART’ with the newly designed ARTI´STE system.
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